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From the Editor
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my as a new President takes office. And for an authoritative analysis
of the Bosnian military situation, see the article by Gen. Count
Hanno von Kielmansegg, a former NATO commander from
Germany.
A piece of very good news broke too late for an article this week:
On Feb. 17, the Federal Election Commission voted unanimously to
adopt the recommendations of the Audit Division and General Coun
sel to grant LaRouche's 1992 presidential campaign matching funds

and have the U.S. Treasury cut the first $100,000 certified check to
Kathy Magraw, campaign treasurer. Eligibility h.s been established
through July 15, 1992; the date of Clinton's nomination. The cam

paign is invited to submit additional matching funds requests above

the $100,000 in April. The vote was unanimous; but the FEC only
acted, as one commissioner admitted, to avoid being held in con

tempt of court, since they had withheld the matching funds in 1992
for purely political reasons on the wild allegation that LaRouche's
prior campaigns had been caught stealing.
On the basis of government evidence now on the public record,
the U.S. government knew at all relevant times; from 1979 to the
present day, that Lyndon LaRouche and his co-defendants were
innocent of the false charges for which they were convicted. See
page 57 for new documentation of this, received under the Freedom

of Information Act.
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Greens' ban on chloIjine
will spread epidemi
by Rogelio A. Maduro

Environmental activists in the United States are campaigning
to use the reauthorization of the 1 972 Clean Water Act to
overturn more than 100 years of advances in public health .
The activists, led by the discredited Greenpeace, are trying
to include amendments to the act that would ban the use of
chlorine in the disinfection of water supplies and sewage . If
this passes, it will set the stage for a return of the most deadly
infectious diseases, threatening the lives of millions .
Chlorine is used to kill microbes that cause deadly water
borne diseases, such as cholera, typhoid fever, and giardia
Lamblia . The reauthorization of the Clean Water Act will be
voted on by Congress in the next few weeks, and if the greens
have their way, the ban on virtually all uses of chlorine will
be phased in over the next two years . The ban on water
chlorination has been proposed as an amendment by Reps .
Bill Richardson (D-N . M . ) and Dan Hamburg (D-Calif. ) . <t
The ban is being proposed under the guise of saving
people from a host of alleged health problems, including
malformation and/or dysfunctioning of the sexual organs .
One does not need to go far to see the result of a ban on
water chlorination . In 1 99 1 , Peru stopped chlorinating its
water supply on the advice of the U . S . Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA) . Shortly after chlorination ended, a chol
era epidemic erupted in Peru . It quickly struck 14 countries
in Ibero-America, infecting more than 1 million people and
killing more than 8 , 5 00.

Greenpeace's newest fraud
The environmentalists laid out their objectives during
a briefing in the U . S . Capitol on Feb . 8, co-sponsored by
Representative Richardson and several environmental
4
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groups, including Greenpeace � the World Wildlife Fund, and
the Natural Resources Defem�� Council. All speakers were
environmentalists and the panel was led by Mark Flogel of
Greenpeace . The speakers alt¢rnated between scary tales of
the alleged toxicity of chlorinated compounds, and marketing
hype for chlorine-free paper p �oduction.
At the end of the questiop and answer period, Green
peace' s Flogel briefed the aud�ence on Richardson' s strategy
behind his "Chlorine Zero Discharge Act . " This apparently
embarrassed a Richardson aid , who rose to thank Flogel for
his promotion of Richardson ' 1 bill, but stammered, "Let me
say it is my bos s ' s bill, not Grtenpeace' s bill . "
The eco-fascists are worki'-g closely with the EPA, which
will release its "Dioxin Reassessment Report," on April 1 5 .
But the EPA has been regulairly briefing the greens on the
content in advance of publication, even though none of the
"scientific findings" of the report has been submitted to the
customary procedure of peer review by other scientists .
Fred Webber, president of the Chemical Manufacturers
Association, denounced this collusion between EPA and the
eco-fascists in a press conference on Feb. 8 . Webber noted
that even before EPA Admini$trator Carol M . Browner gave
her Jan . 3 1 press conference' announcing EPA ' s proposal ,
environmental groups had received copies of it and had writ
ten press releases telling news organizations that a U . S . ban
on chlorine was imminent . B rowner stated during her press
conference that the EPA planned to develop a strategy to
"prohibit, substitute, or reduce" the use of chlorine.
Webber stated that "curiausly-or perhaps it wasn't so
curious--Greenpeace was spreading word around the U.S.
and in Europe and Asia that the EPA intended to ban chlorine

t
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here even before the administrator had her news conference .
. . . Greenpeace even had time to organize a demonstration
outside a plant in Australia, at which it spread the news that
the U . S . planned to ban chlorine . "
Webber noted that " a number of other organizations ,
including the U . S . Public Interest Research Group, also had
advance word of the agency ' s plans and had statements and
news releases supporting the EPA ' s proposal ready in time to
hand out at the administrator' s news conference last week. "

The 'hormonal toxicants' hoax
The chlorine scare will be unlike any other recent envi
ronmental scares . Since chlorine and chlorinate compounds
do not pose any conceivable threat of cancer, the greens have
come up with several new categories of threats , including the
unproven theory of "hormonal toxicants . " According to this
theory , organochlorides (produced by chlorinated com
pounds) mimic the body ' s hormones , causing disruptions in
sexual signals , among other things . The greens describe all
types of hypothetical damage that will be caused, concentrat
ing on lurid descriptions of deformities to sexual organs .
Some of the claims are that males exposed to these "hormonal
toxicants" develop small penises , undescended testicles , tes
ticular cancer, poor semen quality , and become effeminate .
The main shortcoming to the "hormonal toxicant" theory
is that there is absolutely no scientific evidence to support it.
Not one single paper has appeared in the scientific literature
on the subject. That shortcoming , however, is an advantage
to the greens . Since no medical or scientific journal has pub
lished papers on the subject, no scientist has criticized the
theory . Therefore the greens can make all the claims they
want and argue that there is a "consensus" on the subject,
since no papers have been published criticizing the theory .
Greenpeace' s fraudulent approach was criticized by
Webber during his press conference. "Greenpeace and its
allies ," he said, "have determined wrongly that chlorine and
all chlorine chemistry are inherently evil and must be banned .
All they 're trying to do now is figure out how to do it legally ,
of course . But they are not interested in an honest, thorough
scientific examination of chlorine chemistry , a let-the-chips
fall-where-they-may approach to answering the questions
that have been posed about chlorine and some of its com
pounds . Rather, they're prepared to pervert science and the
policymaking process, to cook the books if they can , so that
the answers come out to support the actions they propose to
take . You see , there is one really big weakness in the cam
paign to ban chlorine: The science does not support a blanket
ban . "
One o f the most important elements for a successful scare
campaign is the issue of personal exposure . One could call
this the "not in my backyard syndrome . " In the case of the
1 989 Alar scare , this was based on the claim that eating
apples treated with Alar could cause cancer (the greens never
mentioned that one would have to eat 20, 000 apples a day
EIR
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for 70 years to increase the cancer ri�k by one in a million).
The chlorine scare will be base d on meat consumption .
Environmentalists are tailoring the �care to present meat as
the major source of organochloride contamination: "Your
meat is loaded with the toxic dioxin ! �' The public will be told
that dioxin is "the most toxic compo�nd known to man , " and
that it and other organochlorides are the product of man' s
meddling with Mother Nature .
Dioxin is also produced in nature. It is the by-product of
high heat plus chlorinated compounds , which could just be
simple table salt , sodium chloride . Dioxin is created by vol
canoes , forest and prairie fires , lightning , slash-and-burn
agriculture , household fireplaces , and soil and ocean bacte
ria. As a matter of fact, the EPA cQmsidered a ban on fire
places some years back, because of the high concentrations
of dioxin produced by the burning of firewood .

An economic and human debacle
What is not a fantasy , however, is the effect on human
life and the economy of a ban on chlorine . This point was
underscored by Webber, who said that chlorine chemistry
"contributes enormously to the healtlt of Americans: Ninety
eight percent of our nation' s drinkiqg water is purified with
chlorine; 85% of all medicines are made through chlorine
chemistry medicines , used to treat �verything from Hodg
kin' s disease to pneumonia to heart disease . "
The economic consequences of a ban , Webber added ,
would be staggering . "Chlorine chemistry accounts for near
ly $ 1 00 billion of our national economy . A ban on chlorine
[would] not only put people' s health at considerable risk; it
would weaken our overall national economy . " A ban, he
said, would "impoverish the economies and the people of a
number of individual states . "
I n terms o f U . S . industry , the greens seek t o ban an
industrial process that releases dioxiJll and other organochlor
ides . They argue that dioxin is proPuced by all municipal
solid waste incinerators and all hazar�ous waste incinerators,
cement kilns , and boilers and indu�trial furnaces that burn
wastes to produce heat . Dioxin is 111so produced by metal
smelters , paper mills , and by many q.ther common industrial
processes. The pulp and paper indus� estimates that 19,000
workers will lose their jobs in less than a year after a ban is
enacted .
The greens are confident that the� can get away with this
monstrosity , as they have with oth� environmental hoaxes
before it. This time , however, patriotic activists have risen to
challenge the fraud . The Alliance fqr America, an umbrella
group that represents more than 400 grassroots organizations ,
the Environmental Conservation Organization, and many
other groups have mobilized to expolie the lies . Scientists are
denouncing the claims made by the greens, and municipali
ties across the country are up in arm!> at the consequences to
human health of a ban on water chlorination . This latest green
fraud may prove to be the straw that�roke the camel's back.
Economics
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There's trouble

in River City:;

Devil from Davenport on the move
by Marcia Merry
I

As of a Feb . 8 filing deadline for an April statewide referen
dum, Missouri became the most recent of 1 8 states that either
already have riverboat gambling, or are in the process of
putting it to a vote in a plebiscite or in legislative elections .
As the map shows, the 1 8 states are mostly located in the
eastern half of the United States or along the Gulf coast,
where there are rivers big enough to float casino boats . The
way the craze is sweeping the country, the only thing holding
back the arid western states is lack of rivers .
However, don't expect all these enterprises to float fi
nancially . If all the proposed riverboat gambling operations
are approved, there is a prospect of 250-300 riverboats in
these 1 8 states, with a promised gross take reputedly to pro
vide $2.55 billion a year to the states in taxes . Illinois now
has 12 operating gambling boats, with 8 more in the works .
Louisiana anticipates 1 5 river casinos. There ' s a campaign
for 20 in West Virginia alone. But just from the numbers, it
is clear that many of these riverboats are going to sink finan
cially along with the good folk who sold their souls to allow
them . So much for a deal with the devil .
The argument made in favor of legalizing riverboat gam
bling is the same pitch as the devil made to Davenport, Iowa
on the Mississippi River back in the 1 980s: "There ' s no
money for infrastructure; there' s no future in agriculture or
manufacturing; go modem . Go for the leisure industry, go
for gambling . We' ll kick back some money and jobs for your
dying town and hopeless kids . " The people of Davenport fell
for it. They even agreed to forgo construction of a town
levee, because the riverboat operators insisted that it would
spoil the view and deter tourist-gamblers . When the 1 993
mighty Mississippi flood hit, as economist Lyndon
LaRouche observed, "the people of Davenport had their riv
erfront view . . . right in their living rooms . "
What are the river towns i n the other 1 7 states getting and
giving up? Their stories are all the same as how the devil
came to Davenport. It' s a lot like the theme song of the
cornball Hollywood/Broadway musical, "Music Man . " A
shyster comes to River City, Iowa, and plays on peoples '
fears o f their children succumbing to the evils o f the pool
hall . He warns you about "Trouble in River City . . . with a
capital T, and that rhymes with P, and that stands for pool . "
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Then he sells you his snake oil �olution . Today, the shysters
offer you a way you can supposjedly "save the economy," by
going along with riverboat gam �ling . Apart from Dave nport,
Iowa, the state of Missouri is! nationally one of the most
dramatic battlefronts of the riv�rboat gambling fight.

'Show me' state says yes:
Despite its state motto "S�ow me," Missouri is falling
hook, line, and sinker for rive r�oat gambling . The Missouri
River joins the Mississippi Rtver in this state, which, in
recent years, was targeted for �egalized floating casinos by
gambling/organized crime interests . In 1 992 a riverboat gam
bling law was approved by Missouri voters . However, subse
quently, the state Supreme Co liIrt found constitutional flaws
in the law . Meantime, certa.n localities-Riverside, St.
Louis, St. Joseph, and othersf-went ahead with local ar
rangements for riverboat gamijling, all of which were then
called into question by the state ISupreme Court ruling against
the legality of the 1 992 gambli�g law .
Then, the state was inundated by flooding in 1 993 . Lev
ees were broken, unprotected t.,wns were wiped out. A mas
sive infrastructure rebuilding �rogram is needed . Missouri
Gov . Mel Carnahan reported tn January that unless levees
are repaired, many cleaned upl towns and agricultural areas .
will be hit again by spring flooclls .
However, the rebuilding plan is not forthcoming . A s of
late January, the levee repair *nd construction program for
Missouri required $53 million I but only $ 1 8 million has so
far been approved by the federal government for all nine
flood-hit states combined. In I addition, 50 Missouri river
towns have applied for federalj aid for relocation, a number
Governor Carnahan said was "� surprise to us and a surprise
to the administration . " The needed funds are not forth
coming .
Enter, the devil from Davenport.
Governor Carnahan press�d the plight of his state in
Washington, D . C . in early Fel:tuary, at the National Confer
ence of Governors, where hel met with Vice President Al
Gore and other top officials, *d warned that unless levees
are rapidly repaired, the spring floods will "create havoc all
up and down the river. "
EIR
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Riverboat gambli n g is a live issue i n 18 states

�
•

Have riverboat gambling
Considering riverboat gambling

What is called for is a declaration of national economic
emergency , and a roll-up-the-sleeves approach to an infra
structural development program. Anything less than that be
comes the devil' s playground.
A frenzy of action took place in Missouri in late January ,
as legislative stoolies for the gambling interests rushed to
meet the paperwork deadline of filing by Feb . 8 for putting a
new riverboat gambling issue on the ballot April 5 . Local
river towns are already geared up for gambling operations .
A state commission has started the procedures to consider for
approval the Argosy Gaming Co. , to operate floating casinos
in Riverside . At St. Joseph , the St. Joe Frontier Casino is
already docked , waiting for approval to weigh anchor and
deal .

West Virginia: 'Come aboard'

In West Virginia, the gambling companies have run a
heavy advertising campaign called "Come Aboard," to try to
ram through state approval for riverboat casinos , and beat
back the public disgust over the 1 980s convictions for corrup
tion in state-approved land-based casinos. Several state legis
lators were found guilty in the scandals.
The well-funded "Come Aboard" public relations cam
paign of the West Virginia Riverboat Gaming Association
uses the old devil-in-Davenport pitch that 7-9,000 new jobs
would come to the depressed state , $300 million in new
EIR
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business , and $50 million in state ta* s the first year.
These enticements are based oq 20 riverboats , two at
each of ten locations on the major rive s in the state , including
dockage on sites along the 277 miles .ofthe Ohio River. The
'
West Virginia Riverboat Gambling ssociation targets the
state capital , Charleston, as the pu rted chief potential
beneficiary of new revenue if river oats are allowed . The
association points to New Orleans , I where the Star Casino
operates 17 hours each day , and emp�oys 962 people .
The tines on the devil ' s pitchfoQc in West Virginia say
that if they don't allow riverboats faf t, Pennsylvanians will
beat them to it, and the riverboats w . ll go upstream to Pitts
burgh , where the Ohio is formed at he junction of the Mo
nongahela and Allegheny rivers . S far, Pennsylvania has
held out against floating casinos.
Members of the West Virginia Ri erboat Gaming Associ
ation include the American Entertain ent Corp . of New Or
leans; Winamax Corp . of Eden Pra· ·e , Minnesota; Horse
shoe Casino of Las Vegas , Nevada; a d Bender Shipbuilding
of Mobile , Alabama.
West Virginia Gov . Gaston Cape on has said that he will
neither introduce nor promote gami g legislation . "I don 't
think the people of West Virginia ant casino or riverboat
gambling at this time ," he said . The pposition to gambling
includes the state' s Council of Churc es ( 1 5 denominations)
and the Roman Catholic Diocese of heeling-Charleston .
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Soros bets on 'ex'-coITlITlunis $ to help
turn Italy over to the world casino

by Claudio Celani

Big international finance capital is voting Democratic Left
(PDS) in Italy . The right wing which can't get further to the
right-the financial speculators of Wall Street and the City
of London-is betting on the Italian left, the renamed Italian
Communist Party to be precise , in the March 27 general
elections .
The great elector of Achille Occhetto, secretary general
of the "former" Italian communists , is none other than
George Soros , the king of speculators , the man who in Sep
tember 1 992 collapsed the British pound and the Italian lira,
making a cool $2 billion profit . This was revealed by Giusep
pe Turani in an article in La Repubb/ica newspaper on Feb .
4. Turani has inside sources: The major Italian partner of
Soros, Isidoro Albertini , is a bosom buddy of Carlo De
Benedetti , the owner of the paper for which he writes.
Turani reports: "It is said of [Soros] that before the last
administrative elections , he came to Italy and contacted
spokesmen of the Italian left, to get a personal assessment of
the 'danger' represented by them. After these meetings he
went back to America and reportedly decided that the Italian
progressives pose no danger to Italy and therefore he decided
to oppose any maneuver to bring down the lira." Obviously
Soros never does anything which does not suit him. If, as
Turani states , he decided to shore up the lira , it is because he
can make money on it. And if, in fact , "Soros has thrown a
kind of security net around Italy ," that is because the Ciampi
government has done everything which the "markets ," alias
Soros and speculative finance , wanted: The ex-boss of the
Banca d' ltalia, the central bank, has not only implemented
ferocious austerity , which no other government had been able
to do, but he has institutionalized a mechanism for increasing
transfer of wealth out of Italy . With the start of the conversion
of the public debt into international debt (the well-known
issues of Treasury bonds in dollars and other currencies) ,
Ciampi has applied the principle of privatization in the broad
est possible sense , transforming public debt into private debt,
i . e . , into the hands of international speculators .
Thus Italy ' s public debt , already enormous but manage
able under the state 's jurisdiction , has been put into the circuit
of the international gambling casino of so-called "derivative
finance ," the roulette wheel where people bet on the future
ups and downs of stocks . After the experiences of the Ferruz
zi food conglomerate , the German Metallgesellschaft, and
8
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the Spanish Banesto , which went bankrupt thanks to deriva
tives roulette , Ciampi and his banking ministers have handed
over to Soros and company an �ntire nation as their partner
in the next round .
The extraordinary report that Soros had sat down with
Occhetto' s henchmen was confirmed to EIR by a London
banking source well versed in lItalian affairs . Not only that,
but out of the get-togethers aJjt actual pact was cemented
between the PDS and City of London representatives who
met in London and Rome , along these lines: Soros and inter
national finance think that the cQncessions offered by the left
suit them better than those wbich a centrist or right-wing
alternative lineup would offer. lfhe left guarantees that Italy' s
State Holdings , and i n particu i ar the "family jewels" con
tained in IRI (the big public hol<!ing company) and ENI (state
hydrocarbons) , will be privatized. At first, the state will keep
the majority of shares or majority control of them; but what
counts is that productive com,anies will be asset-stripped
and sold off one by one . Actiqg through fiduciaries , Soros
and his allies will gradually en�r into ownership of blocs of
shares . This takeover bid is alre�dy under way , reports Tura
ni: "In recent weeks many operators from Piazza Affari [Mi
lan ' s ' Wall Street' ] swear that t�ey have seen his hand behind
several operations on the lira and the major stocks listed on
the Milan stock market. "
I
Who should step in to lenIJ Soros a hand but Moody' s
Investor Services . A t the moIjlept when Credito Italiano,
Banca Commerciale ltaliana, �d the IMI were privatized,
Moody ' s downgraded the ltaliab banks ' ratings , causing their
market values to drop . Hence , mtyone now buying up these
stocks will get them for much less than the savers who were
promised by the Italian government that their value would go
up "after" privatization .
But the PDS ' s real job is to pismantle the public employ
ment sector and the pension $ystem, a gold mine for the
speculators in hot pursuit of liiquidity . A new player, the
Pension Funds , which will arise out of the dissolution of the
present pension institutions , willI sit down at Soros ' s gaming
table , not to win, of course , but to get plucked by the card
sharps disguised as derivatives fi nanciers . Of course the PDS
will lose votes because of the so;;i al effects of the crisis which
it has helped make worse , an<l1 it is prediscounted that the
left-wing regime will be usedl up and thrown away. Then
EIR
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Soros and his banker friends will focus on other, more classi
cally free-market political formations , to finish off the job of
demolition .
The romance between the PDS and international finance
also got a helping hand from the U . S . ambassador to Italy ,
Reginald Bartholomew, a Kissingerian hawk who set up PDS
leader Giorgio Napolitano' S trip to the United States . Napo
litano presented himself as president of the Chamber of Dep
uties , but in reality he was acting as a PDS salesman , an
nouncing, to the satisfaction of a Georgetown University
audience on Feb . 1 1 , that the left has already decided to back
former central banker Carlo Azeglio Ciampi' s candidacy for
prime minister. What better guarantee could there be for an
unbroken continuity with the policy which has enriched Wall
Street so far?

Futurist oligarchy

The major oligarchist lobby which is backing the leftists
in Italy is the De Benedetti-Benetton-Visentini group , direct
ly hooked into Soros via Isidoro Albertini , the dean of Milan
stock brokers (by the way , before Albertini , the number one
on the Milan exchange was Aldo Ravelli, now retired, whose
daughter was Communist leader Occhetto' s first wife) . This
Venetian-run lobby backs both a certain "left" and a certain
"right"; in the laboratory of the lagoon, in fact, it controls
both Venice' s "progressive" Cacciari administration and the
Northern League opposition , whose slate was headed in the
last election by Visentini' s niece Mariconda.
This lobby recently set up the Businessmen' s Club
which , besides collecting votes for the left in the business
world, works to "sell" the new image of the left to public
opinion. The club ' s spokesman is Marina Salamon , Benet
ton' s ex-mistress and the manager of a company in his group ,
as well as a member (no one knows in what capacity) of the
Cacciari municipal government. In the club , besides Luciano
Benetton and Salamon , are Olivetti Corp. 's Franco De
Benedetti (his brother, Carlo, stayed out on account of his
well-known legal problems) , and the industrialists Paolo
Marzotto , Lino Romano, Carlo Buzziol , and Averna, from
the company that makes Averna bitters .
Scratch a little , and behind the image of an enterprising
middle class emerges that of the oligarchy , whose power is
concentrated in finance and the mass media, i . e . , in manipu
lating public opinion. The De Benedetti group' s clout is well
known: Olivetti general manager Carlo De Benedetti owns
the nationally circulated daily La Repubblica and the news
weekly L' Espresso, the two major players in the collapse of
the First Republic of Italy , thanks to their role in turning the
anti-corruption actions of the Milanese magistrates into a
political trial-by-media of the Parliament. De Benedetti is,
like his comrade Benetton , mainly a financier and only sec
ondarily an industrialist . The few productive activities car
ried out by Olivetti and the Benetton group have primarily
relocated abroad (only 20% of Olivetti ' s total turnover inEIR
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volves the Italian market) , in keeping with "globalization"
strategies [cf. William Engdahl , "Globalization Wrecks In
dustry and Labor Force ," EIR , Dec .i3 , 1 993] , i . e . , the search
for production sites where labor is cijeapest . Benetton and the
other textile industrialists in his Bl.Jsinessmen' s Club make
consumer goods which require low-skill labor and have an
intrinsically minimal value , but with prices maintained arti
ficially high by the "image" campaign for which the group
has become famous .
Curiously , while an entire political and business class is
being wiped off the map by suspicions stirred up by the
mere report that someone is under investigation , the fact that
Luciano Benetton is going on trial in the Fiorucci corruption
case does not even make the news, and the United Colors
financier continues to act as the champion of the New .
"Operation Clean Hands ," the Milan corruption probe ,
has barely touched this sector of the oligarchy , which has
certainly taken advantage of the protections afforded by Ita
ly' s political system as much as , if not more than , other major
private and public groups . A dazzling trove of conflicts-of
interest among these oligarchs liesi unmined by the magis
trates: Consider the fact that Brun� Visentini , president of
the Olivetti business machines giant! , in his capacity as Italian
finance minister forced all Italian merchants to acquire a tax
receiver machine . Or the persistent rumors that the Benetton
group was getting rich in the days of the lira devaluation ,
rumors which could easily have been confirmed by the inves
tigation announced at the time by the government , but which
never came to anything . All of SorOl"s clients got rich , while
Ciampi at the Banca d 'Italia was burning 60 trillion liras and
Italy' s currency was being devalued by 30% . Soros played
the game with money made availaple to him, among other
sources , by Citibank-the same bank which provided Benet
ton' s managing director, Aldo Palmeri .
Curiously , too , the investigati�ns into the illegal slush
fund of the Sisde secret services , wbich sent tremors through
the highest institutional levels of Italy , never revealed that
the owner of the Banca di San Marino , where the "black
funds" were deposited , is none oth� than Luciano Benetton.
A probe into why Benetton bought! that bank, known to ex
perts as an "empty shell ," just beilore the scandal erupted,
and into possible ties with the so-called rogue sectors of the
intelligence services , may perhaps hold some surprises in
store . One could read a whole series of events which have
shaken Italy in the last 1 2 months in!a new light, starting with
Ciampi ' s naming as prime minister and other decisions which
lead some observers to think that someone is heavily condi
tioning the decisions made in the Italian presidential palace .
One thing is sure-Benetton, oefined by an insider as
"the expression of the new Venetian power," is quietly build
ing a formidable base in the mass media, which could make
him the Big Brother of the Second Republic . He already
owns Gazzettino di Venezia , which under the present director
Giorgio Lago , a freemason with a background in Mussolini' s
Economics
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wartime Sal6 Republic , has acted like the loudspeaker for
the regionalist Venetian League . Lago is said to be ready to
be recycled as a "progressive" if the Benetton clique buys II
Giorno, the ENI newspaper which will soon be up for sale .
In Milan , Benetton already owns one daily , La Voce, and is
setting up its editorial 'staff, to be headed by the right-wing
liberal Indro Montanelli . If the rumors are true that Benetton
is in the "pole position" to replace Carlo De Benedetti in the
Espresso-La Repubblica publishing group , there is enough
here to arouse the concern of the anti-trust authorities.
The "left" oligarchy is gearing up to win the election .
Backed by the Doxa polling outfit, which is run by Marina
Salamon ' s daddy , it is well positioned in a campaign which ,
as everyone knows , will be determined by the polls which
condition the candidates .

From Schacht to the New Age

Is it possible that the PDS ruling group may be making a
strategic alliance with the "money bosses," and also under
writing an austerity program which will guarantee their polit
ica suicide? Even if some think the Occhetto leadership
group has tactical aims (although any talk of "Leninism" is
absurd) in allying with the strongest lobbies for their bid for
power, the PDS is actually more ideological than the old
Italian Communist Party , which believed in the class strug
gle , but also in industrial development . The PDS leaders
have dumped development and kept the class struggle (the
enemy is always the productive bourgeoisie) , lining up on
the side of usury . The Italian "left" (like the "right") is satu
rated with malthusian , one-worldist ideology , which says
that mass unemployment is the inevitable result of adaptation
to the global markets . In the absence of dirigistic government
measures , the only investments the "market" allows are those
of high labor intensity , and even these only when "compati
ble" with the budget. With the crumbs left over after having
sated Soros ' s appetite , the left claims that it can create jobs
at the lowest capital intensity . This is called Schachtian poli
cy , in memory of Hitler' s economics minister, Hjalmar
Schacht, the first to carry this out on a national scale . Of
course , the next productive cycle will show that such invest
ments make the crisis worse instead of easing it, but the
"progressives" trust in the unlimited manipulative capacity
of the mass media (which they control) , to win acceptance
for the next phase of Schachtian austerity . Next to this, past
Christian Democratic porkbarrels look like the acme of pro
ductivity .
Reality will be different and less linear. But this is the
line along which the PDS and the "progressive" business
world backing it are moving , as confirmed by the program
announced by the left electoral cartel , which explicitly calls
for cancelling two urgently needed, capital-intensive infra
structural projects: high-speed rail and the doubling of the
Appennine loop of the Autostrada del Sole , Italy ' s north
south superhighway .
10
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The financial oligarchy is on the same track. Bruno Vi
sentini announced at the party cpngress of the bankers' Italian
Republican Party that the priotiity of the left cartel , of which
he considers himself a part, is "labor. " Benetton repeated
this in Corriere della Sera on Feb . 1 1 : "The next government
will have to concentrate . . .1 on the problem of employ
ment. " Marina Salamon , spe�king for the Businessmen' s
Club, echoed this i n an interview with EIR, where she said
that an employment policy shojJld create jobs in ecology and
tourism. Alongside an increa�ingly cancerous and uncon
trolled finance , a "tertiary sectlbr of poor people" will grow .
The most dumbfounding thing is that today such pro
grams can be discussed without being unmasked as charla
tanry . This is because the free-trade revolution in the econo
my brought with it a change i� fundamental paradigms , that
is , how one judges what is pro�uctive and what is not. Once
this basic distinction is lost, economic theories get further
and further away from ration�ity , and tum into something
like astrology .

New Age and slavery

I

Some have negotiated the passage from politics to astrol
ogy with great aplomb . Giorgic) Galli, inventor of the "imper
fect two-party system" (as he t�tled his 1 960s book on Italy's
Christian Democratic and Communist parties) , the theory
which influenced generations Of political scientists and soci
ologists who led the cultural assault on the First Republic ,
converted some years ago to thf New Age, the outlook which
maintains that millennial astrological changes cause the shifts
in a society' S basic values. Galli is today a devout follower
of the Age of Aquarius, whic � supposedly replaces the Age
of Pisces , the Christian era, liS the two constellations ap
proach each other. The Septe�ber 1 993 issue of the maga
zine New Age, which has an ieditorial by Galli himself, is
completely dedicated to the chlinge in the concept of labor in
the Aquarian society .
I
Galli explains that 2 ,000 yj:ars ago Christianity (the Age
of Pisces) revolutionized the K;oncept of labor, which had
been synonymous with slavery, and made it into the instru
ment of human emancipation. !According to Galli, however,
with the lapse of the mandate �f Pisces , the positive content
of the Christian concept of la�or also lapses , and turns into
its opposite: Labor becomes th¢ quest for money and material
prosperity , in short, it returns to being slavery . Fortunately ,
the Age of Aquarius is dawning, which will offer us "a posi
tive transformation of the conqept and the value of labor. "
"The possibility ," Galli \\jrites, "is that o f self-realiza
tion . " What is meant by self-rejalization is explained by other
articles in the issue . One espec�ally , signed by Cristina Bassi ,
states: "The productivity of hUman enterprises will be mea
sured not on the basis of the ma�erial product or service which
each one produces , but by it$ contributions to the spirit. "
Citing Anglo-Saxon author G aty Zukav , "Aquarianist" Bassi
gushes of "values and behaviors of a new humanity which is
EIR
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about to be born," whose power "is now evolving toward the
authentic power, that of the alignment of the personality with
the soul . " She goes on, "Intuition is the voice of the non
physical world . The multi sensorial human being depends
much more on intuition than on any other human faculty .
In commercial terms this means that intuition will replace
rationalism . "
It takes no genius to recognize that this is a doctrine
which justifies underpaying labor, exploitation , and slavery .
Decoupled from the concept of use-value and need , the
Aquarian idea of productivity already applies to Benetton
knitwear, whose value is fixed not by the material product
but by the image ("contributions to the spirit") built up by
Toscani' s posters , or the clocks which Benetton is about to
launch on the market-junk which will sell for sky-high
prices not because it is better, but because owning it is a
"spiritual" event. The Aquarian doctrine of labor also justifi
es converting the economy from industry and agriculture ,
the productive sectors , to ecology , a "sector" which is not
productive in itself (and never addresses moving to new and
less polluting technologies of production , which require huge
investments) . As for intuition replacing rationality in com
merce , we are already there in the financial markets , where
in order to camouflage the looting system represented by
financial liberalization , one speaks of the "psychology of the
market . "
Without overblowing the Aquarians ' influence , their
danger should not be downplayed. While he is taken more
seriously today in some salons and universities than back
when he babbled about the two-party system, behind Galli ' s
soft New Age language , the true Nazi face o f the new cultural
paradigms is not hard to discover. His 1989 book on "Hitler
and magic Nazism" reconstructed the rise of Nazism as the
fruit of esoteric doctrines promoted by sects , such as the
Thule Society , and the reasons for Hitler's popular success .
Galli explained that the National Socialist Party 's public ide
ology corresponded to a Secret Doctrine , derived from orien
tal and esoteric philosophies, which was believed by Hitler,
Hess, and others . This doctrine made the Nazi leaders zom
bies , completely subject to the influence of outside interven
tions , such as horoscopes .
Galli wrote that his study was "particularly useful to com
prehend the reflowering in our history and in our society of
ancient submerged cultures , of which the secret doctrine of
the builders of the Third Reich is a negative aspect, but one
which should not be neglected . " Hence , only the "negative
aspects" of esotericism should be rejected , and all the rest
should be saved . Galli has pursued this theme , especially
the role of astrology in forming future Nazi leaders , in two
subsequent books . It' s only a small step from here to the
theory of the master race . Some think this might be the next
surprise which Galli has in store-perhaps in the pages of
Padania, the monthly review of ethnicity for which he regu
larly writes.
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Business Briefs
Medicine
AIDS-contaminated blood
scandal may hit U.S.
The political and health establishment in the
United States may soon be hit by a scandal over
AIDS-contaminated blood like the one that re
cently rocked France, French journalist
Franck Nouchi wrote in the Feb. 12 daily Le

Monde.

According to Nouchi, the minutes of a
meeting on May 6, 1985 of the Public Health
Service (PHS) Executive Task Force on
AIDS , presided overby Dr. James O. Mason,
director of the Atlanta-based Centers for Dis
ease Control and later U. S. assistant secretary
for health, reveal that high-level officials were
aware that certain manufacturers of "anti-he
mophiliac factors" were selling stocks of "un
heated products ," even though they had avail
able "heated products , inactive for the AIDS
virus . " The minutes show that the FDA was
fully informed ofthe circumstances of the mat
ter but was only prepared to "pressure" the
'
relevant companies not to sell unheated
products .
Dr. Mason was one of the bitterest oppo
nents of the LaRouche movement on the AIDS
front in the mid- 1980s , using his position at
the CDC to run a gigantic coverup of the extent
of, and dangers represented by , the AIDS epi
demic.

Chemicals
Kohl defends German
industry from attack
The international campaign against the Ger
man chemical industry is aimed at hitting the
world' s leader in chemical research and pro
duction, declared Chancellor Helmut Kohl at
the Wehrkunde (military policy) conference in
Munich on Feb. 5 . Kohl indicated that the mo
tivation for the attacks is not what the attackers
claim.
Kohl warned that concern over prolifera
tion of "dual use" (i. e. , civilian and military
uses) technologies cannot be allowed to ham
string industrial advances . "We cannot stop all
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research and development because of the dual
use aspect," Kohl said. In this light, he said
that he wanted to make some remarks "on this
occasion . . . in defense ofthe Germanchemi
cal industry . "
Kohl said that he wished that within the
western world there were a spirit of "fair coop
eration" among the respective industries .
"Don't always blame the Germans , just be
cause some despicable German firms have
traded chemical technology to Iraq and other
states," Kohl said. He urged the media to pub
lish the list that is available from the U . S . Con
gress of "all the names of firms that did that,
and there also others , many others , not just
Germans . "
Kohl said that he suspected other motives
than concern about proliferation of dangerous
technologies behind the German-bashing
campaign in the media. "We are number one
in chemical research and also in the production
of chemical products , on a world scale," he
said.
Sen. Donald Riegle (D-Mich . ) , chairman
of the Senate Committee on Banking , Hous
ing, and Urban Affairs , stated on Feb. 10 that
the U . S . government under the Reagan/Bush
administration routinely approved shipment of
viruses and bacteria (used to develop biologi
cal weapons) to Iraq prior to the Persian Gulf
war.

Poland
Free trade finance
minister resigns
Polish Finance Minister Marek Borowski , a
backer of "free trade ," resigned on Feb. 4. Bor
owski , who was deputy prime ministerrespon
sible for the economy , said he was annoyed
that his economic policies had been under
mined by Prime Minister Waldemar Pawlak.
It is not clear if Borowski's resignation will
lead to a dismantling of the left-wing coalition
government which took power three months
ago.
The row between Borowski and Pawlak,
leaderofthe Polish Peasant Party (PSL) , erupt
ed the week before when the prime minister
fired Deputy Finance Minister Stefan Kawalec
without consulting Borowski . Borowski was

often a targl:!t of veiled attacks from the PSL
for his refus� to divert from a strict free market
course, and for drafting a tight budget for this
year, based bn strict monetary policies .
Media (lommentators have said Pawlak
jumped at the first opportunity to humiliate
Borowski , I/.'hen a controversy erupted over
the sale ofB!IJ1k Slaski, the country' s third big
gest bank. S1aski shares climbed 1 , 250% from
the issue pri¢e on their first listing, stirring ac
cusations tMtthe Finance Ministry had grossly
underpriced, the issue . A 25 .9% stake in the
bank was s<J)ld for $56 million to the Dutch
banking an\f insurance firm Internationale
Nederlande* Groep in the first privatization
deal signed by Borowski. PSL deputies in the
Sejm (parliament) criticized the sale, saying
the treasury ilost hundreds of millions of dol
lars , and Pawlak fired Kawalec , who had di
rect responsibility .

Russia
Volsky I blasts Sachs,
looks to French model
Arkady VoJ\;ky, the president of the Russian
Union of IP.dustrialists and Entrepreneurs ,
blasted the i "Jeffrey Sachs-Harvard" shock
therapy ecoqomic program for Russia, the Par
is daily Le F)garo reported Feb. 1 1 . Volsky,
who headed�"an important delegation of heads
of firms of the Russian military-industrial
complex" that visited Paris Feb. 9- 1 1 , ac
cording to i the paper, said he prefers the
"French model" oftargeted state aid to key sec
tors of the economy . The Russian delegation
was invited by the French CNPF industrialists'
association.'
Speaking to Le Figaro, Volsky blasted
those kinds: of "reforms" that have been in
spired by "Jtffrey Sachs and the bunch ofHar
vard graduates . " A preferable foreign example
for Russia to follow is "the French model:
Here, in France , it is normal to give [public]
funds to aerospace or to fishing . "
I t i s assumed that Volsky would be refer
ring to the taditional Gaullist dirigist model
of what the French call "planification," and not
to the current Balladur government' s practice
of giving out state money only to calm anger
at austerity measures that result from the gov-
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ernment's privatization and free trade policies
(see p. 49) .
Volsky stressed that "the important thing
today, in Russia, is to prevent people from
going out into the streets [in protest] . Today,
in Russia, one-third of the population lives
below the poverty threshold . " Fighting infla
tion is not the highest priority for Russia, he
indicated. The fact that Yegor Gaidar, an
architect of the reforms, claims to have
brought down the monthly inflation rate is of
no importance, since "to reach this result,
they didn't pay workers for three months,"
he explained.
Volsky said that he supports assistance
to large-scale enterprises, particularly to
"agriculture, medicine, and all that which af
fects the daily life of people: energy, food
for children, in sum, everything that is vital . "
Le Figaro noted that despite all the diffi
culties that the Russian market presents,
French businessmen continue to be interested
in it. According to Michel Freyche, president
of the "Russia Committee" of the CNPF,
French exports to Russia are second only to
those of Germany .

beam is collimated (made parallel) with mag
netic optics . It is then neutralized by passing
it through an aperture in a sheet of metal-the
extra charges jump off onto the metal .
The U . S . scientists also worked on anoth
er method, more elaborate, called photoneu
tralization, in which the beam is neutralized
by passage through the cavity of a laser. The
efficiency is 90% , compared to 50% for the
metallic sheet, but the main advantage is that
the amount of residual divergence is much
less.
According to the magazine, the Russians
may have made great progress in applying
this method. "It is, of course, only an hypoth
esis . Because it is also possible that the whole
thing is only bluff or an exaggeration. A threat
is stronger when it is veiled. We should there
fore not wait for Zhirinovsky or the Russians
to know more," it concluded.

Agriculture
Argentina promoting
meat consumption

Defense
Neutral-particle beam
weapon may be 'elipton'
The super-weapon, "non-nuclear, but able to
destroy the world," referred to by Russian
Third Rome ideologue Vladimir Zhirinovsky
last December, would most likely be a neutral
particle beam weapon, according to the French
monthly Science & Vie in February . During
the work on the U . S . Strategic Defense Initia
tive (SOl) program, both McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics and Los Alamos National Labo
ratory worked on the concept of such a
weapon.
The idea is to accelerate charged particles
with a classical accelerator using an electro
magnetic field; once accelerated, the particles
are stripped of their charges so that the particles
don't repel each other; otherwise the charges
cause the beam to diverge.
In the U . S. work, the charged particle was
negative hydrogen, that is, hydrogen with an
extra electron. After being accelerated, this
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For the first time in its history, the Argentine
government is promoting meat consumption.
Agriculture Secretary Felipe Sola has taped a
television spot to encourage people to eat
meat. In 1 980, the average Argentine con
sumed approximately 1 75 pounds of meat an
nually; today that figure stands at about 1 25
pounds .
The decline in consumption is due to sever
al factors, including a serious hoof and mouth
disease epidemic which is affecting both cattle
and sheep, and has caused a decline in the
country's meat exports as well . According to
the Feb. 7 Noticias magazine, 100,000 sheep
infected with the virus were recently slaugh
tered, and government authorities are making
an effort to inoculate livestock, but expect that
the virus will only be eradicated in 1 997 .
Dr. Oscar Bruni, president of the Profes
sional Council of Veterinarians, reported that
while the inoculation campaign is going well,
the government has failed in recent years to
take necessary measures or spend the required
funds to carefully monitor animal diseases and
epidemics.

Deby held meetings on trade and com
mercial ties wi� Nigerian leader Gen .
Sani Abacha in Lagos, in early Febru
ary . The visit iwas designed "to for
malize our commercial activities,"
and acquired greater urgency because
of the devaluat�on of the CFA franc in .
Chad, Preside�t Deby said.

• ENERGY : PRICES in Russia
have jumped �ve world levels and
are "choking the entire economy," First
Deputy Prime r,1inisterOleg Soskovets
told Rossiiskie Vesti Feb. 4. The prime
cost of produting a ton of oil has
reached $ 1 92 ; compared with the
world market plice of $88 . He said that
the governme� was considering rein
troducing reg�ation of prices in the
form of "cartel iagreements . "
I

• FIVE TY"HOONS within five

weeks in the [ Philippines have left
more than a mi l lion people displaced,
according to t� Red Cross in Manila.
But as the dea� toll rises, aid contri
butions remain slow . The Red Cross
has aided mo� than a million people
with emergen¢y food, blankets, and
cooking utens s .

*

• THE NA S A budget request by
the Clinton ad inistration for FY 95
fell for the firsk time in two decades.
Funding for s ppce science is relative
ly constant, b*t manned space flight
activities are fe<iuced $350 million
because of �re "economy" pres
sures on the Shuttle. Aeronautics re
search is down 1 7 % .

k

• A SPACE ISATELLITE for ear

$

ly warning a ainst intercontinental
ballistic missiJes, part of a future,
joint U . S . -Russian ABM system,
will be launc�ed in December, ac
cording to soqrces in Moscow. The
experiment,
hose project title is
"Skipper," wi 1 be carried out on a
Russian Moln ya rocket; the satellite
will weigh 230 kilograms.

�

�

• ALMOSTI 20 MILLION people

worldwide wi become refugees be
fore the end 0 the year, according to
the Red Cross ederation' s Refugees
and DisplacediPersons Department.
I
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Econolllic SUlVey

Venezuela at the cro$sroads ,
as Caldera takes offioe ?
I

I

by Jaime Garcia and Valerie Rush

With a new President at the helm, Venezuela is facing its
biggest crisis ever. The financial system, which under former
President Carlos Andres Perez served as a get-rich-quick
playground for a handful of would-be oligarchs known as
"the Twelve Apostles ," is now blowing sky-high around the
Banco Latino collapse , and is threatening to take the de
pressed economy with it. Capital flight has already reached
more than half a billion dollars , and portions of the oil indus
try are threatened with shutdown as the Banco Latino col
lapse begins to precipitate bankruptcies in that key sector.
Rumors are that a government bailout of Banco Latino could
cost upwards of $5 billion , which would drive the govern
ment into a hyperinflationary maelstrom. The international
bankers , with the support of high-level members of the Clin
ton administration , are issuing blackmail threats designed
to keep President Rafael Caldera from considering a policy
course independent of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) . Their agents are already in place inside the Caldera
cabinet, courtesy of the Inter-American Dialogue .
The effort to delimit and contain Caldera began during
the election campaign, when Caldera hinted at a certain dis
tancing from neo-liberal economic policies by suggesting
that the problem of the Ibero-American foreign debt be
brought before the International Court of Justice . Mouth
pieces of the international financial elites , ranging from the
London Economist to the Wall Street Journal began to rage
against Caldera' s "populism" and demand that he stick to
Perez' s "modernization" program.
After Caldera' s Dec . 5 victory at the polls , the Anglo
American financial establishment went into action . On Dec .
1 5 , the United States imposed a tax on gasoline imported
from Venezuela. Warnings that Caldera' s "populism" might
trigger another military coup began to surface in the U . S .
14
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media. Undersecretary of Statb for Inter-American Affairs
Alexander Watson descended i on the country to voice his
"concern" that Venezuela might not continue the economic
"reforms" it had agreed to wi � multinational lenders . The
IMF itself promised Caldera t�at it would unfreeze a prom
ised loan , if the new government signed a new "letter of
intent. " Even Henry "the Hea-ty" Kissinger, longtime con
sultant to the disgraced PereZ ,! dropped in on Caldera for a
"chat . "
And then , just days before Caldera' s inauguration, one
of the Anglo-American establi shment' s leading hitmen ar
rived in Caracas . Former U . S . ! ambassador to the Organiza
tion of American States (OAS) and now Clinton "adviser"
Luigi Einaudi warned Caldera _gainst any attempt at a "Fuji
morazo" in Venezuela, and th�n denied to the press that the
United States was "double-dealing" with Venezuela. (Einau
di was referring to the April 1 992 actions of Peru' s President
Fujimori , who shut down the cprrupt Congress and Supreme
Court, which were riddled with terrorist backers . ) The U . S .
State Department's annual Mman rights report slammed
Venezuela for committing �uses , and Venezuela was
brought before the OAS hum�n rights tribunal for the first
time .
The effects of that warfare showed immediately . In his
first official statement on Inauguration Day , Feb . 2 , President
Caldera tossed the people a fevy crumbs-a hike in the mini
mum wage , a repeal of the value-added tax imposed by his
predecessor, a promised crackdown on tax evasion-and
then proceeded to assure Vene�uela ' s nervous creditors that
"the fight against inflation" ahd "austerity" were the new
watchwords of his governme�. Caldera had not a word to
say about the foreign debt ble ding the nation . He admitted
that a "grave and complex" cr$is was facing the nation, but

�
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could only urge "patience ." After suffering five years of
economic and social decay under the corrupt Perez , patience
is the one thing the Venezuelan population hasn 't much left
of. And the Cuban-linked Radical Cause (Causa R) party ,
with U . S . State Department backing , is more than ready to
"take to the streets" should that patience run out .

Banco Latino in the equation

Whatever Caldera' s intentions may or may not have been
on Inauguration Day , the Banco Latino collapse and its rami
fications in the political and economic arenas have created a
whole new ballgame in Venezuela. The vast dirty-money
networks represented by Banco Latino , Perez, and his
"Twelve Apostles" now stand fully exposed , and a govern
ment with the national interest at heart couldn 't ask for a
better opportunity to clean out all the drug- and crime-linked
parasites who have infested the halls of power in Venezuela
for so long .
Fearful that the Banco Latino collapse could trigger a
chain reaction that might even reach into Wall Street, the inter
national financial elites are pressuring hard for a bailout and
a coverup-precisely as the Venezuelan Labor Party' s
Alejandro Pella warned (see Documentation) . The U . S . em
bassy has already demanded that the Caldera government
back up Banco Latino' s debt payments to a U . S . creditor or
face consequences , up to and including a credit cutoff! A Mer
rill Lynch analyst is quoted by the Wall Street Journal on Feb .
1 1 warning Caldera that the stock markets are "extremely sen
sitive to any sign of bad management of the economy . "
Thus far, President Caldera has had nothing public to say
about the Banco Latino crisis , except to appoint a congres
sional commission to "investigate ." While Banco Latino' s
1 . 2 million depositors (including the Armed Forces pension
fund ! ) wonder if they' ll ever see their money again , most of
the bank' s directors have already fled the country , fearing
prosecution . Hundreds of millions of dollars were siphoned
out of the bank-and out of the country-before the govern
ment ever moved to freeze the bank' s funds .
A s the new President attempts to grapple with an econo
my threatening to come apart at the seams , he would do well
to keep one eye cocked on Causa R and on its narco-terrorist
buddies in the Sao Paulo Forum .

Documentation
Thefollowing statement was issued by the office ofAlejandro
Pefta Esclusa on Feb. 2 , 1 994 .

Alejandro Pella Esclusa, secretary general of the Venezuelan
Labor Party (PLV) , today demanded the immediate confis
cation of the properties of the Diego Cisneros Organization
EIR
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(ODC) , as well as the personal �roperties and goods of
Gustavo Cisneros Rendiles , Ricar� Cisneros Rendiles and
Gustavo Gomez Lopez, in order tq pay back the depositors
in the Banco Latino .
In a press release , Pella Esclusa stated that "the ODC ' s
communique , published yesterday t> y various press media, i s
full o f lies: I n the first place , the Banco Latino and the ODC
are one and the same thing; in the second place, the Cisneros
Latino group enriched itself in the shadow of power; in the
third place , the suspicious wealth, of the Cisneros-Latino
group was made in record time , thrbugh corrupt practices .
"For example ," Pella Esclusa stlated , "in 1 985 , the book
Narcotnifico, S .A . [Dope, 1nc . ] wns published , which de
tailed the ties of the Cisneros-Latino! group with laundering of
dirty money from drug trafficking . At that time , the Cisneros
Latino group used all their power td silence the foreign jour
nalists who were distributing the book, jailed them, expelled
them from the country and then , viplating the constitutional
right to freedom of speech , had thl! book banned in Vene
zuela. Since then , a scandalous slander campaign against the
authors of the book and against the PL V has been unleashed ,
including hiring the mercenaries ofl disinformation and pay
ing a fortune for press and television campaigns ."Why did they do this? What did Gustavo Cisneros fear
so much? What was he trying to hlde?" Pella asked . "Why
did the Banco Latino buy a large p�rcentage of the bank/> on
the Colombian border, exactly wqere the authorities have
detected a feverish laundering of idirty money from drug
trafficking? Why did they subsequ¢ntly open up operations
in Colombia?
"I believe that the ODC release� published yesterday , is
a smokescreen to gain time . I believ¢ that the Cisneros-Latino
group is very definitely fleeing the icountry and has already
begun to leave . I believe they want to sell all their holdings
in Venezuela and skedaddle , leavint the depositors of Banco
Latino without a cent," Pella stated J
"Also , I believe that the CisnerQses will use their friends
in the United States , such as Davi<,l Rockefeller and Henry
Kissinger, to pressure the governm�nt of Dr. Caldera. Using
the pressure of their banker frien�s concerning the Vene
zuelan foreign debt, they want Df. Caldera to clear their
name , so they can escape without significant penalty , perhaps
to set up operations in the United St)ltes.
"I call upon the authorities notl to permit the Cisneros
Latino group to leave with their wel),lth . To the depositors of
the Banco Latino , I say: Do you �ant to recover your sav
ings? Then let the Cisneros holding� in the Cada supermarket
chain, Venevision , Televen , MaxY ' s , Aluyana, Banco In
ternacional , etc . be confiscated . Thhe is Ricardo Cisneros 's
multimillion-dollar house in the Country Club . There assets
are in full view ; they must be coqfiscated before they are
sold and the money taken abroad . Also , the passports of the
Cisneros brothers should be confis�ted . All of this must be
done before it is too late . "
I
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From riches to rags
Infive years, Carlos Andres Perez and the IMF dismantled the Venezuelan
economy. Jaime Garcia dissects the "shock therapy " model.
As he assumed the presidency of Venezuela on Feb . 2 , Presi
dent Rafael Caldera received a timebomb in his hands . The
electoral victory of last Dec . 5 opened a window of hope , a
last chance in the midst of the worst crisis in the republican
history of the country , a crisis which has included a social
explosion against $e International Monetary Fund (IMF) ,
two military uprisings, and the impeachment and removal
from office of the President of the republic . But the critical
state of the national economy will require from the Caldera
government the most daring measures to deal with it . Other
wise , the great expectations created by the new government
will rapidly tum into violence and desperation .

The fiscal deficit

The immediate apparent problem is the fiscal deficit, even
though this is only a derivative of the systematic destruction
of the physical economy and the financial distortion carried
out during the nearly five years of the economic "packet" of
Carlos Andres Perez and the IMF. The interim government
of Ramon J . Velasquez did nothing but a juggling act in order
to close out the fiscal year with the minimal breakdown ,
following the previous guidelines . Among his fiscal mea
sures, the worst for the population was the recent imposition
of a value-added tax (V AT) which the incoming Caldera
government has promised to eliminate .
During the Perez years , the chronic gap between the
state 's revenues and its expenditures was financed with new
foreign debt, privatization of state-owned companies , bond
issues , and particularly , with the systematic devaluation of
the bolivar, which went during his term in office from a
differential exchange rate of 14-27 bolivars to the U . S . dol
lar, to 1 05 bolivars to the dollar.
According to the year-end report of the Central Bank, at
the end of 1 993 the shortfall in the public sector ended up at
1 87 billion bolivars , plus the 200 billion bolivars in overdue
payments postponed into the next period. This represents 7%
of the Gross Domestic Product.
The national budget of 1 994 approved by the Congress
rose to 1 .43 trillion bolivars , which in real values is 20%
lower than that of 1 984 . Yet the fall in oil prices, the destruc
tion of the productive plant , the growth in foreign and internal
debt which Perez left behind , and the deficit dragged forward
16
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from previous years means that only 50% of the national
budget of 1 994 is accounted fo•.
In fact , in formulating the �994 budget, Congress calcu
lated oil revenues at $ 1 5 per barrel . The more cautious oil
industry calculated that it would pay 640 billion bolivars in
taxes on the basis of a 1 994 oil price of $ 1 3 . 50 a barre l .
Nevertheless, in the middle of the 1 993-94 winter, Vene
zuelan crude oil is priced on th� world market at under $ 1 0 a
barrel . Over one year, this mear s an overall petroleum reve
nue of $ 10 billion or 1 trillion �livars .
Of course, the InternationaJ Monetary Fund technocrats
who designed the Perez prog� already have their "packet"
for the new government. The l�est IMF report on Venezuela
foresees that the 1 994 fiscal ddfi cit would be covered in the
following manner: 27 1 billion ijolivars with the privatization
of state companies (including iton , aluminum, and electrici
ty) and non-oil exports; 200 bilIiio n with the V AT; 100 billion
by increasing domestic gasoline prices , and the rest, with
"extraordinary income" such a$ bonds, Treasury letters , and
direct indebtedness. MoreoveI"ip the IMF proposes reducing
state expenditures , starting with the "bureaucracy ," up to
50% , i . e . , by firing more than �OO ,OOO public employees.
Given the serious social cjisis (which we will analyze
below) , any measure in the ditection indicated by the IMF
will unleash a social explosion� which will make the bloody
February 1 989 Caracas riots loOk like child' s play .
What the IMF is not saying J is that 25-30% of the national
budget goes to pay tribute to tlle external debt, which is the
real problem of the chronic state deficits and looting of the
economies all over Ibero-AmeJtica.
Let us now look at the various aspects of the crisis to
which the Venezuelan economy is being subjected as 1 994
begins , after five years of the IMF "packet, " starting with the
external debt.

The foreign debt

One of the worst crimes of!the Perez economic "packet"
against Venezuela was the han�ling of the foreign debt. The
Perez administration-via agents of the banks like the late
Pedro Tinoco, and Miguel Ro�riguez-Iegimitized the ille
gitimate foreign debt, refina�ing it in such a way as to
mortgage the country' s future f�r 30 years , religiously paying
ElK
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TABLE

1

Venezuela's foreign public debt
(millions of $)

1 988

1 989

Unrestructured
debt
Brady Plan
bonds
Total debt
Debt service

1 991

1 992

(est.)

7 , 783

8,828

8,91 1

9,580

1 9,027

1 8,297

1 8, 1 72

1 8,072

26,586 27, 1 52 26, 8 1 1
2,71 8

1 993

1 990

3,538

27, 1 25 27,083 27,652
3,354

2, 574

2,928

Source: Venezuelan Finance Ministry.

the banks one-third of the national budget and , on top of this,
concealing the fiscal deficit with new foreign debts .
In fact, after 1 983 when the Venezuelan debt crisis blew
up, it was established that more than half the public external
debt (at least $ 14 billion) corresponded to illegitimate debts
which had been contracted without complying with the legal
requisites to be assumed by the nation . In many cases , in
complicity with the lender banks , the money never actually
arrived in the country . The Jaime Lusinchi government-the
President confessed at the end of his term that "the banks
tricked me"-refinanced the total debt without bothering to
carry out an audit of the illegal debt , as various national
sectors were demanding .
Perez went much further. In the framework of the Brady
Plan of 1 990, he refinanced $2 1 billion of the old external
debt with a "menu of options" which included trading Vene
zuelan debt for shares in the state-owned enterprises destined
to be privatized (the plan of his adviser Henry Kissinger) and
30 year bonds at alluring interest rates , backed by the state ,
and negotiable on the secondary markets . Thus he made any
later attempt at an audit and repudiation of the illegal debt,
or even a subsequent renegotiation on less unfavorable terms ,
impossible . For this reason , when President-elect Rafael Cal
dera spoke this past December of taking the legitimacy of the
foreign debt to the International Court of Justice at The Hague
and renegotiating the payment terms , his main adviser, bank
er Julio Sosa Rodriguez , disagreed and indicated that only
$4 billion of the Venezuelan debt could be refinanced, be
cause the rest was already negotiated and in the hands of
many bondholders .
As can be seen from the data in Table 1 , the Perez govern
ment religiously paid its tribute to international usury . Start
ing in 1 989, when the Perez government was inaugurated ,
the public foreign debt coordinated by the Finance Ministry
amounted to $26 ,586,000 . During this period a total of
$ 1 5 . 1 1 2 billion (57% of the total initial debt) was paid to
service the debt, almost entirely in interest . Yet in 1 993 , five

years later, the total debt had increas¢d to $27 . 652 billion .
The above figures correspond to ihe foreign debt central
ized by the Public Credit Manageme � t of the Finance Minis
try, which does not include the debts p f the state oil company
PDVSA and of the Central Bank df Venezuela. If the $5
billion of the recent debt assumed h the oil company are
added, the external public debt whic h Perez handed on, surpasses $32 million .
I
The new debt with multilateral i p stitutions-apart from
the money-laundering bonanza-is what explains the Vene
zuelan financial boom of 1 990-92, � hich was so lauded by
the IMF and Inter-American Develo ment Bank (IADB) re
ports , and showed up in the accountiJ!lg books as a successful
"growth" of the Gross Domestic Pro�uct.
For being such a good boy , Per� z was "rewarded" with
more than $4 billion from the IMF ' B D , and World Bank,
'
besides the fact that the govern ent issued bonds for
$930 ,750,000 in 1 99 1 and $3 . 36 bilr n in 1 992, to be placed
on the stock markets of Europe , the l United States, and Co
lombia. Besides, $550 million in Tre ,sury letters were placed
in Austria and on the Eurodollar m arfets .
Both the Brady Plan refinancing �nd the expiration dates
of the new debt with bilateral and tnultilateral institutions
were programmed to fall on the na�on especially between
1 994 and 1 999 , so that, necessarily, 1 the government taking
office in 1 994 would have to start out facing the biggest debt
crisis in Venezuela's history .

�

�
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IMF program drugs the eco omy

The fall of the Banco Latino [s e EIR Vol . 2 1 , No . 6,
Feb . 4 , 1 994 , "Venezuelan Financial Bubble Bursts in Banco
Latino Crash"] is not only the begin ing of the end of what
President Caldera called "the financi I mafia" around Carlos
Andres Perez . It is also a break i . the gigantic financial
bubble which the Venezuelan econor+y has been turned onto,
thanks to the IMF policies applied in l recent years .
Looking back, during the five 1I'erez years , Venezuela
became the laboratory for the purest l application of the IMF
model of how to dismantle a natio�al economy and toss it
"
into the roulette wheel of what ha been called the "great
world casino . " Those in charge of c
ing this out were the
technocrats from the private IESA t ink-tank trained by the
International Monetary Fund itself at Harvard and in Wash
ington , and then rewarded with posit�ons in those same inter
national institutions to continue apP i ng the model to other
nations . We refer to people like Mi uel Rodriguez , Moises
Naim, and Ricardo Haussman , am g others . For its part,
the interim government of Ramon . Velasquez, after the
ouster of Perez, was a toned-down ntinuation of the IMF
"packet," with measures such as the alue-added tax and the
opening to foreign banking .
i
The IMF model in itself encomp ses a series of policies ,
.
seasoned with the necessary ideolo cal justification to win
the acceptance of the different secto :

s
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• Carry out an adjustment plan to assure above all that
the country will comply with its obligations to international
banks and have access to new credits .
• Free up prices to conform to the law of the market.
• Eliminate controls and tariffs to "modernize" the econ
omy and gain access to the world free market .
• Devalue the currency t o promote exports .
• Privatize state companies , which are inefficient by
definition .
• Open to foreign capital to invest in the country by
acquiring the devalued properties .
• Liberalize the financial sector, permitting more "creative" methods .
• Raise interest rates to attract capital .
• Dollarize the economy as part of "globalization . "
• D o all of the above i n order to have access to bailout

negotiations with more developed countries .
A s w e will see , i n Venez�ela as in other countries , the
real effect of such measures � far from what is promised.
Instead , the dismantling of rea' production and the impover
ishment of the population undpr the Perez regime were evi
dent-so much so that at th� same time in Venezuela, a
growing movement of resistaqce to IMF policies sprouted,
which created , one way or a�ther, a series of popular re
volts , two attempted military cjoups , the ouster of Perez , and
the election of Caldera, with ! the expectation that the new
President would break with the i I MF model and start a process
of real national development b�sed on the common good.

l
i

l
The mirage of the vene uelan miracle

During the first year of P rez ' s government, 1 989 , the
IMF-prescribed shock thera
was applied . Prices were

I

against the
banks---or civil war!

War

This statement was issued by Alejandro Pefta Esclusa, the
secretary general of the Venezuelan Labor Party (PLV) .

Dr. Rafael Caldera' s inaugural address as he assumed the
presidency on Feb . 2, omitted fundamental issues. He
omitted to say that one bolivar out of every three in the
national budget is earmarked for paying interest on the
external debt; that the international banks-as bankrupt
as the Banco Latino , and for the same reasons-are put
ting on pressure for us to pay this usurious debt at all costs ;
and that it is not possible to simultaneously attend to the
very urgent necessities of the Venezuelans , and the de
mands of the banks . In his zeal to be an optimist , Dr.
Caldera omitted, thus , to present the cruel reality such as
it is . As so , once again, it is our responsibility to do so .
We are on the verge of a civil war. The causes which
led to the "jolt" of Feb . 27 [ 1 989] and the military upris
ings of 1 992 are still there: Venezuela, once a rich coun
try , in only 20 years was sacked and indebted by the
international banks and by their domestic stooges, driving
80% of the Venezuelans into misery . Twenty years of
materialism and hedonism, 20 years of counterculture ,
pornography , rock, drugs , and so forth , have destroyed
the moral values based on family , based on the love of
God and one's native land. The country has practically
been dismantled .
It is true that , fortunately , Carlos Andres Perez fell . It
is also true that this created a wave of optimism, but the
problems of an economic order and the problems of a

�
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moral order are still there , an it will not suffice to solve
them by putting an honest citi en in the presidency.
Are the millions of individ als affected by the misap
propriation of funds by Banc ) Latino perhaps going to
remain unharmed? Is it enou� h to tweak the ears of the
bankers to make sure that th re won't be another such
misappropriation? Will the m rtgage debtors hurt by the
elimination of their subsidy r� main silent? Will the very
high interest rates, which are ra vaging productive activity,
come down without strict ex hange controls? We also
wonder: Can the economy be reactivated while we pay
one bolivar out of every three or foreign debt?
Let us be realists ! We need � strong nationalist govern
ment, which undertakes a head on war with usurious inter
national banking , which declares a moratorium on the
foreign debt, which establishe strict exchange controls
and which builds Ibero-Ameri( an integration with the oth
er nations of the continent on t ese same points . We need
a government which calls the 4=0rrupt by their full names
and ruthlessly prosecutes them It is not enough to say that
we will do our best to make f ure that the depositors of
Banco Latino get their saving � back; the Cisneros-Latino
group directly has to be fing,ed , and made to answer,
with their personal property , apd to pay for their crimes .
The country is in flames . �f the government does not
take up the nationalist flag a*d put an end to the IMF
packet, if it does not face dow. the creditor banks , then it
will have to stop the protests W ith arms . Meanwhile , the
Causa R party , which is part o . the narco-terrorist interna
tional-the Sao Paulo Forum-tis destabilizing from with
in the Congress and only awa� s the failure of Caldera to
send its hordes into the streets �
Either there will be a war �n the banks , or there will
be a civil war !
I

f
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TABLE

2

CAP'S ' m i racle' years

Gross Domestic Product
Price of the dollar in bolivars

1 988

1 989

1 990

1 991

1 992

1 993

5.8%

- 8 . 6%

-1%

7 . 5/1 4 . 5/34"

Rate of devaluation
Average interest rate
Inflation
Stock market growth (billions of bolivars)

6 . 5%

9 . 7%

6.8%

39

51

62

80

1 06

1 4. 7%

30.7%

2 1 . 6%

29%

32.5%

1 2%

34%

35%

37%

45%

63%

29 .5%

84.5%

40. 7%

34.2%

3 1 .4%

45.9%

1 2 .2

Stock market growth (%)

1 2.9

263.0

1 95 . 0

1 85 . 4

1 65 . 0

5.33

2,032 . 5

- 25.8

-4.9

-11

" There were three parallel exchange rates this year.
Source: Venezuelan Central Bank.

freed, interest rates raised, the currency devalued , subsidies
were wiped out, trade was opened up , etc . The effect was
that hardly had this begun , than the population perceived that
Perez had betrayed them-he had campaigned by attacking
the IMF-and launched the popular revolt in Caracas known
as the caracazo, in which more than 1 ,000 people died . The
"therapy" caused an unheard-of drop in the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in 1 989, down 8 . 6% .
During 1 990, 1 99 1 , and 1 992 , the GDP of Venezuela
grew at rates of 6 . 5 % , 9 . 7 % , and 6 . 8%-the highest in Ibero
America. International banking institutions started raving
about the Venezuelan miracle . This was a hoax , as any nor
mal Venezuelan , producer or consumer, knows . Besides the
fact that the "growth" was in comparison with the collapse in
1 989, the figures show how fictitious the miracle was in each
of these years: a spectacular rise in speCUlative values based
on the currency devaluation , higher interest rates , enormous
profits in the financial sector, an inflow from abroad of flight
capital and "laundered" money , the buyout of privatized
companies , and a boom on the stock market . In short, all the
telltale signs of a financial bubble which started to shrink
when the IMF "packet" was suspended because of political
resistance and the exit of Perez in May 1 993 , and threatens
to explode with the demise of one its major kingpins , Banco
Latino.
Table 2 shows the Central Bank figures which allow us
to observe better the speCUlative "miracle" during the Perez
years ( 1 989-93). The year 1 988 is included for comparison
purposes .

The trick of privatization

Supposedly , the currency devaluation , high interest
rates , and in general , the policy of adjustments and opening ,
were going to attract a huge volume of foreign capital . This
did happen. Tight money and foreign competition were a
blow to productive businesses , many of which shut down or
converted to trade and financial speculation in order not to
EIR
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TABLE

3

Foreig n i nvestment i n Vene�uela

(millions of dollars)

1 991

1 992

1 993

224.27

1 ,932.02

225. 58

�

Source: Superintendent's Offi ce of Foreign I nve tment (SIEX).

go bankrupt. The same occurred with the state enterprises,
with the aggravating factor of chronif managerial corruption
and, in many cases , the deliberate i.tention of bankrupting
them to force their privatization .
Foreign investment, despite the opening of the Perez gov
ernment, was limited to the buyout M privatized companies
and to a large extent consisted of the �xchange of Venezuelan
debt bonds for national stocks . Th� rest of foreign capital
went into stock market and exchan� speculation . It is sig
nificant that, according to the Supepntendency of Foreign
Investments (SIEX) , the principal ' 1countries of origin" of
the capital which entered Venezuela in the most recent years
are, besides the United States: the N�therlands Antilles , the
Cayman Islands, Panama, Switzerland , and Bermuda,
known centers of money laundering . I
Table 3 shows the SIEX figures <!In the amounts of regis
tered foreign investment, in billions 9f U . S . dollars .
The abrupt growth in 1 992 corrtsponds to payment for
the privatizations of the previous y�ar, including the tele
phone company Cantv and the airlin� Viasa, the only major
privatizations which the Perez goven,tment managed to bring
off, since the others were suspende� on account of political
and military opposition , which is partjicularly sensitive in this
regard .
I
The IMF and particularly the IAPB reports , hold priva
tization to be one of the key tasks of tjhe next government, so
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as to overcome the fiscal deficit; i . e . , trading off investments
for current spending . The timeline of pri vatizations , suspend
ed in the last months , include s , among others , the major
electrical companies Planta Centro , Enelbar, and Enelven ;
the race tracks and ports of the central coast-totaling more
than $2 billion .

The fraud of bankrupting state companies to sell them at
bargain-basement prices to private groups , was exposed in
concrete terms in the cases of the airline Viasa, the Venezue

TABLE 4

Venezuela's i m ports a n� exports
(millions of $)
I
i
1 989
1 1990
1 991

1 992

I

Exports

1 2,992

petroleum

1
1

non-petroleum

lan Navigation Co. , Inc . (CA VN) , and the basic steel and
aluminum industries of Guayana, especially Alcasa , Ve

Imports

nalum, Interalumina, B auxiven , and Sidor . All of these are in

Source: Venezuelan Central Bank.

7, 1 34

1; ,278
� ,938
� ,340
a ,534
I
,

1 993

1 5, 1 27

1 3,995

1 3,600

1 2,627

1 1 ,255

1 0,400

2,500

2, 700

3,200

1 0, 1 8 1

1 2,266

1 1 ,950

a financial condition which is putting them on course toward
privatization , even though iron and aluminum represent the
bulk of non-oil exports of the country . Of course , the interna
tional aluminum and steel "sharks" are swimming in the wake
of these companies and , in some cases , associations and joint
contracts have been set up to "save them" from the financial
crisis . A like subterfuge of semi-privatization is occurring
with the oil firm , PDVSA , in joint exploitation of supposedly
marginal fields , with companies like Shel l , Occidental , To
tal , and Teikoku .

Paralysis of the industrial sector
According to the IMF , the devaluation of the currenc y ,
price liberalization, and the opening u p o f trade and finance
allegedly were going to produce an industrial reconversion
and and increase in production and exports . That is not what
happened . Many businesses asked for credits for "reconver
sion , " but when interest rates went up , on the one hand , and
on the other they found themselves defenseless in the face
of an avalanche of products for maquiladora assembly in
Venezuela, they were trapped .
The result , accoding to Corpoindustria, is that out of

14,000 registered businesse s , 4,500 are bankrupt , while only
300 have been able to capitalize themselves and have growth .

This accentuates the process of concentration and oligopoly
in the industrial world . The rate of bankruptcies in the last

five years went up to 8% and then 1 0% per year, and the

utilized capacity of active industries is under 59% of installed
capacity . The rise in the debt to the banks of insolvent state
owned industries stands at 70 tril lion bolivars . Among the
most affected sectors are textiles and shoe s , which have to

�

To sum up , whereas non-oil xports did not grow , imports
had a 70% increase during the$e five years .

Rural ruin

i

a result of the
J
IMF "packet" is even worse . � report by the congressional
The situation of the agric ltural sector

as

t

Agriculture Committee at the nd of 1 993 summarizes it this
way : "We have increased iml>orts , decreased exports, and
national production has falle* . We are going back to the

�

levels of the 1 960s and at pre ent, Venezuela imports 60%

of the food it consumes . " It a�butes the main cause to "the

]
�
I
ruin among the country ' s pro� cers . "

fatal fi nancial policy . . . [and the maintenance of parasitical
and usurious interest rate s , wh ch in no way contribute to the
reactivation of the sector and w hich have caused collective

Indeed , the report says , �tween 1 989 and 1 99 3 , farm
jobs decreased drastically , as � result of the "brutal contrac
tion of farming activity . " Wh
as in the 1 980s a trade equi
librium had been achieved an there was self-sufficiency in
some food categories , the d ficit of the agricultural trade
balance for 1 992 climbed to I $900 million and in 1 993 it
passed $ 1 billion . Products w � ich used to be exported, like
maize , now have to be 50% im�orted in order to cover nation-

�

al demand .

!

The status of the infrastructiure and equipment for farming

�

is also eloquent . Even thoug the hike in gasoline prices
promoted by the IMF under P�rez was done with the pretext

of implementing a rural highlv ay plan , "not one kilometer
was ever built . " Until 1 990 , $ome 7 , 500 tractors were im

compete under unfavorable conditions with maquiladora im

ported every year; today , fewejr than 300 .

ing 27,000 workers .

Social impact

As for smal l and medium industries , according to Cor
poindustria, in 1 993 there were 1 ,050 bankrupcties of busi
nesses which "were neither able to balance their books nor

under the Perez government e dramatic . The figures from
such economics th i n k -tank s �s Fundacredesa, Cendes , the

ports . In 1 993 alone , 18 textile makers went bust , represent

have the means to improve their competitivenes s , " which

means the wipeout of 49 ,000 jobs and an increase in idled
capacity of the sector, which stands at 74% .
The Central B ank figures on non-oil imports and exports
of the most recent years show the results of IMF-mandated
industrial reconversion and opening to the outside (Table 4) .
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The social consequences Iof the IMF "packet" applied

ar
l

National College of Econom sts , the National Institute of
Nutrition , and the OCEI , on l the drop in living standards

f

(Table 5) , reveal , w ith varyi g methodologies , similar re
sults: We are facing the bigge�t social-economic crisis in the

modem history of Venezuela j A few indicators give us an
idea of the level of deepening poverty .
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some form of "informal employment" or buffoonery to sur
TABLE

vive . Dr. Caldera cited a study of the Mendoza Foundation

5

according to which the informal sector, which in 1 980 was

I nflation erodes l iving standards
1 988

1 989

1 990

3 3 . 4 % of total jobs in the country , by 1 99 1 was 3 7 % . Other
1 991

1 992

1 993

Cumu lative inflation (%)

84 . 5 1 25.2 1 59.4 1 90.8 236. 7

M i n i m u m monthly wage
(bolivars)

3 ,000 3,000 3,000 3 ,000 9,000 9,000

Minimum wage i n dol lars

88.2

76.9

58.8

48.3 1 1 2. 5

84.9

studies place it around 50% of the employed population .
Moreover , 46% of the informal sector works for less than the
minimum wage and does not have the protection of the social
security system.
Especially serious is youth unemployment , since youths
between 1 5 and 24 years of age represent 25 % of the coun
try ' s population . Of this total , one-third are outside the labor
market and the education system . That means that more than

The famous Venezuelan "miracle" of 1 990-9 1 was based ,
among other things, on the most brutal robbing of labor and
the standard of living of the Venezuelan people, comparable in
Thero-America with Bolivia and Haiti in terms of wages . This
is totally incompatible with

an

oil-producing nation which re

ceived $60 biUion in petrodollars during these five years .

1 . 7 million young people have neither jobs nor schooling .
This explains in part , the unprecedented boom in criminality

in Venezuela, which includes arms and drug trafficking , and
shootouts almost every day , especially in marginal zone s . In
recent years , murder has claimed more than 40 lives each
week in the city of Caracas . De facto , a situation of war .

It should be observed that the minimum wage was tripled
in 1 992, one month after the military crisis of Feb . 4, and
with the people taking to the streets to demonstrate . But if
the minimum wage nominally went up by 200% , the basic
food basket went up 5 28% in the same timeframe , from 428
to 2, 689 bolivars-i . e . , 300% more than the cost-of-Iiving
wage increase .

Correction to
China program

The situation is more serious if one compares it with a
decade ago . In a forum on poverty in Venezuela, on Aug . 1 2 ,

As a result of a freak production problem experienced

1 993 , Rafael Caldera (now President) drew this comparison :

by our typesetter when

In 1 983 , the minimum wage was 900- 1 , 200 bolivars ($250300 in U. S . dollars ) . In 1 987 "the percentage of households

wreaked havoc in northern Virginia, the

without sufficient income to buy the food market basket was
23 % . In 1 992, 5 1 %; and right now it may be more than 6 5 % . "

According to Fundacredesa, for 1 992 the poverty level
in Venezuela reached 81 % of the population and critical
poverty-below the line of survival-reached 45 % .
"Average family income , " Dr. Caldera said i n his report ,
"for 1 987 was 1 . 7 times the cost of the family market basket.

the recent severe winter storms
first line or
two of copy was dropped at the top of pages 29 , 3 1 ,
and 33 in our Feature for Feb.fll , "An Emergency
Plan for China for the Next 100 Years . " In addition ,
lines were inadvertently repeated on pages

The m i ss i n g copy is supplied below .
On

30 and 32 .

p. 29 , the se ntence should have read: "This

kind of ' B ig B an g expansion is characteristic of war
'

. . . In 1 992 this national average dropped to 0 . 9 % ; in other
words , the average income of all families was less than one
unit , the indispensable amount to cover the family market

economy mobilization , but it becomes more difficult
to

sustain as time goes on . "
On p. 3 1 , the sentences should have read: "The

basket . " He went on , "As for the number of calories neces

most suitable nuclear technology for this purpose ,

sary to live , between 1 980 and 1 992 consumption went down
by 1 8 . 5 % . These things are frightening wherever you may

(HTR) ,

see them . "

herent safety , high efficiency,

I n fact , according to the National Institute of Nutrition
(October 1 993 data) , the Venezuelan ' s average consumption

struction and operation . Later, various forms of fusion

has gone down from 2, 300 calories per day to only 1 , 700 .
"Chronic infantile malnutrition , which before reached 1 0%
as an upper limit, is now at 30% in some states . " More than
3 mill ion children are malnourished . "Children in strata IV
and V-critical and extreme poverty-who are more than
half of the Venezuelan s , have been getting smaller in stature .
They are born weighing less than 2 . 5 kilos , because the
mothers are underfed . "

available

is

today ,

the

high-temperature

reactor

incorporating the advantages of absolute , in

energy will be added . "
On p.

and simplicity of con

i

3 3 , the sentence shou1Cl have read:

"Using the high-temperature so-called ' potato re
actor, '

it is now pos si b le to construct nuclear sources

of power, that.

.

.

"3) are available in flexiblt modular form in a

w i de range of power ratings , frolll a few tens of mega

watts to g i g aw att capacities;"
We apologize for the inconvenience to readers .

Another consequence i s unemployment , disguised as
EIR
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Physical ecopomy
is the basis qf
human knowledge
I

by Lyndon LaRouche

I

American statesman and physical economist Lyndo� LaRouche was freed from
prison, where he was held a political prisoner for five years, on Jan . 26. The
following is Part 1 of a series entitled "The Science of Physical Economy as the
Platonic Epistemological Basis for All Branches of BIJman Knowledge . "
Beginning not long after 1 989's economy-driven cQllapse of the Warsaw Pact
system, gradually , those establishment thinkers who were no longer blinded by the
hysterical mass-propaganda of the London- and Wall Street-centered monetarist
financier factions have appeared to register publicly a fresh overview of what
happened to the Soviet system at the close of the 1 980s . Not only had the Warsaw
Pact system disintegrated, but the collapse of the post-Yalta form of Anglo
Saxon financial and, probably , the political system, tCllO , was not far behind . That
succession of changes in economic policy introduced to the world' s economy as a
whole about 30 years ago , has set into motion a systemic disorder in the entire
world' s economy: a spiralling collapse of physical e<lonomy , a physical collapse
caused by the insatiable appetites of an already vast� rapidly growing bubble of
financial speculation , a systemic collapse-process comparable to a parasitical
cancer feeding upon its dying victim.
Today , the only important economic policy-question confronting really intelli
gent thinkers in any other part of the world is: This financial system is doomed;
can we put a new , healthy economic system into Place in time to prevent the
political disintegration of our nations which must tencll to occur in the wake of the
financial avalanche about to crush the world as a whole?
What confronts us thus is not one of your famou$ boom-bust, cyclical crises
in financial markets; this is a systemic crisis , in wh�h case , either the relevant
economic policies are destroyed, or the economy is dt:\stroyed . Under these condi
tions , any attempt to divert the discussion of this mat�r by seeking to forecast the
day , or even the month a final collapse might occur ,I would be a pathetic sort of
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A scene in Houston ,
Texas . When a nation ' s
physical economy does
not provide families with
the essential components
of a household market
basket, what chance is
there for children to
become the scientists
and explorers of the
future ?

diversionary exercise in irrelevance . As long as present ,

economy , taken as a whole , has been , incontrovertibly , in a

monetarist forms of "deregulation" and related "free trade"

continuing , downward spiral of collapse since no later than

policies continue to be tolerated , it will be impossible to

1 97 1 .

prevent a financial and economic collapse of entire nation s .
When? One should answer simpl y , that unless w e eradicate
the "free trade" and related policies which caused this crisis ,
a total col lapse of the system will come all too soon . Under

There is no natural cause for this economic decline of
both the Anglo-American and former Soviet systems . In both
cases , bad policy , not nature , is the culprit . The presently
ongoing collapse of the post-Yalta economic order of the

any continuation of the policies currently defended by Wall

Anglo-Saxon alliance has been brought about through a quar

Street and the so-called neo-conservatives , these Anglo-Sax

ter-century of wrong-headed choices of economic policy and

on monetarist policies of the recent 25 years , it is absolutely
assured , that soon , the entire planet will be plunged into

science policy general l y , wrong policies of virtually every

the worst financial and economic catastrophe which modem
history could recall since analogous Venetian bankers ' poli

government and other relevant institution of this planet . B ad
policy , not nature is to blame for this . If one jumps from the

of

roof of a two-story building and breaks one ' s leg , please have
the decency not to file a tort claim against the law of gravity ;

In any case , even if last-minute policy-changes save the

up to this time by most among the putatively educated c itizens

world from a breakdown of the physical economies , the ex

of the United States and other nations , which are directly

isting world monetary and financial systems are doomed .

the cause for the holocaust of misery consuming this planet
today .

cies produced
Europe .

the

mid-fourteenth-century

collapse

Any economic recovery will depend upon the creation and
unleashing of l arge-scale state-credit mechanisms which op
erate in freedom from an old system which will then exist
only in the repose of bankruptcy reorganization .
Under such present conditions , it is more obviously ur
gent that we not measure the relative performance of econo
mies by the monetary yardstick of currency price s , but by the
reality of physical output and consumption of households ,
farms , and manufactures . If we examine the matter according
to those physical standards of measurement, the worl d ' s
EIR
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it was the bad policies which have been defended , or tolerated

1 . Rudimentary comparative
studies of physical-economic
time-series
First, let us highlight the proof of the argument , that a
collapse has been in progress continuously over the past 40
Feature
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years . After that interpolation, let us proceed, with helpful
side-glances toward the recently published report on my
1 948-52 discoveries in the science of physical economy ,
to show the kind of philosophical thinking which must be
understood, practiced, and taught by the leading intelligen
tsia of nations , if the political institutions of those nations are
not to be misled into disasters of the sort now pushing this
entire planet into a prolonged New Dark Age .
Any person literate in either a branch of the physical
sciences , or industrial cost accounting , could readily prove
this post- 1 97 1 collapse to be an incontrovertible fact, using
the relevant, available historical statistics . An opening sum
mary of the thinking needed to construct a statistical demon
stration of that fact will clear the way for presenting the
central point of this report.
Since describing that computation is merely necessary
background to the deeper issues of current policy-shaping , I
shall outline the method of statistical construction as briefly
and simply as the subject permits . To construct such mea
surements for the 1 963-93 interval , we begin with a study of
typical market-baskets of household consumption .
This includes the essentials of physical consumption ,
plus the two essential categories of services: health and edu
cation . The per-capita requirements for a household vary
somewhat, of course . They vary according to the time in
which the household is situated, and by the cultural level we
are committed to achieving in practice through qualities of
life-expectancy, health, rations of time allotted for educa
tion , and related development of both the household as a
whole and the individual member, and so on .
What we require is a definition of a "standard household
consumption market-basket" based upon these elements. Let
us ask ourselves , then: What is the kind of standard we re
quire for comparing the case for different nations , or for the
same or another nation in a different period of history? In
practice , one should experiment with the changing statistics
for any nation during a period of successful growth in both
net domestic product and average standard of living: Exam
ine the way in which actual household consumption varies
according to both the economic-social characteristics of a
household and its demographic composition . If one turns
then to discussion of standard compositions of employment
of a national labor-force in my textbook So, You Wish to
Learn All About Economics ? , one should recognize the way
in which one should proceed to construct a usable approxima
tion of the standard required .
For example , prior to the eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies' implementation of Leibniz' s proposals for an industri
al revolution based upon a system of heat-powered machin
ery whose technology was continually advancing , the
existence of any society required that more than 90% of the
labor force be employed in rural occupations . In contrast, if
today 's technology were generally used , with farm prices at
the level we term "parity ," less than 2% of a labor force
24
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is required in such modes of rural employment to satisfy
abundantly the total population' s Ii needs for agricultural products . This improvement in produf tivity depends upon a prior
and maintained supply of needed t ndustrial goods to the farm
er, and also a relevant developknent of elements of basic
economic infrastructure which i '*= lude rail transport, electri
cal power supplies , and generaliZed water management.
The solution to the problem of defining a refined standard
of household market-basket first appears as we attempt to
compare our approximations of Iinarket-basket standards for
households with the market-bas�et requirements per capita
of agricultural and industrial prqctuction of physical goods .
One gains thus an insight into the! fact of a correlation of such
kind between per-capita productivity in production of goods ,
and per-capita consumption of th� physical , health , and edu
cational requirements of the hou � eholds which, inclusively,
provide production with its labort force members .
Looking at the statistics from jthis standpoint, we concep
tualize more easily the nature o e interdependence of pro
ductivity with the quality of per apita and per-square-kilo
meter development of such fo s of basic infrastructure as
general transportation, water mapagement, power supplies,
sanitation , and basic urban infra�cture .
If we merely bear those kinds jof analytical considerations
in mind, the available U . N . an� related statistics over the
interval 1 963-93 tell an incontrOvertible story . In physical
terms , over this period , the pet-capita output of the total
rural and urban labor force has belen declining throughout the
world as a whole; the fact that ,"ome regions of the world
have been exceptional does not change the global picture (see

�

Figure 1 ) .

W e can see , in this way , that ithe trend downward begins
during the 1 96Os , with more add more suppression of the
industrial development of nation� in the southern hemisphere
of this planet. The trend begins a$ an apparent slowing of the
rate of economic growth, and theJ!l , during 1 97 1 -74, becomes
an absolute decline in the so-call�d industrialized sector as a
whole , in addition to the so-called developing sector. Even
those national economies which ido not go into absolute de
cline during the period 1 97 1 -8 1 , � visibly affected by trends
in the world around them . The overall condition of this planet
during the 1 980s is an uninterrupted , generally accelerating
downward trend.
Let me speak of the relevant official and popular opinion
in the United States . Similar observations are to be made
on the subject of opinion in oth�r countries . There are four
principal reasons most people in the U . S . A . have been duped
into accepting false 1 980s or mor¢ recent reports of "econom
ic recovery ," or even "prosperity� "
First, there is the credulity �f the majority of the U . S .
1
population today .
The influential Fabian Walter Lippmann proposed a
Goebbels-like mass-media brainwashing of Americans in his
famous book on public opinion; t� similar effect and purpose,
EIR
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FIGURE 1

World output 1 961 -91
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SOurce: FAO Rome, UNICPS

David Riesman made infamous the pathetic type of twenti
eth-century North American which he named an "other-di
rected" personality . Hannah Arendt, the one-time lover of
the Nazi regime' s chief Nietzschean philosopher Martin Hei
degger, proposed that anyone who did not fit the model of
this brainwashed, "politically correct," other-directed type
should be ostracized as what she termed an "authoritarian
personality . " The average American, including the shallow
minded, highly suggestible "populist type ," has come to ac
cept whatever themes are currently implicit in addictive
forms of mass-spectator sports , Hollywood entertainment,
popular quasi-music , and the mass news media, as axiomati
cally the basis for constructing one ' s own "socially accept
able" forms of participation in "politically correct" forms of
mass opinion.
Repeat often enough , Goebbels-style , that the basis of
economy is "free competition in the market-place ," that
economy is ruled by a mythical "law of supply and demand ,"
or the popularized lie that the U . S . Constitution was based
upon John Locke , or the lie that the young U . S . federal
economy was founded upon the ideas of Adam Smith , and
the "other-directed" type of American will regurgitate that
nonsense ritually as if he believed that were the holiest of
eternal verities .
An included factor, the collapse o f the quality of U . S .
education , especially under the influence of Fabians and kin
dred types , such as John Dewey and his followers , had alEIR
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ready damaged seriously the cognitive development of nearly
all Americans even before the ap�lication of such New Age
concoctions as the radical positivist "New Math" and other
destructive innovations of the recdnt three decades .
The development of the cogpitive capabilities of the
young to the degree needed for a pro-scientific , rigorous
quality of independent judgmedt, usually appears only
through the form of education rooted in the Greek and later
Classics , and emphasizing for in�truction in mathematics ,
biology , and physics the student' s! re-experiencing the origi
nal act of each important axiomatic -revolutionary discovery
of his or her forebears . The mis , uided substitution of the
textbook, and of generally accept�d algebraic formalisms as
a replacement for wrestling with Olassical and other original
sources has produced predominant!ly a type of graduate , even
among those burdened with terminal scientific degrees,
which Friedrich Schiller named contemptuously Brotgelehrten (bread scholars) .
:
The result of substituting behaviorist modes of "learning"
for development of independent cdgnitive powers of rigorous
original discovery , has producedj among typical academic
and other strata, a virtually total lack of capacity for indepen
dent thinking , especially respecting axiomatic qualities of
assumption. This moral defect ofj udgment is often seen in
its most extreme form in precisely those moments that an
American asserts most loudly hi � "independent judgment"
on a matter. Thus, do such fool�sh conceits of disordered
public opinion render the politically correct true believer the
better suited to be a victim of the [silly opinions he or she is
induced thus to adopt.
Second, current statistical practice of national-income
accounting by governmental ageqcies , and by other widely
influential reporting agencies , disallows any efforts at a ratio
nal distinction between a physic�lly useless expansion of
nominal income and useful produqt:ion and consumption. For
example , if prostitution and drug-�afficking were legalized,
over $500 billion would be added to officially reported Gross
National Product (GNP) , without �y actual increase in any
thing but the credulity of the sug$estible cohorts within the
population (see Figure 2) . Thu$, a vast, parasitical bur
geoning of notional values of finarfial gains in various purely
speculative forms is counted as n*ional income on the same
basis as production of food, clothing , education , medical
care , bridges , tunnels , railways, and industrial workplaces .
A s long a s the nominal income fr<lm parasitical sources such
as financial speculation is nomin ly greater in price than the
margin of collapse of infrastruct,re , producers and house
holds' goods , the official idiot-s�ants of the statistical and
mass media communities will continue to insist, with a fanat
ic s menacing gleam in their eyes ,; that our national economy
is either at the brink of recovery , pr even being "overheated
by an excessive rate of growth" ! I.
Third , over all of the past quarter-century , but especially
the recent decade , the official stati�ticians have lied more and

�
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FIGURE 2

TABLE

u.s. gross domestic product, and services
portion of GOP

1

I

Dec l i n i ng instal lation oflturbine generator
capacity by U.S. electriq uti lities

I
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more shamelessly , on almost every subject, most of the time .
In addition , they have refused to deduct from gross national
incomes the cost represented by the failure to repair and
maintain essential elements of basic economic infrastructure ,
such as railway systems , highways , bridges , water manage
ment systems , power stations and grids , and so on (see Table
1 ) . In the United States , many trillions of dollars of never
existing "value added" have been added routinely , cumula
tively, to construct false , greatly inflated reports of annual
U . S . GNP.
Fourth , since the Ford Foundation' s fraudulent, but in
fluential Triple Revolution report of 1 964 , that doctrine of
"post-industrial" utopianism has produced a malignant
growth in the percentile of the total U . S . labor force which
is either unemployed , about 1 7 % or more today , or is em
ployed in forms of "services" which add virtually nothing ,
or even less than nothing to either the net physical product
output or productivity of the U . S . economy (see Figure 3) .
Although most of the non-productive service occupations , as
in the "fast food" distributorships , are paid wages way below
the level required to support a household decently, the aggre
gate inflationary cost of these "services" is monstrous . The
worst, the most savagely parasitical , are legalized gambling ,
recreational (illegal) drug-trafficking , and financial services .
It ought to be plain enough , as a matter of relatively
simple calculations , that such a replacement of productive
employment by services is intrinsically a form of inflationary
rot which must destroy the nation in the end , if the policy is

2959.7

1 6 ·0

1 993, fed by speculation, United States GDP rose from $603. 1

per-household and per-capita basis.

2378.3

437 . 5
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when GDP allegedly rose 1 0-fold, sectors of the real physical
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not reversed . Yet, babbling so called "experts ," whether as
"talking heads" on the televisi qn screen, or elsewhere , have
induced a majority of Americ ns to "repeat after me: The
modern form of economy is a p st-industrial , services econo
my . " The Wall Street emper r has no clothes !-but, the
credulous crowd of onlooker to that paraded nakedness
shouts its admiration of the maltvelous fabrics and tailoring.
Credulous popular opiniod aside , the scientific impor
tance of stressing the patholog cal side of expanded rations
of services employment is illustated conveniently in the fol:
lowing way .
Up to modern times-in o her words, up to about 550
years ago , even as recently as BOO years ago--over 90% of
I
the population must labor in th rural life , simply t o keep the
whole society from collapse int mortal want. The margin of
decrease of the required rural ercentile of the labor force ,
which technological progress as made possible , was ab
sorbed chiefly by a smaller but, t nitially , nearly proportionate
increase in two categories of thysical-productive employ
ment: the building and maintai, ing of basic economic infra
structure and the direct producti pn of useful physical necessi
ties for consumption by individpal households or industries .
President George Washington' � treasury secretary , Alexan-

�
f

t

l
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FIGURE 3

u.s. overhead employment 1 960-90
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der Hamilton, accurately forecast this coordinate growth of
urban industry and rural productivity in his famous official
1 79 1 report to Congress , his outline of the anti-Adam Smith
"American System of Political Economy" upon which our
constitutional federal republic was founded , his On the Sub
ject of Manufactures .

Also , in addition to the growth of the percentile of the
labor force employed in urban production of physical goods ,
modem history' S successive transformations in the "struc
ture" of employment have been accompanied by an, aggre
gately , relatively smaller margin of employment distributed
among four categorical "overhead" elements of social cost
which are not explicitly, directly productive of physical out
put or goods or infrastructure: education , health care , science
and technology per se , and administration .
In general , the change into these directions, from the
old, pre-industrial , bucolic base , is associated with three
correlated developments : increase in per-capita physical pro
ductivity of operatives , increasing complexity of the social
division of labor, and increase of power-flux-density. Among
the principal other features of these directions in structural
change of labor-force composition, we have the following .
The absolute increase in level of technology , combined with
the rate of that increase requires an increase of the segment
of employment assigned to science and technology as such .
The educational requirement is increased similarly , both cu
mulatively and with respect to the rate of technological prog
ress . The educational and related culture requirements of
EIR

the household members place a premium upon prolonging
healthy longevity of the populatiQn, and what that implies
otherwise . Justifiable increase in /idministrative burdens is
chiefly a reflection of the growtIjl of industry , education,
scientific progress , and health requirements . Also , a continu
al increase in physical productiVity , per capita and per square
kilometer, correlates with an incre�se of the ratio of employ
ment in producers ' goods prodqction to employment in
households ' goods production .
'
One point to be singled out ere , is the danger of ex
ceeding justified levels of admini�trative employment. The
combination of unjustified burgeoping of sales and adminis
tration expenses , plus growth of redundant employment in
questionable expansion of so-call¢d "services , " is an infla
tionary economic disorder akin to ¢ ancer in living processes ,
a sickness which could ultimately bring about the death of
economies-as it has been slow� , but visibly killing the
u . S . economy during the past 40 i¢ational years of continued
drift into post-industrial utopianistln .
Once the implications of these observations are grasped,
the usefulness of the following, somewhat simplified approach
to comparative statistical analysis sbould be intelligible.
For estimating the relative groWth or collapse of a national
economy, or world economy over successive years, or decades,
a good rough estimate can be made iin the following way.
Make all measurements in temts of per-capita, per-house
hold , and per-square-kilometer v �ues . Measure basic eco
nomic infrastructure , agriculture ,I mining , industry (manu
facturing , construction other !pan infrastructure) , and
employment in education , scienc� and technology as such,
and health-care . Measure consumption and production , co
herently , as follows: market-bask�ts of household consump
tion (physical plus health , educ �ion) , per household, per
square kilometer and per caPita; · arket-baskets of produc
ers ' goods , consumed and produ ed, per capita, per square
kilometer and per household; rat s of producers' goods to
household goods turno.ver, per capita, per square kilometer,
and per household (see Table 2) . I
In examining these statistics I take special note of the
following consideration . Distinguish between the productivi
ty of labor as measured , on the one side , with respect to
monetary price of direct labor e�ployed, and, on. the other
side, productivity as physical economy measures it, the latter
in terms of comparable physical ("market-basket") units of
output. For example , in physical ¢Conomy , measure the per
centile of the total labor force of I/. nation required to sustain
the essential contents of a household market-basket for all
members of that labor force .
In the first, monetary case , a rough , first-approximation
measurement is as follows. One s"btracts from the wholesale
manufacturer' s price of produced! goods sold, the price-cost
of materials consumed by that pro4luction; this yields a differ
ence , a gross margin, correspo,ding roughly to nominal
(monetary) "value added by prodqction . " In the second case,
we make a formally analogous r�ugh measurement, substi-
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TABLE

2

Production levels for goods in producers
and consumers' market-baskets on
a per-household basis (1 967 = 1 .000)

1 967
Consumers' market-basket
1 .000
Men's trousers
1 .000
Men's shirts
1 .000
Women's blouses
1 .000
Women's dresses
1 .000
Woven woollens
1 .000
Refrigerators
1 .000
Passenger cars
1 .000
Tires
1 .000
Radios
Producers' market-basket
Metal-cutting machine tools
Metal-forming machine
tools
Bulldozers
Graders and levellers
Pumps
Steel

1 973

1 979

1 982

1 990

0 . 965

0 . 594

0. 504

0 . 335

0.644

0.486

0.343

0 . 1 65

1 .023

1 .5 1 1

1 .405

0.684

0 . 597

0 . 503

0 . 339

0 .279

0.264

0.254

0. 1 39

0. 1 66

1 .247

0 . 935

0 .703

0 . 932

1 . 1 50

0.869

0.484

0.51 2

1 .020

0 .833

0 .666

0.877

0 . 706

0.467

0.3 1 6

0.098

1 .000

0 . 643

0 . 530

0.289

0.21 2

1 .000

0.854

0 . 730

0.404

0.406

1 .000

1 .200

0.71 3

0.334

0 .306

1 .000

0 . 786

0. 748

0.383

0.349

1 .000

1 . 1 40

0.541

0.424

0 . 506

1 .000

1 .029

0.821

0.41 6

0.487

0 . 624

0 .575

0.459

0 . 544

0.451

0 . 598

0.632

0 . 689

Intermediate goods for either market-basket
1 .023 0 . 9 1 4
1 .000
Gravel and crushed stone
1 .022 0 .759
1 .000
Clay
1 .000 0.999 0. 850
Bricks
1 .045 0 . 9 1 1
1 .000
Cement

A production level for each item for 1967 was determined, and

then divided by the number of households in 1 967. This yielded a
production level on a per household basis. For example, in 1967,
the United States had 59,236, 000 households and produced
86, 014 metal-cutting machine tools. Thus, there were 0.001452
metal-cutting machine tools produced per household. The 1 967
level was set equal to 1 , and all subsequent years' production
levels were compared to it. By 1 990, the United States produced
but 0.000308 metal-cutting machine tools per household, a level
that was only 2 1 .2% of what it was in 1967.
During 1 967-90, production levels, on a per household basis
for major goods contained in both the producers and consumers'
market baskets fell between 7 and 90% , with most goods
registering a collapse of40% or more . This represents afall in
both the producers and consumers' market baskets as a whole,
and shows the inability of the United States to reproduce itself.

tuting physical market-baskets of inputs and outputs of pro
duction; this defines a physical margin of "value added" per
capita, per household , and per square kilometer. Let us con
centrate now solely upon the physical measurement, in oppo
sition to the monetary one .
First, refine the rough physical measurement. Let us
make that physical margin of "value added" the numerator
of a fraction; make the denominator the total physical invest28
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ment , per capita of labor forae , in household and related
consumption by productive lab�r, and of materials and physi
cal capital of production . ThiS calculation yields a useful
estimation of productive "return on investment," in physical ,
non-monetary terms . One obvious advantage of this en
hanced estimation is , that it reflects more accurately the rela
tionship between productivity at a local point of production
and the productivity of the national economy' s productive
sector as a whole .
To render such physical output comparable with physical
input , we reduce each to its labor-content . This content is
reflected , in first approximatiob, by hours of direct produc
tive labor consumed in productipn . These raw hours , for each
case of an item in the market-b �sket list, are corrected by an
adjustment-factor. This compares the households ' market
basket of consumption of the actual direct labor employment
in production of an item , with a standard consumption . That
standard consumption is obtaintd by averaging total national
consumption of direct labor' s households with the total num
ber of direct labor employed in the nation . This provides a
mean value of consumption pet capita of direct labor for the
average household of direct lapor. That tactic provides the
indexing of the actual case requ ilred . The mean-hour of indus
trial-engineering type of cost-a¢counting is indexed for each
type of production in this way .
Thus , it might appear to some Cambridge systems analyst
who is thinking carelessly , or t<) a like-minded student of the
input-output schemes ofW assily Leontief, that we are treating
this as a case of apparent produQtion of commodities by com
modities consumed. In fact, we are employing such an as
sumption merely to refute it: The fact that when commodities
are consumed by direct producti'Ve labor, apparently the com
modities are modally reproduci�g themselves negentropical
ly , reflects the function of labdr, as distinguished from any
other form of consumption of PJtoduced items . Implicitly, we
are refuting directly the famous axiomatic assumption of the
eighteenth-century French and ISwiss Physiocrats . It is only
the labor process which can impose willfully such forms of
negentropic , or should we better say "evolutionary-type"
transformations of functional processes to a higher state . This
is adumbration of Genesis 1 : 26-28 as shown by the modal
form of a durably successive farm of society .
By taking the ratio of the activity of the productive sec
tor's labor-force households t<1> the physical costs and in
come , per household , of the nation as a whole , a useful
estimate of relative national prdductivity is obtained.
We may thus compare different nations , and the same
nations during different periodsl both in terms of their respec
tive productive sectors , and the results of relating each pro
ductive sector to the nation as ai whole in this way .
1.1

The myth of 'cheap labor'

This approach to estimatin* relative productivity of na
tions provides a simple , implicitly conclusive exposure of
EIR
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Migrant laborers pick beans in New York . The "downsizing" of the productive sector. as corporations search for "cheap labor" at home
and abroad. is a disastrous strategy for the U . S . economy .

the fraud in British economist David Ricardo ' s celebrated
myth of a "comparative advantage" allegedly inhering in
"cheap labor . " Our view of today ' s widespread "free trade"
delusion affords us a better approximation of the actual pro
cess of this past 20-odd years of the worldwide economic
collapse spiral .
On behalf of the proposition that a V . S . corporation , for
example , should situate a new manufacturing plant in some

increased to everyone ' s advantage . Thus , if we assign the
less-skilled forms of market-basket item to a nation whose
labor force has yet to reach generally the level of the V . S .
labor force . w e are benefitting both nations b y optimizing the
utilization of the labor force of the less-developed nation , and
maximizing the productivity of the rel atively more developed
one .
The directly opposite result would be the case if we

underdeveloped nation noted for its favorable tax climate and
supply of cheap labor, today ' s Wall Street financial houses
console the North Americans who will lose their employment

moved chunks of the employed V . S . l abor force either into

in this way : "If you wish to stop your jobs from flying away
to cheap-labor markets , you have only to lower your wage

es employment . In the former case , the U . S . economy would

expectations to levels which are competitive with foreign
competition . " Similarly, in the university economics depart
ments, the spin-doctors will assure all foolish enough to be

lieve them, that cheaper imports from foreign sources are a
boon to the V . S . consumer, and therefore a boon to the V . S .
economy as a whole .
Imports are an actual boon to the V . S . economy , for
example , under different circumstances than those refer
enced by such academic spin-doctors . If a technologically
developed economy can move its culturally developed labor
out of low-skilled employment into more highly productive ,

unemployment status , or into less-skilled , lower-paid em
ployment , or out of production of physical goods into servic
have the added production and income to be a market for
the product of the developing nation; in the latter case , the
purchasing power of V . S . households would be reduced ,
and , therefore , also the V . S . market as a whole .
In that reality which appears to exist only outside the
mouths of free-trade ideologues , the effect of the "runaway
shop , " under today ' s post-industrial policies , is to shrink the
percentile of the total U . S . labor force employed in producing
useful physical good s . The displaced labor from these run
away industrial enterprises becomes either unemployed or
employed in relatively marginal , even essentially almost use

more technologically advanced modes of production , the to

less occupations . The industrial purchases from U . S . suppli
ers , especially medium and smaller producers and mainte

tal and per-capita productivity of the whole V . S . economy is

nance services , collapse . The tax revenue base of the affected
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FIGURE 4

Productive labor, people and workers
1 960-90
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community is collapsed more or less severely . The "downsiz
ing" of the per-capita scale of the U . S . agro-industrial pro
ducers ' base , and the "downsizing" of the percentile of the
total U . S . labor force employed in production of physical
goods , signifies a collapsing of the U . S . economy' s earned
real purchasing power, and a collapsing of the U . S . economy
below a physical break-even point (see Figure 4) .
In consequence of this and other policies born of the
same deranged, if media-popularized mind-set, we have the
following picture of the U . S . economy itself.
Over the interval 1 965-70, the rate of growth of the U. S .
physical economy slowed toward a net zero growth for the
economy as a whole (in terms of rate of increase of physical
output per capita, per household, per square kilometer) . The
slowdown was triggered by the "downsizing" of the highly
stimulative , "post-Sputnik" aerospace "crash program" and
investment tax-credit programs upon which the post- 1 96O
economic recovery from the 1 957-60 recession had depended
almost entirely . This "downsizing" was worsened by the
combined influence of such "post-modernist" lunacies as
Robert Theobald' s Triple Revolution, Robert S . McNa
mara's lunatic "systems analysis ," Herbert Marcuse' s ultra
leftism , and sundry "post-industrial" utopianisms . The inter
national effects of these and similar "New Age" policies led
to Prime Minister Harold Wilson' s November 1 967 collapse
of British sterling , and the ensuing first round of successive
collapses of the U . S . dollar erupting visibly during February
30
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and early March 1 968 .
During 1 970-7 1 , the U . S . net expenditure on basic eco
nomic infrastructure (additio�s and replacements versus
wear, tear, and obsolescence) : entered a phase of negative
growth which has not only con� nued , but accelerated down
ward to the present time . The resulting repair bill for water
management systems , trans �ation systems , power sys
tems , general sanitation , and ban infrastructure generally
now totals many trillions of do ars at constant-dollar prices .
The combined Chrysler and nn Central crises of spring
1 970 signalled the next round f collapse of the U . S . dollar,
leading to the collapse of the , retton Woods gold reserve
system during March through ug . 1 5 , 1 97 1 .
The further downsizing of e U . S . productive sector by
the Nixon administration' s su cessive , so-called "Phase I"
and "Phase II," was followed, uring 1 973 and 1 974 , by the
shockingly depressive effects 0 Secretary of State Henry A .
Kissinger' s arranging the OPE oil-price hoax on behalf of
the London-based oil multis, hen known popularly as the
"Seven Sisters . " This disastro s direction in U . S . domestic
and foreign economic and rela d policy and trends was ac
celerated by adoption of thos sets of policies sponsored
by David Rockefeller's Trilate I Commission and the New
York Council on Foreign Rela ons ' "Project 1 980s . " These
included the "shock therapy" easures introduced by Presi
dent Carter' s newly appointed Federal Reserve chairman,
Paul A . Volcker, in October 11979 . Volcker' s high-interest
rate hoax , which had been put forward first in the CFR "Proj
ect 1 980s ," and backed by thq Trilateral lobbyists , had an
immediately catastrophic effe(:t upon the U . S . economy.
Thus , over the course of the � 970s as a whole , the U . S .
economy collapsed i n all prod�tive sectors excepting a few
electronic and related spin-oft); of the Kennedy aerospace
program; the rate of contraction of the U . S . and world econo
my , over the course of the 1 �80s was transformed into a
virtually terminal collapse-process by the Anglo-American
policies of 1 985-92, especially Ptose introduced by Margaret
Thatcher and George Bush .
"Downsizing" has become an irrationalist, fanatical cult.
This popular myth currently int:ludes the delusion, that one
could collapse 85% of this planet into plague-ridden barba
rism, during a time as long ali a century , and yet keep a
residual 1 5 % of this planet relatively secure and stable . This
delusion is closely related to the false axiomatic assumptions
underlying the popularized fallacy known as "comparative
advantage" of "low taxes and clteap labor. "
The ability to continue to produce physical goods of ever
better quality ever-more cheapJy is an excellent, indispens
able policy . This realization Qf this praiseworthy goal de
mands a constant emphasis upon investment in improved
technologies generated by vigorous scientific progress in
such directions as beyond th� outer limits of present-day
astrophysics and microphysics< This improvement in condi
tions of life also depends upon essential considerations of

i

�
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TABLE

3

Water use for industrial pu rposes, 1 970
(millions of cubic meters per year)

per household

per capita

950

294

Germany

470

1 70

Japan

500

1 28

U nited States

India

30

6

China

50

11

A criticalfeature of an economy ' s real economic development is
its ability to supply itself with water. In 1970, the difference
between three industrial nations (the United States, Germany, and
Japan) and two developing sector nations (India and China) was
significant. On a per household basis, the industrial nations
deployed between 10 and 20 times the water to industry as the
developing sector nations .. on a per capita basis, the disparity was
even greater. Lawfully, this resulted, in part, in much higher
industrial output in the industrial nations .

basic economic infrastructure; this requirement cannot be
compromised without disastrous effects upon the economy .
In transport , for example: the promptness and cheapness
of inbound and outbound passengers and freight . Availability
of reliable water supplies (see Table 3) . Availability of ade
quate power supplies of the required quality . Local commu
nications. Sanitation . Education and health-care systems .
Apart from that class of correlatives , a potential level of per
capita physical productivity is principally a function of health
and cultural development of the labor force .
In all cases , these qualities of the local situation for in
vestment in production must be produced chiefly by, and at
the cost of the society in which the investment is made . Either
that society is able (and willing) to reproduce these required
"environmental" preconditions , or it is politically unwilling
to do so . If it is willing to do so, then that society as a
whole must be repaid amounts sufficient to regenerate those
improvements . Even were it willing , it might be incapable
of doing so . If a large number of investors in a country pay
so cheaply for their employed labor, and so forth , that the
country is strained beyond the limit of its means to continue
to reproduce these required "environmental" conditions , then
a spiral of collapse is introduced by cheap-labor, low-tax
fostering of such investments .
Otherwise , if the so-called "cheap labor region" in which
the investment is made is paid generally sufficient tax reve
nues and wage-levels to enable it those necessary precondi
tions, then the labor in that nation will no longer be truly
"cheap . " As the legacy of eighteenth-century Dutch and Brit
ish colonialism , and nineteenth-century British imperialism
show throughout the relevant southerly regions of this planet,
the "comparative advantage" of cheap slave or paid colonial
EIR
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labor lies entirely in the power of t colonialist to conduct a
mass-murderous , Nazi occupation like type of asset-strip
ping of the population and natural r sources of the subjugated
region .
Thus, it is a matter of econom c principle , that the true
cost of producing anything , incl , ing the public sector' s
contributions o f general , national infrastructure , must be
seen as the physical cost of repr0 ucing and improving all
of those natural and developed rfjsources upon which the
continued local production , even b a localized investment,
of an equal or greater quantity and uality depends . Among
the included actually incurred cos of an investment: each
local investment in production m st contribute its share to
meeting the reproduction costs of he total population from
whose households the labor emplo ed is drawn .

l
1

, Asset-stripping'
Since the mid- 1 960s tum , the . S . financier interest has
adapted to that induced physical c lapse of the U . S . econo
my which its post-industrial policy has induced , responding
to this collapse with an increasin emphasis upon sundry
forms of asset-stripping . We shoul understand "asset-strip
ping" as various ways in which to ake a financial profit by
acquiring physical or monetary ass�ts for resale by purchas
ing them at a price way below t�e replacement price for
the physical assets underlying the 'notional financial values
assigned to them. "Junk bond" de�lings are one example of
such looting . It will probably be helpful to many readers to
present the following , additional �ample of commonplace
"asset-stripping" practices .
i
In a typical case , a banker link�d to the organized crime
circles formerly run top-down bY I Meyer Lansky assists a
credulous client' s investment tod�y , but with the intent to
loot him at some point down the lire-make the calf happy
with today' s fattening , that he misht become a richer feast
the day he is driven into the asset-$tripping slaughterhouse .
One day , often years later, after �he investment has been
"fattened up" by aid of what seeme� to have been generously
supplied masses of credit, one of t�e creditors , not the origi
nal banker, mysteriously calls in a l(>an . Other things happen.
The client is thrown into bankruptqy . His former patron , the
banker, with an interest in the enteirprise all along , buys out
the other creditors by taking the a * ets at one or two dimes'
worth for each dollar of replacemerlt cost of those assets , and
readily disposes of the assets so a¢quired for three or more
dimes , at a 50% or greater profit inl the relatively short term .
In typical real instances of such vr idespread practices , this
buyout of the bankrupted assets occbrs by looting the original
investor, the bank depositors of relevant banks , and sundry
other creditors .
I
That and analogous forms of �onetarist "downsizing"
within an existing local , national , qr world economy , gener
ates a relatively substantial , if locall rate of return , substantial
relative to the notional value ofbas� being shrunken physicalFeature
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British-style free trade in
action : the "street
economy " in New York
City . The unscientific
axiomatic assumptions
of the British East India
Company ' s Haileybury
school are now
generally accepted in
ruling academic
institutions around the
world.

Iy by these mean s . One way of accomplishing this result, is
to send a "runaway shop" into a cheap-labor market , to loot
both the market and the basis of that national economy out of
which the "runaway shop" has been wrenched . The already
referenced "junk bonds" are the same species of asset-strip

Similarl y , by putting heal
upon care for persons
whose age is above 55 years one could eliminate , Hitler
style , most of the older
of the total population ; this
would lower the income
by the survivors , per capita ,
of living for the survivors .

ping rip-off; so are "derivatives . " The London and Wall
Street private bankers do not invest in cheap labor for the

a population which could
range U . S . standard of

purpose of obtaining wealth from production ; the only sig

income per capita , a j../ V I>'UI.alllC'lI which describes an infant
based demographic pyramid
a modal life expectancy of
up to 85 or more years , is

nificant source of wealth from such operations is the wealth
taken from a domain outside the production process itself,
the looting of the host economy by the levers of exchange
manipulations and of tax- and price-concessions . In short ,
this is accomplished through an asset-stripping operation , in
which the production side serves only as a lever.
Another form of asset-stripping , is arbitrarily lowering
the birth rate . The ability to maintain the whole economy on
the same scale requires a reproduction of the labor force in
that or an increased number of surviving post-adolescents of
a suitable quality of cognitive development and health . For

It was inevitabl e , that

the neo-malthusian fanatics

had succeeded in their goals

dropping the birth-rate and

introducing a "post-industrial' utopia, the Orwellian goal of
killing off large fractions of
who reach the age of
retirement must be seen by
malthusians as the economically required next step . Reducing the birth-rate means re
ducing the economic basis for sustaining persons in retire

example, by eliminating new births altogether, or virtually

ment age-ranges . All "l ife-boa economics" of this sort , fairly
called "Hitler-style economic policie s , " have a n analogous
effect.

so , one could lower the level of income required, per capita ,

The use of asset-stripping forms of "privatization" of

to reduce the number of mouths to be fed sufficiently to reach

public education , combined with outcome-based education ' s

temporarily an otherwise impossible level of market basket
enjoyed by the survivors of this population-collapse spiral :
Labor-force members from households without dependent

(OBE) emphasis o n eliminatinf compulsory public education
of cognitive potentials , is als� an "asset-stripping" form of
forerunner for H itler-like hea�th-care and other population

children are much cheaper to employ , since they have fewer

control measures tomorrow . Without a form of obligatory
public education which emph sizes European civilization ' s

mouths to feed per member of the labor force ( see Figure 5) .
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classics and a geometrical approach to development of the
cognitive potentials , the result converges upon a deranged
population reminiscent of fourteenth-century European fla
gellant mobs , a population incapable of mastering the stan
dards of technological proficiency required by modern agri
culture and industry .
None of these "lower taxes, " "cheaper labor" forms of
asset-stripping are truly sustainable forms of cost-control
measures . They are , each and all , essentially one-time modes
of deriving income from mass-murderous forms of asset
stripping of the accumulated physical and cultural wealth of
our collapsing society .
Thus , in order to discover the approximate degree of
post- 1 963 declines, during , respectively , the 1 960s , the
1 970s , the 1 980s , and the early 1 990s , one must consider
first the apparent levels of output per capita, per household ,
and per square kilometer. One must deduct from this apparent
output the amount of current physical wealth attributable to
the various guises of asset-stripping .
The additional considerations to be applied to the statis
tics are presented in my referenced 1 984 textbook. That taken
into account, you have before you the outlines of construction
for an incontrovertible statistical proof: Since 1 963 , the
world economy has been declining in net production of
wealth per capita, per household, and per square kilometer.
. This rate of decline has itself been increasing over that period,
most emphatically the past ten years .
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Smith, Ricardo, apd Marx:
British imperialism'�
zero-growth economists
2. 0

FIGURE S

During 1 983-85 , I forecast repeatedly, both in private and
widely distributed published stateD!lents , an approximately
1 988 collapse of the Warsaw Pact eponornic system, should
Moscow refuse to reject the form of �ooperation which Presi
dent Reagan had proposed in his ipitial presentations of a
Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) pffer delivered publicly
on March 2 3 , 1 98 3 . I also warne� , similarly, from 1 983
onwards , that under Anglo-Americ� policies in force then
and now , that the western economi9 system was also headed
toward a systemic form of collapse Ifar worse than any mere
cyclical depression . During the Oct�ber 1 988 U . S . presiden
tial campaign, I warned a nationw �e U . S . television audi
ence of such things as the impendiqg threat of a generalized
Balkan war launched by certain �erbia factions , and also
forecast an impending, early reunifi¢ ation of Germany under
conditions of an imminent "East �loc" chain-reaction col
lapse . The collapse of the former Soviet system erupted in
1 989; the intrinsically bankrupt
glo-American financial
system is now wobbling at the edg'1 of a precipice .
The collapse of both systems r was set into motion by
policies introduced globally chiefly since the November 1 963
assassination of President John F . . Kennedy . The common
feature of this past 20-odd years collapse of both of the plan
et' s dominant economic systems, the Anglo-American and
the Soviet, is that, in both cases , !the collapse was shaped
chiefly by common defects of polic*-shaping thinking. These
defects are rooted axiomatically in the British East India
Company ' s Haileybury school of "dam Smith, Jeremy Ben
tham, David Ricardo, et al .
To understand why and how the, world' s economy entered
the past 30 years collapse-spiral , olle must recognize that this
collapse has been caused solely �y the influence of those
ideas of zero-growth economy wh�ch were embedded axio
matically in the thinking of Adam �mith and Karl Marx , and,
more recently , in the "systems an�ysis" introduced to post1 938 economics by radical positiyist John Von Neumann.
One also must recognize that, contrary to popular opinion,
economist Karl Marx was a follower of this British school in
every relevant sense , not merely �n admirer of what he so
often alleged to be the unchalleng¢d scientific superiority of
that Smith-Ricardo school . It is also a relevant fact that,
virtually all of his adult life , thrpugh 1 87 1 , Marx was a
controlled asset of two of the princ ,pal control agents of Lord
Palmerston ' s foreign-intelligence I service: London resident
Giuseppe Mazzini and the British ' :Museum' s" chief control
ler of Marx ' s education in economics , David Urquhart.
For the purposes of this repott, we are interested only
in a narrower aspect of Palmers�on ' s control over Marx .
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Although his work on economics is usually associated with
the notion of "surplus value , " in every feature of the formal
argument throughout the three volumes of his Capital, he
is , mathematically , a zero-growth economist. On this point,
there is no axiomatic difference between Marx and those
whom he repeatedly acknowledged as his teachers , notably
Smith and Ricardo . We stress that , as some postwar Cam
bridge University economists around Joan Robinson and
Nicholas Kaldor have indicated , the formal side of Marx ' s
Capital is readily restated a s a relatively more sophisticated
version of Von Neumann' s zero-growth "systems analysis , "
that is, a s a system of linear inequalities .
Kaldor's Cambridge Systems Analysis group , working
closely with the malthusian Zuckerman-Alexander King Club
of Rome , plainly influenced the direction of Soviet economic
policy-thinking during the 1 970s and early 1 980s . That influ
ence , exerted through such channels as Lord Solly Zuckerman
and Dzherman Gvishiani' s International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis in Laxenburg , Austria, did not cause the
Soviet economic collapse; nonetheless , to those of us who
observed this influence during that time , IIASA's conduiting
of British systems-analysis influences into Moscow through
that and other channels certainly blinded many relevant Soviet
figures to the true causes of the catastrophe then in the making .
On the Anglo-American side of the collapse , the connec
tion to Adam Smith is simple and direct. Radical versions
of Smith ' s dogma are embodied axiomatically in the policy
thinking which is bringing the Anglo-American financial sys
tem to an early systemic collapse.
To understand such specific connection of bad economic
theory to systemic collapse , we now treat in succession two
successive , interrelated points . The first of these is the way
in which the underlying assumptions of British economics
dogma, since the eighteenth century , became rooted in to
day ' s policies of most governments and universities through
out the world . Secondly , we must examine rigorously the axi
omatic connection between certain classes of ideas and
material effects of those ideas in economic practice . The cru
cial economic implications of modem systems analysis , in
cluding the manner in which this radical version of Smith ,
Ricardo , Marx et a1 . has shaped the presently ongoing global
economic collapse , can be understood only from that twofold
standpoint.
In both of those facets of this subject-matter, the most
crucial feature of this is the fact that the formal side of the
economics teachings influencing both western and Soviet
policy-shaping was derived from a doctrine whose formali
ties tolerate no economic policies which are not consistent
with a zero-growth result.
Review briefly the definition of ax iomatics. Later, we
shall identify how the unscientific axiomatic assumptions of
the British East India Company' s Haileybury school became
generally accepted in ruling twentieth-century academic in
stitutions around the world.
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2 . 1 Axiomatics , briefly �
Let us be certain that we understand one another when
we use the term "axiomatics . ' � Stated most simply, we mean
what the classic text in Euclidean geometry defines "axiom"
to signify in practice . Unfortunately , there are many universi
ty science graduates today who , as victims of the so-called
"New Math" curriculum introfluced 30 years ago , were de
nied a competent grounding �n geometry . Those who did
receive such a grounding will' please kindly bear with us as
the meaning of the term is expl ained to those who did not.
Fairly said: In its classicail usage , "axiom" signifies an
assertion which is adopted without proof, adopted on the
authority of the unproven assurption that any contrary opin
ion must be absurd (whether that assumption is relatively
valid or false) . For example , a "point" in taught Euclidean
geometry is the smallest conc �ivable image in sense-percep
tion , and a "straight line" is iJrn agined to be , similarly , the
shortest distance between two points .
Once these , and other axioms have been adopted as build
ing-blocks for that species of g�ometrical thinking , no propo
sition (theorem) adopted m4st be inconsistent with any
among the axioms . Thus, oQce we adopt any choices of
axioms and postulates as a fi �ed set of underlying assump
tions for any formal system , oPt only will every proposition
generated within that system be consistent with each and all
of those assumptions , but, each and every proposition which
could ever exist within that system is implicitly stated in
advance . This principle of fonlnal systems , including all for
mal systems of mathematics J is sometimes known as the
"hereditary principle" of a fomtlal logic such as that of Russell
and Whitehead ' s Principia Mathematica .
Since the formal aspect of the economic systems of Adam
Smith , Karl Marx , and John Von Neumann each and all
claimed to be logically consistent formal systems , this rule ,
the so-called "hereditary prin¢iple , " applies to each and all
of them. This brings into play a second formal principle of
all logical systems , the so-called principle of "types . " By
treating each of these economic systems as sub-types of a
common type , we are able to identify the cause of the present
ly ongoing , worldwide econQrnic collapse in a simple and
direct way .
For our purposes here , th� following definition of that
principle of types will be suffi¢ient.
Once we show that each a�d all theorems possible within
any logically consistent formal system are all embodied im
plicitly in a single "hereditary principle , " we can replace a
listing of such theorems by simply stating that hereditary
principle . To construct such a statement, we must present the
set of interdependent axioms as a principle for generating, in
some ordered or other succession , each and every theorem
implicitly possible within that succession .
This leads us to an importamt, fundamental discovery first
elaborated by Georg Cantor. this discovery was echoed by
a twentieth-century mathematician , Kurt Gode1. Godel , by
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A model for the investigation of conic sections, at the Franklin

Institute of Technology in Philadelphia . Geometrical thinking is
the axiomatic starting point for correct methodology in economics .

reconstructing a crucial feature of Cantor' s proof, discredited
the most fundamental mathematical axioms of not only Ber
trand Russell , but also of the putative father of modern eco
nomic systems analysis , John Von Neumann. Leave the re
lated Cantor topics of non-denumerable sequences and power
sets untreated here today; the point relevant to our treatment
of Smith , Marx , and Von Neumann, here , is fairly summed
up as follows.
As Plato demonstrated this famous ontological paradox
by his Parmenides dialogue: that unifying conception of
change which , as a generating principle, subsumes and thus
bounds all of the members of a collection cannot be itself a
member of that collection . This was demonstrated in a fresh
way by Cantor, a demonstration which Cantor situated ex
plicitly in terms of Plato' s work , and which Cantor developed
as a revolution respecting both the formal and ontological
features of all possible mathematical thinking . Thus , if we
state the "hereditary principle" of any formal system , such
as today ' s generally accepted university classroom mathe
matics , in its proper form as a generating principle , that
statement lies outside the formal system of elements which it
defines implicitly. That fact lies outside the reach of compre
hension by today ' s generally accepted mathematical think
ing; but that principle is nonetheless intelligible, knowable .
The history of mathematics itself illustrates this point .
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The kind of mathematics which may be derived from the
kind of set of axioms and postulates presented as Euclidean
geometry , yields a form of mathematics called "algebra," or
"algebraic systems . " That is the kind of mathematics we
associate with Rene Descartes or Isaac Newton . Over the
interval 1 440- 1 697 , a higher form of non-algebraic mathe
matics was established , presented in this form at the latter
date chiefly by Gottfried Leibniz and Jean Bernoulli. The
higher form of non-algebraic mathematics came to be known
as the domain of transcendental functions . The Euclidean
axioms of point and line were discarded as axioms , and re
placed by isoperimetric , or circular action , also known as a
principle of "universal least action . " The establishment of
non-algebraic mathematics as superior to algebraic forms ,
was demonstrated by the astonishingly accurate , 1 670s mea
surement of the speed of light by Ole Roemer, and by the
successive application of this measurement to principles of
refraction by Christian Huyghens , Leibniz , and Jean Ber
noulli .
Although Leibniz and his friends discredited the axiomat
ics of algebraic thinking , they took away nothing of impor
tance to science . All of the valid features of algebra are
understood from the standpoint of non-algebraic mathemat
ics , but free of the fallacies of algebraic thinking . It is shown
that non-algebraic mathematics bounds algebra externally ,
but that , true to the paradox of Plato ' s Parmenides, the truth
of non-algebraic mathematics cannot be derived by construc
tion from a formal algebra . In the language of Cantor, alge
braic and non-algebraic mathematical formalisms are two
distinct species of "hereditary principle , " or, distinct types,
of which all valid propositions in algebra belong to a sub-type
under non-algebraic functions . Similarly, Cantor showed the
existence of a third , higher type of mathematics , beyond
denumerable arrays , which is a higher type than any variety
of today ' s generally accepted classroom mathematic s .
The notion o f (transfinite) axiomatic types applies t o the
problem under investigation here . The systems represented
by the mathematically representable features of the political
economy of Adam Smith , David Ricardo , Karl Marx , and
John Stuart Mill belong to a common , Cantorian type of
linear schema which is characteristically entropic , as , nota
bly, Ludwig Boltzmann defines entropy in mechanistic mod
els of a gas system , or any analogous system . The same is
true of the systems analysis of John Von Neumann .
The fact that B oltzmann ' s model is axiomatically entrop
ic leads directly to the following paradox . If the universe
as a whole were subject to a universal law of entropy , as
Boltzmann' s mechanistic model implies , then Boltzmann
himself could never have come into existence to construct
his theory . Thu s , if Boltzmann ' s theory is valid , then both
Boltzmann and his theo'ry never existed .
A scholarly defender of Boltzmann ' s work would raise
an objection to our use of that paradox which is more or less
the same point made by Boltzmann himself. That objection
Feature
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would be , that Boltzmann himself showed that non-entropic
phenomena might conceivably exist locally within a universe
which is overall entropic .
The rebuttal to this objection is , summarily , that such a
defense of Boltzmann depends absolutely upon Boltzmann' s
own reliance upon choosing an incompetent definition of
"negative entropy (negentropy) . " For Boltzmann to have
come into existence , he must be a living process which is
capable of progressive , and efficient intellectual discoveries
analogous in form to an evolutionary model of living process
es as a whole , and also analogous to such inorganic forms of
evolutionary self-transformation of a process as the genera
tive principle , or type represented by the developed form of
the Mendeleyev Periodic Table of elements and isotopes .
As an existing person , Boltzmann , despite his theories , did
conform to such an evolutionary model . However, these evo
lutionary "models , " including Boltzmann himself, are not
represented by the way in which the purely mechanistic no
tion of "negative entropy" is defined mathematically by
Boltzmann' s theorem .
The claim by Norbert Wiener, for example , that Boltz
mann' s mechanistic model is a model of a principle of living
processes , for example , is a plain chicanery . By the time
Wiener wrote his Cybernetics. there was a well-established ,
rigorous distinction between the two types of systems , en
tropic and not-entropic ; the formal history of this distinction
began with Plato' s treatment of the implications of the regular
solids ' unique construction . In modem science , Plato ' s argu
ment is developed further by Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da
Vinci, and is a central feature of the work of Johannes Kepler.
The work of Plato , da Vinci, and Kepler is regrounded on
the basis of Leibniz' s analysis situs and important later work
in this direction by Gauss , et al . ; the refinement of Mendele
yev ' s Periodic Table by earlier twentieth-century work, up
through the 1 930s , in nuclear radiation , fusion and fission ,
made clear what we ought to signify empirically and mathe
matically by our obligation to make a strict formal distinction
between living and entropic processes . The attachment of the
word "negative entropy (negentropy) , " as a simple time
reversal of statistical entropy , to the non-entropic features
of living processes was therefore childish word-play; and
Wiener's application of the Boltzmann statistical theorem to
define a common principle of human communication and
li ving processes a patent sophistry , a hoax .
In physical economy , for example , negative entropy is
properly represented in the following way .
The total consumption of combined infrastructural , pro
ducers and households ' market-baskets of essential physical
goods corresponds to a magnitude which modem practice
commonly terms "energy of the system. " The desired in
crease of the total output of production over the "energy of
the system" previously embodied in the productive process ,
corresponds functionally to the relative "free energy" of that
society as a process . The ratio of this "free energy" to that
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"energy of the system ," is a co�elative of the productivity of
that society considered as a w ole . Follow this several steps
further.
i
These magnitudes are cons� dered in totality , but they are
also considered functionally p�r capita, per household, per
square kilometer, and per squate kilometer per capita. In the
successful cases , the increase in productivity lessens the per
capita amount of productive t ffort required to satisfy the
maintenance of the required le �el of the energy of the system
per capita. However, there are �o other outstanding changes
which are included among tho *e required to sustain this rise
in the ratio of free energy to e � ergy of the system . As mea
sured in physical , but not labor�time terms, the energy of the
system per capita must increas p . Similarly , the ratio of total
infrastructure goods plus prod4 cers ' goods , to households '
goods , must also increase , al ough the absolute , physical
magnitude of the content of th household' s per-capita mar
ket-basket must increase . The atisfaction of those precondi
tions provides a model of what "negative entropy" must sig
nify if we are to attribute �o that term any degree of
congruence with the distincti lY anti-entropic characteris
tics of living processes . This odel illustrates the required
alternative definition of "neg tive entropy" if that term is
intended to reference the distin uishing characteristic of any
process which would have pertnitted Boltzmann himself to
have come into existence .
This is also the model whi¢ h an economic process must
satisfy to generate a genuine margin of what Marx termed
"surplus value ," of profit to hUIlnanity as a whole . In the case
of Adam Smith , David Ricardo� Karl Marx , John Stuart Mill ,
William Jevons , and John VQn Neumann , the systematic
formalities of their respective ju"guments all share the same
axiomatic blunder central to both Boltzmann ' s and Wiener's
mistaken mathematical definition of "negative entropy . "
They are each and all intrinSically zero-growth models ,
which , a s policy-guides, would ensure axiomatically an en
tropic collapse of any economy foolish enough to tolerate
them .

�

!
l
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Smith versus the Physiotrats
We are now situated to exlamine the way in which the
zero-growth axioms were embedded in the work of Smith ,
Marx , Von Neumann , et al . Briefly , then , as follows.
The science of political ecoJllomy was developed original
ly by Gottfried Leibniz over the interval 1 672- 1 7 1 6 . The
Physiocrats, and Smith , Marx , Mill , and Von Neumann after
them were all adversaries of Le iltmiz in science generally , and
in the field of political economy in particular. As economists ,
Smith , Marx , Mill , and Von Neumann were all philosophical
adversaries of Leibniz from tHe standpoint of John Locke;
Locke ' s model of society is key to understanding the com
mon axiomatic fallacies of their economic systems .
The outstanding features �of Leibniz' s discoveries in
physical economy included , first, his development of the
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notion of heat-powered machinery , and , second , his notion
of technology . The first bears upon the increase of the average
productive powers of labor of society as a whole through the
use of heat-powered machinery . The second involves that
increase in productive powers of labor which follow intro
duction of a principle of design of experimental apparatus of
scientific discovery to tools , product-design , and machinery
of production , all to such included effect that the per-capita
physical productivity of society were increased by this means
even without an increase in the throughput of heat-power per
capita.
An alliance of certain aristocratic and financial-oligarchi
cal forces mobilized to eradicate the influence of Leibniz' s
science o f physical economy . The most important o f these ,
until about 1 783 , were the so-called Physiocrats . Later, be
ginning 1 763 , during the rising political power in Britain,
William Petty , the Second Earl of Shelburne , adopted Adam
Smith as an an agent of the opium-smuggling and slave
trading British East India Company , assigning Smith to study
the work of the French and Swiss Physiocrats , to design a
scheme for destroying the economies of both France and
the English-speaking colonies in North America. Smith ' s
apology for the British East India Company ' s morally objec
tionable practices , The Wealth of Nations, appeared as a
Shelburne-backed anti-American tract in 1 776. Smith plagia
rized significantly the written work of leading French Physio
crats , such as Turgot, but also included the added , pernicious
dogma, intended to destroy the economies of France and
English-speaking North America, "free trade . " Smith, Ricar
do , Marx , Mill , Von Neumann , et aI . , are each and all direct
outgrowths of the John Locke axiomatic model of political
economy proffered by the British East India Company ' s
Adam Smith .
In contrast, the U . S . Declaration of Independence was
based upon Leibniz' s "pursuit of happiness ," in opposition
to Locke ' s "pursuit of property . " Similarly , what became
known worldwide as the anti-British American System of
Political Economy was set into motion under President
George Washington through U . S . Treasury Secretary Alex
ander Hamilton' s Leibnizian On the Subject of Manufac
tures, and the thorough complementary credit and national
banking policies set forth in Hamilton' s reports to the U . S .
Congress on credit and a national bank . The Leibnizian sys
tem of political economy , as the form of the future U . S .
economy ' s success was described prophetically by Hamilton
then, did correspond to a truly negentropic model , contrary
to the entropic schemes of Smith , Marx , Von Neumann , and
Norbert Wiener.
Of all of these anti-Leibniz economic dogmas , only the
Physiocrats allowed a true profit to society as a whole , and
that in a most eerie form . For Smith , Ricardo, Marx , Mill ,
and Von Neumann , profit is something gained by one person
out of the pocket of another, as trading profit , as usury ,
or some outright speculative swindle such as today' s "junk
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bonds . " In Von Neumann' s language , for them, as for to
day ' s malthusians , economy is a giant, all-seasons gambling
hall , an "n-person , zero-sum game . " 13y contrast, the Physio
crats argued that all net growth of the wealth of society per
capita is generated solely as the "bomity of nature ," not man's
productive labor. Implicitly , these , French rural oligarchs
were pagan worshippers of the Delphi Apollo cult' s earth
mother and whore goddess , Gaia. Tlte Physiocrats' favorite
prostitute , Gaia, produced all gain! in wealth; labor were
merely as cattle grazing in Gaia ' s l field, munching upon
Gaia' s bounty. The landlord, by oW Q ing a piece of land, had
the only legitimate title to Gaia' s b� nty, like the man who
had rented the pleasure to an hour of Gaia's services as a
prostitute .
The human species is known to nave lived on this planet
for no less than about 2 million yearS . It appears , that about
that time and later, our species hali a planetary potential
population-density of less than 10 million individual persons ,
about the potential of a creature reSembling the baboon in
every respect but man ' s inferior streqgth and fighting capaci
ty . Had mankind been merely an $.Dimal , mankind today
would still live in no more than those numbers and with
approximately the same table manne,-s . The characteristic of
those changes in potential populatikm-density which have
brought us to this time is an incre.se in both standard of
living and productivity expressed in Doth per-capita and per
square-kilometer terms . This Cantoiian type of increase in
potential population-density is rooted in those mental capaci
ties of the individual human person which permit mankind to
generate and to assimilate efficiently those axiomatic-revolu
tionary discoveries in science and lJne arts through which
man' s per-capita power over nature is increased .
In respect to any formal system, �ch as generally accept
ed classroom mathematics, an axiomatic-revolutionary dis
covery appears as an absolute math¢matical discontinuity. *
Animal and human behavior must be! contrasted axiomatical
ly in these terms of reference .
*

Cut one line with another. If we malce the second of those lines

sufficiently thin , can it become the case th�t the length of the first line
coinciding with the second will be a point oli the first line for which there
is no denumerable determination of exact pci)sition? "Yes ," says Cantor' s
demonstration. This issue was already feature41 i n such locations a s Bernhard
Riemann' s 1 854 habilitation dissertation; the model of the problem was
introduced by Richard Dedekind. It was central in the work of Cantor's
teacher, Karl Weierstrass. This is a true mathe\llltl ical discontinuity. Asymp
totic limits which are true discontinuities are therefore never existing theo

rl

rems of a continuous function which they bou d . For a n example o f this latter

principle, compare B. Riemann 's constructio� of his On the Propagation of
Plane Air Waves

of Finite

l

Magnitude, pub ished in

1 860, in which the

central point is this notion of an asymptotic limit as a singUlarity which is

t�

not a theorem of the function which it bou� s . Similarly, true axiomatic
revolutionary discoveries are not themselve functions (theorems) of the
formal (e . g . , mathematical) system which is

eir putative point of origina

tion. Similarly, a series of such functions, a a Cantorian type, is a quality
of function which resides outside all generally accepted classroom mathe
matics, yet inclusively bounds the latter exterhally.
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Military influence wijl grow
as Russian crisis buUds
by Konstantin George

The bill for the Anglo-American imposition of ruinous shock
therapy on the military superpower Russia is now coming
due . In the first half of February , leading figures and press
organs have been warning that the country could be shaken
to its foundations by a socio-political crisis , which could
erupt anytime between March and late spring .
The newspaper Trud reported that a huge strike wave ,
including a nationwide strike by coal miners and oil workers ,
is brewing . According to Trud, the miners ' patience is at an
end . The state owes them 800 billion rubles in unpaid back
wages , and many miners do not even have enough money to
pay for food . The energy sector strike wave would affect all
the main mining regions: Kuzbass in central Siberia; Vorkuta
in the far north of European Russia; the coal mines of the
Russian Far East; the southern Russian region of Rostov on
the Don; and the vital Western Siberian Tyumen oil- and gas
producing region . In addition , strikes are either under way
or planned by teachers at higher schools of learning and
universities , and a strike could close down state television at
any time .
The situation in the Siberian part of the defense industry ,
as cited by the daily Izvestia, is explosive . The work force at
the key missile plant Krasmash in Krasnoyarsk has not been
paid in four months , because the Defense Ministry ' s budget
did not cover 1 1 billion rubles for orders delivered, although
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin had promised payment
at the end of December. Chernomyrdin is now engaged in
daily negotiations and making promises to try to forestall
imminent strikes in industry and the energy sectors .

Break-up of Russia feared

Russian Minister for Nationalities and Regional Policy
Sergei Shakhrai , speaking at the Feb . 5 meeting of the Party
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of Russian Unity and Concord� which he heads , said that he
expects a mammoth political cpsis to hit Russia in May . He
stated that May could witness . culmination of a devastating
industrial strike wave , the fina� collapse of the ruble , and the
rise of regional nationalism a�d separatism. Echoing warn
ings issued in early February b1 Yuri Skokov , former head of
the Russian Security Council ap.d current head of the Russian
Association of Goods Producfrs , Shakhrai declared that if
urgent measures were not taken in time , a collapse of the
Russian Federation could occur.
The estimate that the crisi4 will wait until May to break
out of control may prove optimistic .
The lack of major strike �ctivity up till mid-February
reflects a deceptive calm . The Imain factor behind this stasis
has been the weather. Through�)Ut February the average day
time high in Russia has been -+ 1 5°C to - 20°C . The popula
tion is seething with rage . The iatest statistics published Feb .
10 disclose that 54 million Ru�sians , or 36% of the popula
tion , are living below the offic.al subsistence level of 50,000
rubles per month . Most of the �est are not far above that, and
one must recall that this line isla statistic based on a monthly
wage-but in many cases th� wage is not actually being
paid. Most Russian workers � owed anywhere from one to
four months of back pay . Thcjse statistically just above the
subsistence level include the !highly educated professional
segments of society: doctors , other medical personnel , teach
ers , researchers , scientists , eqgineers , and designers in the
state R&D institutions .
i
The collapse of real wages ltnd production has led to mass
murder of the Russian PoPullltion , in the form o f a huge
increase in the death rate . Tbe semi-starvation conditions
have especially hit the elderly ( As a result of shock therapy
policies , for the first time in l1istory during peacetime , the
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Russian population is declining .
An article in the Feb . 14 London Financial Times by
Moscow correspondent John Lloyd , states that the demo
graphic collapse has officially become a matter of Russian
national security: "A dramatic rise in death rates and a sharp
fall in the birth rate have now become a matter of close
concern at the level of Russia' s National Security Council . "
According to Lloyd , "in the past year alone , the death rate
jumped 20% , or 360 ,000 deaths more than in 1 992 . Re
searchers now believe that the average age for male mortality
has sunk to 59-far below the average in the industrialized
world and the lowest in Russia since the early 1 960s . "

the fuel and energy industry . " Here was an echo of Grachov .
Illarionov attacked especially the go'!ernment' s huge subsid
ies of agriculture and the energy sectbr at the expense of key
industrial sectors , and forecast the rt{g ime ' s crisis coming to
a head in the next months . He declartd that powerful forces ,
including those around Central B aqk head Viktor Gerash
chenko , were pursuing policies des ;gned to "discredit and
eventually overthrow" both Cherriomyrdin and Yeltsin:
" 1 994 is the year where they will try to overthrow Yeltsin,"
culminating what he called "the hiddtn civil war" Russia has
been in since 1 992.

Rifts tear new Russian government

Rifts are also tearing to shreds the "Yeltsin entourage ,"
the inner circle of advisers to the President. These splits have
been increasing in ferocity since last summer. In the latest
case , according to the Feb . 1 4 daily Nezavisimaya Gazeta,
Yeltsin' s press secretary , Vyachesl�v Kostikov , has been
saying that Yeltsin has turned on his former associates . In
highly insulting tenns , he said of Y¢ltsin , his "boss": "One
has to talk in simple terms with him , as with Chernomyrdin,"
otherwise he doesn 't understand .
Yeltsin ' s chief adviser, Viktor OClyushin , an old crony
from the days when Yeltsin headed the Communist Party
apparatus in the Sverdlovsk region ( now Yekaterinburg) of
the Urals , and the only one left frob! the 1 993 inner circle
around Yeltsin , also spoke to Nezavi$imaya Gazeta about the
liquidation of what had once been I the Yeltsin entourage.
According to IIyushin , Yeltsin was ettraged at Yegor Gaidar,
Mikhail Poltoranin , and Gennadi �urbulis for having first
urged him to engage in all-out confrontation and violently
crush the old Parliament, and then l abandoning him at the
peak of the Oct . 3-4 events when the Irarliament was stormed .
Ilyushin said of these "radical democrats": "There was Prime
Minister Ryzhkov , and they fought iagainst Ryzhkov; there
was Gorbachov , and they fought against Gorbachov . Yeltsin
appeared, and now they are fighting against Yeltsin . And I ' m
not sure that i f there'll b e another leakier i n the future , they' ll
also fight against him . " In the same vein , Yeltsin also in
January fired his personal military adviser, Gen . Dmitri Vol
kogonov , a political career officer npt in tune with the Russian military command.
I
What is revealing concerning Gaidar, Burbulis, Poltora
nin , and other former Yeltsin supporters is that they smell
the coming demise of the current regime , and are positioning
themselves for a comeback in a post-):' eltsin Russia. Burbulis
has been openly saying that Yeltsin bas outlived his term and
"is used up. " Poltoranin was key in acquiring the invaluable
huge amounts of TV time for Vladimir Zhirinovsky that made
his election triumph possible , and h,s been working closely
since last summer with Zhirinovsky , las part of his maneuver
ings to cultivate post-Yeltsin options .
Whatever the outcome of the current crisis , it will not
produce a comeback for the shock tqerapy advocates .

Given what is hitting the population, it is not surprising
that the rumblings are making themselves felt at the top . Only
weeks after its formation , the new Russian government is
already starting to crumble .
The attack on the government is being led by the military .
On Feb . 8 , Russian Defense Minister Pavel Grachov took
the extraordinary step of appearing on Russian TV to demand
that the government, of which he is a part, more strongly
consider the interests of the military and the military-industri
al complex (MIC) sector. He blamed the government policy
of not paying its debts to MIC enterprises for the wave of
closures hitting this vital high-technology sector of the Rus
sian economy . Grachov attacked Aleksandr Zaveryukha, the
minister of agriculture who holds the rank of deputy prime
minister, as being the main person responsible for neglecting
the military and the MIC . Further statements by Grachov
showed that the fight extends beyond budget and credit allo
cations . He asked why it is that a minister of agriculture
holds a higher cabinet rank than the minister of defense , i . e . ,
himself.
The outcome of the Grachov TV episode proved once
again that when the military puts its foot down , results are
delivered. In this case , the cabinet was simply overruled , and
the demands of Grachov and the MIC were met by a decree
by the Russian Security Council , the state' s real center of
power. On Feb . 1 4 , Oleg Lobov , secretary of the Russian
Security Council , announced that the Russian state would
pay 1 . 5 trillion rubles to the MIC enterprises . According to
Lobov , the amount equalled about 85% of the total 1 993 debt
owed to these enterprises .
On Feb . 8 , Andrei Illarionov , a top adviser to Prime
Minister Chernomyrdin , resigned as head of the govern
ment' s Planning and Analysis Department. The western
press generally portrayed the resignation as a sign of the fight
between Chernomyrdin and radical reformers . But this is
only partly true , as the Illarionov letter of resignation shows.
"The decisions taken by the government will lead Russia
inexorably into hyperinflation ," he wrote . "I wanted to serve
Russia' s interests as a whole ," and not those of "a small group
of barons of agricultural state enterprises and 'generals ' of
EIR
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'One must talk in simple terrhs'
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Europe is also being destroyed
in Bosnia-Hercegovina
by Gen. Count Hanno von Kielmansegg
Count Kielmansegg' s last assignment before retiring was
Chief of Staff of the NATO Army Group North in Monchen
gladbach, Germany. The article below originally appeared
in the daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung ofFeb. 1 1 . Per
mission to translate it from German and publish it in EIR
was kindly provided by Count Kielmansegg . Subheads have
been added by the editors.

The country of Bosnia-Hercegovina and its predomi
nantly Muslim population will not survive the war of annihi
lation waged against it by Serbian , and now also in part
Croatian attackers , without military help from the outside .
The result of the previous policy of negotiating and appeasing
is known. Like the policy of the western powers in 1 938 ,
this policy is characterized by a shocking degree of naivety ,
indifference, and national egoism. That means that genocide
is taking place . Not only have western attempts to secure the
peace against the Serbs , who pursue and accomplish their
political aims with brutal violence and disrespect of all law ,
been completely ineffective since the beginning of the war;
these attempts de facto , and in part also per intentionem,
support the aggressor.
The language of weapons-we may think it regrettable,
but that is how reality is-is the only language in this situa
tion which the Serbian aggressor will understand and respect.
Croatia can probably be moved by political and economic
pressure (particularly from Germany) to cease its attacks
against Bosnia-Hercegovina.

Moral mandate

Military aid to accomplish political and humanitarian
aims is thus mandated morally and under international law ,
and, in the current situation, is the only purposive action,
since only by this means can the consummation of a disaster
be prevented, which could well take on global dimensions
on account of its exemplary effect. The human community
in Europe , but also the United Nations, are already complicit
in this disaster, and will continue to be so in the future , if
nothing is done . Military aid is possible if the political will
exists .
40
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The prerequisite , of course: There must be a clear politi
cal will and a political goal , among the decisive powers.
This must find expression in a, mission which is to be carried
out militarily . The requisite military means and forces must
be made available . This can o¢cur through the U . N . , NATO
or the Western European Union (WEU) . The military com
mand responsible (the best, ! a NATO headquarters) then
translates the political mission into operational planning and
fulfills it. Political negotiations do not cease during , nor
because of, military actions , they are instead supported by
military actions and are more l effectively conducted for that
very reason . The realistic aim of military intervention con
sists in compelling the partie J to immediately and lastingly
cease all acts of war and vio�ence, and to negotiate-now
at the level of a military an41 therefore also political bal
ance--over future borders , and a just and acceptable modus
vivendi for all concerned on the territory of former Yugo
slavia.

Lift the embargo against the defenders

The most crucial action , QOW as well as previously , is to
lift the conditionless weapons iembargo against the defender,
even at the risk that one or aQOther shipment might fall into
the wrong hands . This is, indeed , really a political option,
but it has far-reaching military consequences (in the positive
sense) for Bosnia-HercegoviIia. By this means, a thorough
military balance can be estab�ished, and Bosnia-Hercegovi
na can successfully defend itself. Fewer U . N . ground forces
will be required.
The argument that this wbuld have an escalating effect
is not valid . Things can hardly become worse for the country
concerned and its population .; To be sure , Serbian attackers
will be casualties if they do not cease attacking, but hundreds
of thousands of Bosnians (not only Muslims) of the civilian
population would be protected. Weapons supplies would
have to encompass the following:
command and reconnaissance systems
artillery and mortars
anti-tank missiles
armored vehicles of all categories
EIR
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ammunition and fuel
field hospitals if required,
combat helicopters in addition, if necessary , instructors ,
and replacement parts-i .e. , logistics inclusive of medical
care .

Military options for Bosnia

If necessary , humanitarian aid has to be carried out by
force . The current U . N . Protection Force is sufficient to that
end , if it receives the mission to do so; if necessary , of
course , rapid reenforcement with heavy weaponry and air
support must be possible . A further necessity is the destruc
tion of the mass of heavy weaponry (artillery , tanks) , com
mand centers , resupply bases of the Serbian aggressor from
the air.
This is possible . The positions have been located , or
can be located (at least to a considerable extent) . For all
practical purposes , the West has air supremacy . The risk is
slight, the attacker has available little air defense , in part
antiquated. The precision of modem air-assault weapons is
so high , that damage to the civilian environment can be kept
small. NATO bases in the Adriatic area (especially Italy) !
and the aircraft, and/or an American aircraft carrier group,
are sufficient for such operations , also repeated ones .
Combat helicopters are suitable, particularly the Ameri
can Apache, stationed in Europe, especially in Germany.
Otherwise , all air-assault forces can be repositioned any
where in a brief time (a few days) .
Another aim to seek to accomplish: hermetically sealing
off all roads over which Serbian fighters in Bosnia-Hercego
vina are supplied from Serbia. These are fewer than people
think (some six to ten main connecting arteries) . Here the
difficult terrain is a disadvantage to the attacker, it also
channels his supply movements; he cannot simply go over
the mountains . This, too , can be done from the air. It might
be , if operations become extended , that ground forces in
the strength of some divisions will be necessary . In that
case, the attacker will "dry himself out" quickly .
Deployment of Special Forces , chiefly by air, but also
on the ground, for swift, surgical operations , is possible ,
without having to hold terrain for extended periods of time .
This includes destruction of combat posts , supply bases ,
heavy weapons positions, but also freeing the inhabitants
of concentration camps . To that end, units in, respectively ,
company and battalion strength are required, in total up to
two to three brigades with the requisite air-support, including
transport helicopters , i . e . , relatively meager forces which
are available in the NATO countries .
Reinforcment of the Bosnian lines of defense every
where , where they can not hold them themselves , with U . N .
ground forces i n addition to the just-mentioned options ,
would be a further, but more costly , operation (up to 1 00,000
soldiers). But, it should not be excluded as the last possibility
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to stop genocide . In principle , the requisite forces (land,
air, sea) can be made available. In order to achieve an effect
most likely ending the war, the cited options on the whole
would not require more than a fraction of the forces made
available in the [Persian] Gulf.
All of the suggested options are in :reference to the territo
ry of Bosnia-Hercegovina. Other options are conceivable
and militarily possible: Whether they lire politically purpose
ful is something which has to be thottht through; for exam
ple, surgical air-assaults upon Serbia itself, which , despite
all claims to the contrary , is a counbty that is waging a war
of conquest. One key to peace lies illl Belgrade . The others
lie in Washington , Moscow , Paris, lind especially in Lon
don. Even preventive protection of Macedonia and Kosova
against war, ethnic cleansing , expUlsions
, and partition may
'
become necessary .
I

Military goals to support peate

Summa summarum : The Serbs � not invincible. Their
superiority is based on their supremacy in heavy weapons
( 10: 1 or greater) , in their freedom of movement, in their
completely undisturbed resupply , eSJ!lecially from Serbia it
self, and an equally undisrupted chalin of command.
At issue is not a war of conqu,*st against the Serbian
motherland , nor a wide-ranging , con1.prehensive occupation
of territories. To stop the misery, thal is not at all necessary.
At issue are limited military goals sol�ly aimed at meaningful
support' of a policy to establish pea4e , the consequence of
which must be freedom and justice . To that end , only limited
military means are necessary . They f an be made available .
The war in Bosnia-Hercegovina is being conducted con
ventionally . As in every war, there irre discernible, if only
fragmented and shifting fronts . A typical partisan war is not
what is going on. The danger that th!lt would emerge in the
case of a military intervention of the United Nations or
NATO , is slight . Partisans need suppprt from the population
the way a fish needs water. They 'would not obtain this
support: to the contrary . Otherwise, even partisans and snip
ers can be fought, although at considerable cost. They do
not decide wars .
It will not be possible to provide military protection for
Bosnia-Hercegovina without incurring losses . That must not
be covered up . But, if the operation" are correctly planned
and carried out with the necessary m�teriel , these losses will
probably be considerably less than often claimed, particular
ly in the air operations . And the total! operation will presum
ably be of much shorter duration than 'feared. The psycholog
ical shock alone , that the West is finally acting , energetically
and resolutely , and in corresponderJce with its moral and
lawful traditions , responsibilities , anp promises , will proba
bly bring the aggressor back to the ne,otiating table , quickly ,
and now under acceptable condition� , and lead to a stop in
the fighting . The aggressor must understand that he can not
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obtain his goal by force . But whoever wants full security
without any risk to his soldiers , has not understood what is
at issue here . I . e . , this is the full risk born by Bosnia
Hercegovina, and therewith its end . At the same time , it
can have undeniable consequences for world peace . It is
war, a horrible war, which is why one sends soldiers , not
the Technische Hilfswerk [Germany' s equivalent of the U. S .
Army Corps of Engineers] .
Logistical support of all operations in Bosnia-Hercegovi
na would be considerably easier than in the Gulf war.
NATO , with all of its bases , is right at the door. In case of
military intervention , the blue helmuts will be best protected
if they are reinforced . Only weakness is vulnerable . But
they are also fully capable of effectively defending them
selves now . The testimony of military commanders on the
ground confirms this. It is a sure thing , that, given the
current mission of U . N . forces , their hands are tied . They
do not represent effective protection now . From the begin
ning of their deployment, they have not been able to fulfill
their actual mission . That is why their commander, General
[Francis] Briquemont, recently gave up out of disap
pointment.
It is certain that U . N . troops will have to remain in the
country for an extended time in order to control and secure
the implementation of just results of the negotiations follow
ing the success of a military intervention . But their number
can be limited if the balance between Serbs, Croats , and
Bosnians is guaranteed . It is not possible to predict how
long this will take; but in the cases of Korea and Cyprus , that
did not represent an obstacle . The goal at stake completely
justifies such a deployment. Prolongation of the war, in any
case, would not enable the contingents already there to
return, it would only prolong the agony of complete failure .

Not too late to save dignity and lives

The later effective military actions are effected, the high
er will be the price for all concerned . For those dead , tortured,
made refugees , raped , it is already too late . But for the life
and the dignity of many , and also for the salvation of moral
and political rationality , it does not yet seem to be too late .
Europe will also be destroyed in Bosnia-Hercegovina, by its
own complicity .
The pursuit of nationalist political interests by some
NATO countries , especially England and France , the pretext
of having to contain other political influences (chiefly the
Germans) , is, in view of the misery we have to stop , absurd
and cynical . This implies not only an amoral policy as in the
1 9th century and in the first half of the 20th century: It is also
extremely damaging to the reputation and credibility of the
countries in question . The policy pursued by the West, and
also by Russia, up to now , has not only been a failure , it has
made a new holocaust possible . Stopping this by means of
resolute military aid is legitimate , possible , and promises to
be successful.
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Vatican-Isritel accord
sparks controversy
by Muriel Mirak-Weisbbach
I

The agreement reached at year! s end between the Vatican and
the state of Israel , laying the foundation for full diplomatic
relations , raised questions, an� in some cases , violent criti
cism, from spokesmen of difftrent faiths . The first question
regards religion . Among the n�n-Catholic churches , the Cop
tic Church of Egypt was mos� outspoken in denouncing the
step taken by the Holy See . V *tican representative in Jordan
Msgr. Raouf Najjar told ElR.1 in an interview published on
Feb . 1 8 , that the Copts ' reacdon was based on a misunder
standing , that the Vatican has reneged on certain theological
points which distinguish Chri� tianity from Judaism . It was
reported that the Coptic Chu�ch had interpreted the agree
ment to mean that Rome shard<! the Jews' rejection of Christ
as Messiah . Clearly , this was dot the case; indeed no theolog
ical issues entered into the ne$ otiations . The Israeli-Vatican
declaration of principles was dlrawn up between the Holy See
and the state of Israel , not betvteen Christianity and Judaism.
Statements issued by Vatican $pokesmen , among them Mon
signor Najjar, clarified as well that the Holy See was acting
in the name of the Catholic Chl/trch , and not of other Christian
I
communities .
The non-theological natu* of the agreement was under
scored in February , when the l-Ioly See rejected the proposal
made by the Israeli state , that �abbi David Rosen be accreditI
ed as first Israeli ambassadot to Rome . According to the
Catholic World Report. the de�ision reflected Rome's prefer
ence for career diplomats overiclergy . "Apparently , the Vati
can feels it does not want to confuse domains," Rosen is
quoted as commenting in the , sraeli press . "It wants to deal
with an Israeli technocrat, no� with a spiritual representative
of the Jewish people . " Arch�ishop Andrea Cordera Lanza
di Montezemolo, the aposto� ic delegate in Jerusalem and
Palestine , denied , however, �hat the Vatican had rejected
Rosen because he is a rabbi . Ntore probably , Rosen received
no welcome because he is the ! director of Interfaith relations
for the Anti-Defamation Leag�e (ADL) , an organization the
Holy See apparently does not iwant to confuse with the state
I
of lsrael .

The issue of Jerusalem

!
i

More vociferous criticisqI was voiced in the political
realm. At the center of contro�ersy is the status of Jerusalem .
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Israel conquered and occupied the eastern Arab quarter in
1 967 and demands recognition of Jerusalem as its national
capital . Thus , some read into the Vatican ' s agreement with
Israel a capitulation to this claim based on military occupa
tion . Spokesmen for the Holy See clarified that this was not
the case . Monsignor Najjar said , "There could be no question
of attempting to negotiate the political status of Jerusalem in
this agreement . " The Vatican ' s position , he said , "remains
unchanged. Entering into an agreement with Israel does not
imply admitting its claims to Jerusalem , or occupied territor
ies and security zones . "
Jerusalem , according to the agreement signed i n Septem
ber 1 993 between Israel and the PLO , put the question of
Jerusalem on the back burner, to be dealt with in the course
of future negotiations . Concerned about the possible implica
tions of the Holy See ' s new relations to Israel, the PLO sent
a delegation to Rome . On Jan . 1 7 , the PLO delegation met
with the secretary of state of the Vatican , Cardinal Angelo
Sodano . Following that meeting , Mohammad Zuhdi Nasha
shibi issued a statement, approved by the minister: "I can
confirm that the attitude of the Vatican toward Jerusalem did
not change and remains as it has been declared on several
occasions . Also the minister of foreign affairs of the Vatican
reiterated during our meeting the full support of the Vatican
to the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people including
their right to self-determination and their right to return to
their homeland . " In his interview with EIR , Monsignor Naj
jar further specified that, by establishing diplomatic relations
with Israel , the Holy See would be in a position to participate
actively in the peace negotiations , and to lend further support
to the Palestinian position.
Sovereignty over Jerusalem remains the most heated
point of debate . Unti1 1988 , Jordan had exerted sovereignty
over East Jerusalem, but in that year, it relinquished political
responsibility for the West Bank, acknowledging the PLO ' s
jurisdiction . I n a speech a few months ago , H i s Majesty
King Hussein issued a statement which departed from earlier
assumptions contesting Israeli sovereignty . He spoke of God
as being the "only sovereign" over the city . Since then, pro
posals have been floated for a form of joint sovereignty ,
which would allow Israel and the future Palestinian state
or a Palestinian-Jordanian confederation-to hold parts of
the city as their capitals , within an undivided city . The prima
ry concern of the Vatican , which has been reiterated in the
context of the deal with Israel , is that international guarantees
be established to protect the holy places , ensuring freedom
of access and respect for the rights of the many religious
communities there . Currently , the city ' s religious communi
ties are ruled according to time-honored agreements among
the different confessions . In the Christian quarter, this in
cludes the Latin Patriarchate , the Orthodox , the Copts , and
the Armenians; in the Muslim quarter, the Hashemite King
dom of Jordan has exercised authority over religious matters
through a religious council .
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Documentation

,

The "fundamental agreement betweer the Holy See and the
state ofIsrael" acknowledges the "urlique nature of the rela
tionship between the Catholic Churchland the Jewish people,
and of the historic process of reconqiliation and growth in
mutual understanding andfriendship ibetween Catholics and
Jews . " It continues:

The Holy See and the state of Israel are committed to appro
priate cooperation in combatting all (orms of anti-Semitism
and all kinds of racism and of religiC\>us intolerance , and in
promoting mutual understanding ampng nations , tolerance
among communities and respect for �uman life and dignity .
The Holy See takes this occasion to reiterate its condem
nation of hatred, persecution , and aU other manifestations
of anti-Semitism directed against the Jewish people and
individual Jews anywhere, anytime , �nd by anyone. In par
ticular, the Holy See deplores attack� on Jews and desecra
tion of Jewish synagogues and cemet4ries , acts which offend
the memory of the victims of the holqcaust, especially when
they occur in the same places whicq witnessed it.
The state of Israel agrees with I the Holy See on the
obligation of continuing respect fo� and protection of the
character proper to Catholic sacred pl�ces , such as churches,
monasteries , convents , cemeteries , $nd their like .
The Holy See and the state of Is$el recognize that both
have an interest in favoring Chrisd an pilgrimages to the
Holy Land .
I
The Holy See and the state of Israel will negotiate in
good faith a comprehensive agreeme�t, containing solutions
acceptable to both parties , on uncl�ar, unsettled, and dis
puted issues , concerning property , ecpnomic , and fiscal mat
ters relating to the Catholic Church generally , or to specific
Catholic communities or institutions!.
Following the entry into force ancll immediately upon the
beginning of the implementation of $e present fundamental
agreement, the Holy See and the stat¢ of Israel will establish
full diplomatic relations at the level qf apostolic nunciature,
on the part of the Holy See and embassy , on the part of the
state of Israel . . . .
I
As to whether or not this agreement will clear the way
for a visit by the pope to Israel and J �rusalem, one can only
answer that it is bound to improve �hances for such a trip.
The Holy Father has repeatedly expntssed his desire to come
as a pilgrim of peace to the Middlej . East. A papal visit to
Lebanon during the celebration of th� Synod of the Catholic
Church in Lebanon is already planne� for 1 994 . But to date,
there are no specific plans or possi�le dates for a visit by
the pope to the Holy Land .
International
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Narco-Terrorism 's War on Mexico

EZLN terror strategy escalates
as coverage of EIR expose gr0ws
by Valerie Rush

A dual-power situation is shaping up in Mexico , as the Sali
nas de Gortari government, under pressure from the interna
tional human rights lobby and Anglo-American intelligence ,
is bending over backwards to accommodate the narco-terror
ist Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN) , which
emerged violently on the scene New Year's Day in the im
poverished southern state of Chiapas .
The Zapatistas are pursuing their original demands for
radical agrarian reform, an ousting of all elected officials in
the state , and nationwide electoral reform, and have now
made additional demands that add up to outright separatism:
carving independent "indigenous enclaves" out of Mexican
territory .
The latest EZLN demand is that the government grant it
"belligerent status ," which would oblige foreign govern
ments and international organizations to recognize its
ranks-and presumably the land it holds , as well-as a legiti
mate contending force . Although President Salinas' s "peace
negotiator," Manuel Camacho Solis , has publicly balked at
granting this latest demand, correctly observing that it would
mean subjecting an internal affair to international law , the
possibility of an EI Salvador-style "solution" to the Chiapas
crisis is now on the table .

Who pulls the strings?
Mexicans are aghast at how quickly the EZLN , under the
false banner of "indigenous rights ," has managed to rope in
the Salinas government, straitjacket the military , and rupture
the Roman Catholic Church . Clearly, the stakes are much
bigger than conditions in Chiapas . It is no accident, there
fore , that this magazine' s revelations on who is pulling the
EZLN ' s strings , and why , have erupted center-stage in Mexi
co, providing ammunition for those determined to fight in
Mexico' s defense .
In just a few weeks , two of Mexico' s leading publica
tions-Excelsior newspaper and Siempre magazine-have
devoted extensive coverage to EIR ' s charges that the so
called "Mayan" insurgency in Chiapas is in fact orchestrated
and financed by Anglo-American intelligence , working
through teams of largely foreign anthropologists and ethnolo44
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gists in coordination with the �nternational human rights lob
by , the Marxist theology of liberation wing of the Catholic
Church, and on-the-ground harco-terrorist elements from
throughout the region . As ourl special correspondents report
from Chiapas (see p . 45) , th� vast majority of the Chiapas
population , Indian and non-Irjdian alike, are but the victims
of this foreign-inspired destabii l ization .
On Jan . 27 , Excelsior devoted lengthy coverage to the
revelations presented by EIR ' S Ibero-American editor Dennis
Small at a well-attended MeJ!.ico City press conference the
day before , especially identifY1ing the role of the international
banks in sponsoring the alleged "indigenous" uprising . On
Feb . 2, Excelsior ran an article by a leader of Mexico' s
Popular Socialist Party (PPS)i, favorably citing the material
presented by Small and warniJilg that the EZLN uprising is "a
very dangerous adventure wlilich places Mexico' s national
sovereignty and political independence at risk. " And on Feb .
1 2 , Excelsior devoted its froot-page Frentes Politicos col
umn to running lengthy excerpts from EIR ' s newly released
special report, entitled "Shining Path North Explodes South
of the Border," which is des¢ribed as "extensive and well
documented . "
Numerous local and regio�al newspapers , such as Sonora
state' s Diario del Yaqui and La Tribuna, have also covered
the EIR revelations at length . :
In its Feb . 4 issue , the popular magazine Siempre pub
lished a broad-ranging intervi¢w with Small , under the head
line "Goal of Human Rights Groups: Pave the Way for the
Separation of Chiapas . " Small slammed the role of specula
tors such as George Soros in !financing the so-called human
rights lobby , which runs p;rotection for narco-terrorism
across Ibero-America. Small also detailed precisely how the
scenario for the balkanization of Mexico is working , and
warned that if there is no resistance in Mexico , the country
could go the way of former Yugoslavia.
The Siempre interview w�s not accidentally timed to co
incide with hearings being held in the U . S . Congress by Rep.
Robert Torricelli (D-N . J . ) , Who has repeatedly sided with
the terrorist insurgencies against the governments of Ibero
America. During those hearings, Assistant Secretary of State
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for Inter-American Affairs Alexander Watson described the
Chiapas uprising as an "energizing factor" in the Mexican
reform process, thus enraging Mexicans everywhere .

'Negotiating' . . . with terror
Although the Salinas government, desperate to prevent a
further outbreak of violence , is virtually pleading for negotia
tions with the EZLN , the Zapatistas are letting the situation
"ripen . " And while they stall for time , pleading security and
logistical problems , peasant mobs in Chiapas have seized oil
wells , farms , and ranches , and more than a dozen townships
in the last weeks . They have threatened and even kidnapped
government officials , blocked highways , set fire to city halls ,
and are now demanding the resignations of all local govern
ment officials in the state of Chiapas .
On Feb . 1 1 , some 10,000 teachers marched in support
of the EZLN in Chiapas ' s capital city , replicating a tactic
of the Shining Path narco-terrorists of Peru in infiltrating
the teachers union and the schools , where children are "re
cruited" to their terrorist cause . And when the EZLN finally
decided to release the former governor of Chiapas , Gen .
Absal6n Castellanos (ret. ) , who was taken hostage by the
terrorists in the first days of fighting , they actually charged
an admission price and obligatory lunch fee for anyone
press , politicians , observers-who wished to be present at
the event.
Far from condemning these outrages , the government is
rushing to do the terrorists ' bidding . Mexican Army troops
are being withdrawn from urban areas in Chiapas in anticipa
tion of the much-ballyhooed negotiations with the Zapatis
tas . And when the EZLN indicated its willingness to suspend
collection of "war taxes" from the Chiapas population , it
was government-appointed peace negotiator Camacho Solis
who announced it. Prominent El Universal journalist Fran
cisco Cardenas Cruz wrote in his column Feb . 1 6 , "Nothing
I know of can explain why the government' s peace commis
sioner has decided , since yesterday , to become the official
EZLN spokesman ! "
Despite the government' s humiliation , military leaders
are trying to hold their ground. In a speech delivered Feb . 9
for "Loyalty Day , " National Defense Minister Gen . Antonio
Riviello Bazan addressed the situation in Chiapas for the
first time , emphasizing that the military had conducted itself
according to its constitutional duty and that its intervention
was "legal , legitimate , necessary . " He insisted that it was
the EZLN , not the Army , which was the transgressor, and
warned that "no one should try to glorify those who resort
to violence . "
That same day , Gen . Miguel Angel Godinez, i n charge
of military operations in Chiapas , gave an interview to Siem
pre in which he furiously denied the charges of human rights
abuses that have been directed against the Army . "In a town
of 1 5 ,000, why not ask the 1 5 ,000 how the Army conducted
itself, instead of the 10 who were arrested?"
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Chiapas : a first-hand
report on the 'war'

by Juan Manuel Martinez! R. and
Carlos Cota Meza

If you , dear reader, are one of those individuals influenced
by international propaganda regarding the ill-named "war"
in Chiapas , what you are about to, read will surely make
you uncomfortable . What we can as$ure you is that "Subco
mandante Marcos" may enjoy a fine image abroad courtesy
of the international media, but that doesn' t translate into
popularity for the immense majority of the population of
Chiapas .
From Feb . 3 through Feb . 9, we 1iOured Tuxtla Gutierrez,
capital of Chiapas state , for the pUfpose of giving several
private presentations of the EIR Special Report entitled
"Shining Path North Explodes in Mexico . " Those we met
with , including students and university professors, priests ,
businessmen , government official s , and other interested citi
zens , were stunned by the depth of information available
on the true nature of the political �onflict in the Chiapas
Highlands (which are not all of Chiapas , much less all of
Mexico) .
The state of Chiapas has approximately 3 . 7 million in
habitants . Of the zones surroundingi the townships attacked
by the Zapatista National Liberation Army , or EZLN , (Las
Margaritas , Altamirano , Comitan , (j)cosingo, and San Cris
t6bal) where some 1 00 ,000 Chiapans live , some 20,000
have already fled their homes to seel¢ "refuge" (that is, food,
medicine , and a roof over their hea�s) . Their abandonm�nt
of their miserable "properties" is because of the constant
harassment they have suffered by the Zapatistas , more prop
erly dubbed the Samuelistas , that is , followers of San Crist6bal Bishop Samuel Ruiz .
i
Ironically , the help being provided these "internal refu
gees" is coming from the federal llnd state governments,
as well as from the Catholic Church (the non-Samuelista
elements , that is) , in camps protecteql by the Mexican Army.
The presence of the National Red ICross and the possible
arrival of the International Red Crosjs only serves the propa
gandistic interests of the EZLN anq its mentors .
The high-profile Jan . 1 "uprising" was a fiasco, in mili
tary terms . The 800- 1 ,000 who m�de up the ranks of the
EZLN assault columns representedl just 1 0% of the 8 ,500
"indigenous" lay-priests Samuel 1jtuiz has trained since
1 968 . With respect to the populationl as a whole , the ZapatisInternational
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tas represent an insignificant number who can be resisted,
even captured , by the organized population itself, as oc
curred in Oxchuc , one of the towns the EZLN made the
mistake of attacking .

Chiapas and the new world order

With this in mind, the majority of those who met with
the authors asked: What really happened? And what is hap
pening now?
One instructor of international law was explicit: "Bush's
new world order managed to establish an international ' law '
parallel to reigning international law , and applied it in Pana
ma, Iraq and Somalia. This is what is now happening in
Chiapas . The problem with President Salinas is that he never
thought it would be applied here because he believed himself
to be part of the new order's elite . Thus his inactivity· and
his fear. He knows whom he is up against. "
Several government officials, whose offices had already
received copies of the ElR Special Report, stated: "It is
amazing that this whole international scenario you are pres
enting is being applied step by step in Chiapas . Definitely ,
the goal here is the destruction of the Mexican Army . A
slander campaign based on lies is being waged through all
of these human rights organizations that are now in San
Crist6bal . " Another high-level official , who has already read
ElR ' s book The Plot to Annihilate the Armed Forces and
Nations of lbero-America (published in Spanish in 1 993 ,
and soon to be available in English) commented: "You were
the first to really understand the kind of conflict we are now
facing . "

Tapeworm defense league

Truly instructive was a meeting with third-year law stu
dents . Responding to all the propaganda which claims that it
is "objective conditions" of poverty and isolation which
caused the uprising , one student insisted: "I'm not a racist.
What I want is for the Indians to get medical treatment, to
get rid of the tapeworms , and get cleaned up. But this isn't
allowed because they say this would violate their cultural
values and traditions . "
This is more than a simple observation of the ominous
work that foreign anthropologists and ethnologists have been
carrying out in the Indian communities of Chiapas for the
past 50 years . At a certain level of the educated population,
the work of the "Harvard Chiapas Project," of the Summer
Linguistics Institute , and of various Protestant sects in the
area is well known. Even the state government presented the
work of these agencies for years as intended to "rescue" the
cultural traditions of Chiapas . Now , they are facing culture
shock: the rebels argue that their casus belli is poverty and
isolation, while at the same time-under the pretext of pre
serving their cultural heritage-they have never allowed the
Indian population to break out of that cycle and develop
itself.
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How do you say 'Marcosr in Tzotzil?

Regarding Bishop Samuel lRuiz Garcia, the best com
mentary one can make is to ret>ort the joke now going the
rounds in Tuxtla: "Do you knowj how to say ' Subcomandante
Marcos ' in [the Mayan langUa l Tzotzil?" "Samuel Ruiz !"
Some say that Marcos is an acr stic composed of the initials
of the first villages attacked-( argaritas , Altamirano , Ran
cho Nuevo , Comitan , ocosing and San Crist6bal); others
'
claim the R is for Ruiz and th S for Samuel .
In meetings with laymen 0 the Catholic Church here ,
we were told that Marcos m�t have learned his several
languages and received his g� education at a seminary;
that the supposed Indigenous I Superior Command of the
EZLN doesn 't exist, and that I it is actually Samuel Ruiz
himself and the vicar of San � rist6bal Cathedral , Father
Gonzalo Ituarate who, together 1v ith other "theology of liber
ation" priests in the region , fu*ction as the Zapatista commanders .
i
It is the San Crist6bal vicari�te which arranges Marcos 's
interviews with the international press , and it is Vicar Ituarte
who gets to choose which medi� can be present at the "peace
talks" between federal Peace Cpmmissioner Manuel Cama
cho Solis and the EZLN . The ! San Crist6bal Cathedral is
already serving as the EZLN ' s Ipress office; the pulpit is its
soap box and the bishop ' s se�ons are political speeches .
"They are schismatics and Iwant to cause a split in the
Catholic Church ," one high-Ie�el lay figure told us. "They
are animists , theologically they � ave committed a great mis
take . Throughout the history of �e Catholic Church , schisms
have always ended when the i pope excommunicated the
schismatics . I am sorry for sam l but he should be excom
'
municated. " (Cardinal Joseph atzinger, the church' s top
authority on doctrine under the ope , defined liberation the
ology in 1 985 as the "theologic ly unacceptable and socially
dangerous . . . mixture of Bi�le , politics , sociology , and
economics," which can produ4e a "fanaticism" leading to
"the worst injustices and oppr�ssions . ")
What happens now? If Pre � ident Salinas maintains his
policy of appeasement and sutrender to the EZLN , he is
;
going to sacrifice the entire stat of Chiapas to a civil conflict
of incalculable proportions . Ev ryone in Chiapas knows that
Samuel Ruiz' s "indoctrinated" view their enemies as those
who own a ranch , as those �ho own cattle . Within the
Messianism exalted by Ruiz' s �ermons on the "Theology of
the Incarnation" or the "Theol�gy of the Exodus," every
thing and everybody criollo--the term refers to Mexicans
of European ancestry-must b� destroyed .
There will be gubernatoria. elections in the state at the
end of 1 99 3 , and the big questi�n is whether the victor will
also surrender to "Commande� Samuel ," or whether he or
she will govern with all of C �iapas , including those who
live in the so-called buffer zont s which the Zapatistas want
to deliver over to the jurisdi�tion of some supranational
entity .
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Who is 'Bishop' Samuel Ruiz, and
why is he aiding narco-terrori�m?
by Carlos Mendez and Cynthia Rush

From the moment that the Zapatista National Liberation
Army (EZLN) emerged in Chiapas on Jan . 1 , the name most
frequently mentioned in relation to the problems of Chiapas
and indigenism has been that of Samuel Ruiz , bishop of the
diocese of San Cristobal de las Casas . For 34 years , Ruiz has
been the ringleader of the Marxist Theology of Liberation
network in Chiapas , reportedly including over 7 ,000 cate
chists , which together with numerous non-governmental or
ganizations (NGOs) has created an armed narco-terrorist in
surgency under the banner of "Indian rights . "
This i s hardly a secret. The joke now making the rounds
among some of Mexico' s bishops goes like this: "How do
you say 'Comandante Marcos ' [the EZLN ' s spokesman] in
Tzotzil?" one of the languages of the Chiapas Indians . The
answer: "Samuel Ruiz . " The bishop is so identified with the
EZLN insurgency that leaders of the Indian council of the
state of Guerrero delivered two documents to him on Jan . 30
and asked if he would deliver them to the EZLN ' s deputy
commander Marcos . The documents expressed the Guerrero
group' s support for the EZLN .
Ruiz' s participation is central to the two goals of the
EZLN ' s establishment controllers: first , to destroy the Mexi
can nation-state , by splitting it apart into separate ethnic
enclaves; and secondly , to destroy the Catholic Church itself,
by creating a pagan , pre-Christian "autochthonous church . "
I n this effort , Ruiz works a s part o f an international network
of Theology of Liberation schismatics within the Catholic
Church, including the notorious Cardinal Evaristo Arns of
.
Brazil .
It is precisely because , as the Vatican stated, that Ruiz
"offered an interpretation of the Gospel based on Marxism,
giving a reductionist vision of man and of the work of Jesus
Christ," that just a few months ago the pope had given in
structions to the papal nuncio in Mexico, Msgr. Jeronimo
Prigione , to remove Ruiz from his post.
For reasons having to do with the internal Mexican situa
tion , Ruiz was not removed , however, and when the Zapatis
tas appeared on the scene on Jan . 1 , he leaped to national
prominence . His role as a mediator with the EZLN is such
that he is today portrayed as the virtual leader of the Mexican
Catholic Church. So confident is Ruiz of his power that in
a Jan . 1 1 press conference in Chiapas , he baldly asserted ,
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"I am no longer the bishop of S an (::ristobal de las Casas ,
but the interlocutor in the name of the lentire Mexican church ,
explicitly and incontrovertibly sup�rted and accompanied
by it . " As Ruiz made these remarks j he was flanked by the
church's leader in Mexico , Cardina� Corripio Ahumada.

A schismatic offensive

As recently as October 1 993 , the V atican' s Congregation
of Bishops charged that Ruiz "basesl his pastoral work on a
doctrinal principle which does not cQhere in all aspects with
the teachings of the church . " In fa�t , Ruiz is totally open
about his ideological stance and h �s attempts to split the
church. His 1 975 book Biblical The'plogy of Liberation af
firmed that Christ was , above all , a i revolutionary and was
crucified for being a "revolutionary prophet" because he
"brought the Gospel to the poor and ,humble , the traditional
victims of all kinds of injustices an41 violence . " To under
stand God in history , Ruiz added , "� is necessary to have a
scientific analysis" and that "today we have many historical
analyses based fundamentally on M � . "
Ruiz' s "defense" of Chiapas' s Inclli ans is merely a pretext
for his efforts to create a schism in the Catholic Church,
and serve the long-sought British ai!m of destroying Ibero
America ' s Indian populations by fonj ing them to define their
humanity in ethnic or physiologiclU terms . The Catholic
Church in Ibero-America is the institUtion which has defend
ed the concept of man created in th� image of God, imago
Dei . These degraded populations �e then used as cannon
fodder in the fight to destroy westeJ1D Christian civilization
which is premised on the same conc�pt of man. Bishop Ruiz
resorts to the British-created "Blac� Legend, " the lie that
everything related to Spain and its eVlmgelization of the New
World is "authoritarian" and reprejSsive . The church, he
claims , is responsible "on the contine!nt for the schizophrenia
experienced by indigenous peoples . '1
In a presentation given Feb . 4 at $e University of Guada
lajara, Ruiz expressed this openly , �omplaining that in the
evangelization of America, "to tht:i evangelizing message
was added an identification with wesjtern culture , which was
even baptized as Christian , [and] iIq,osed on [the Indians' ]
shoulders , such that in order for one �o realize himself i n his
most profound being , which is reliiion, he would have to
International
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cease to be himself, and abandon his culture , to realize him
self outside of it. " If the church is "not incarnated within
each culture , it becomes the oppressor of all cultures ," he
concluded .
But the "red bishop" doesn't restrict himself simply to
academic prattling . In one press conference , he threatened
that the Zapatistas would unleash further terrorism if the
results of negotiations with the government were not to its
liking . While claiming to only be the "mediator" between the
EZLN and the government, Ruiz said that "if a peaceful
negotiated settlement is not reached in the Chiapas conflict ,
Mexico will enter the irreversible path of violence and sav
agery , in which terrorism will also show its face . " Ruiz also
echoes the Anglo-American line against the Mexican Army .
"If we want to be truthful ," he said , "we have to say that
there have been a greater number of violations committed by
the Mexican Army than by the Zapatista National Liberation
Army . "

Create history . . . with the Zapatistas?
In a presentation given at the Pontifical University of
Mexico on Oct. 30, 1 992, in which he raised the idea of an
"autochthonous church ," Ruiz put forward the hypothesis
which in large part explains his role vis-a-vis the EZLN .
"Now we arrive at a particularly difficult problem in many
[indigenous] cultures ," he said . "Unlike other groups , there
is no historical consciousness; there are no national heroes in
these ethnic groups . There are feast days and saints ' days,
but there isn't . . . any historical consciousness .
"Now , when I confirmed the lack o f a conscious history
in our diocese, this posed a serious pastoral problem . How
could we incarnate the Gospel in a human group which
doesn't possess, at least explicitly, historical consciousness?
Because Christianity is not just a group of dogmas to be
accepted, or a combination of laws to be obeyed, although
there are dogmas and moral laws. It is , above all , the history
of salvation . So, we came up with the following-we had to
create history . "
Taking into account the rest of Ruiz' s conference ad
dress , one wonders whether the EZLN ' s use of Emiliano
Zapata represents the importation of a hero for the Indians of
Chiapas , and if the eruption of the armed and violent EZLN
seeks to create a hero through the route of immolation .
On Jan . 30, the daily Unomasuno reported that "docu
ments left at a radio station by the Zapatista National Libera
tion Army during its takeover of the Independencia municipal
building discuss the pastoral work done at the San Crist6bal
de las Casas diocese: 'From the word of God , the people
organize as the forgers of their own destiny to accelerate the
process of liberation , structural change and, with a new faith ,
making real the kingdom of God. ' " Referring to 1 986, the
Unomasuno reporter noted that at that time , "the San Crist6bal diocese had already posed as a decisive challenge the
[task] of working with the people in their struggle , explaining
48
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'that beyond discussing whether only to do so in the phases
of consciousness-raising and organization-but not in vio
lence--our challenge is how to $Upport , from our ecclesiasti
cal identity , the people of qhiapas in all stages of the
process . ' "
i

Ruiz is a narco-terrorist I
Ruiz' s denial of direct involvement in organizing the
EZLN , and claims that the grQup' s emergence is merely a
"desperate" indigenous respon� to terrible conditions in the
region , are belied by the evide hce which has emerged over
the past six weeks .
In an interview published in an early February issue of
Siempre! magazine , a high-Ievejl Guatemalan military officer
provided extensive details abqut the relationship between
the EZLN and Guatemalan tentorists , and their ties to other
Central American terrorists . "S �veral years ago , " this officer
said , "the Guatemalan Army ' s I intelligence service detected
the important work of the bishpp of San Crist6bal , Samuel
Ruiz , on behalf of the guerrill�s . " The Guatemalan officer
pointed to the fact that Ruiz o�erated a hospital in Chiapas
for Guatemalan guerrillas wou�ded in combat, and offered
many details on how other rel � ious individuals in the area
organized support for Mexica* and Guatemalan narco-ter
rorists .
On Feb . 3 , the daily Excels�or reported on the investiga
tive work done by French writer! Michel Algrin, who reported
to the Catholic magazine 30 Giorni that German charitable
organizations such , as Adveniat and Misere , had sent sizable
sums of money to numerous s�versive groups in the devel
oping sector, among them the fray Bartolome de las Casas
Human Rights Center in San ¢rist6bal . The center, run by
Samuel Ruiz, is the major nop-governmental organization
and coordinating entity for pro-jguerrilla activities in the Chiapas region .
I
But Adveniat and Misere arp not the only financiers of the
center. Such prestigious institUtions of the Anglo-American
establishment as the Ford Folilndation and the MacArthur
Foundation have generously c�ntributed to the center' s "indigenous" projects .
I
It is no surprise that some o { the continent' s leading liber
ation theologists , many of wh0ln are linked to narco-terrorist
subversion , are among Ruiz ' s ftaunchest defenders . During
a recent visit to Mexico , BraziH an Bishop Pedro Casaldaliga
of Sao Felix raved that the Zapatista insurgency "is an explicit
response to the neo-liberal [freeltrade] system . . . . No matter
what happens in Chiapas , bec*use it is Indian and is an an
swer to a system of exclusion land death, it is a continental
signal . " Revealing the truly d�rading , Jacobin purpose be
hind these insurgencies , Casa�aliga warned that he hoped
that the Mexican government "wouldn't lead the Zapatistas to
suicide ," noting that in Brazil , $ome communities of Guarani
Indians had committed suicide , "when their lands were taken
away from them . "
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French elites are nervous about
a social explosion in 1 994
by Mark Burdman

In a Feb . 1 2 speech in the Meyzieu suburb east of Lyon ,
French President Fran�ois Mitterrand made some extraordi
nary comments about the depth of the crisis now facing
France. Mitterrand warned that "we are finishing the 1 9th
year of a crisis , or of an economic depression , such as we
have not known the likes of since the 1 930s . The 1 930s ended
up with a world war and the coming into power of regimes
of the fascist type . The same causes could provoke the same
effects . "
Mitterrand stressed that "we must wake u p t o the state
of mind of the French. Certain Frenchmen are suffering a
lot. Pay attention to fundamental revolts when reason no
longer works ! . . . If I see so many professional categories
living today in fear, anguish-and why not tomorrow in
revolt?-I tell myself that we have a great national responsi
bility . " Noting that the success of France , today and in the
coming period , depends on the success of policy toward
cities , Mitterrand reported that "certain neighborhoods near
Paris" reminded him of his visits to certain countries of
eastern Europe: "I had the feeling of having been at the
same spot. " The President warned that the current "social
differences" in France could "succeed in creating , in a coun
try like ours , a world of castes where each person shuts
himself off behind his habits and lifestyles , and ignores the
others . "
This said, Mitterrand had no solution to propose to end
the emerging crisis , beyond talk of strengthening various
community "associations" in the cities . Indeed , one must
see Mitterrand as having two , not necessarily consistent,
motivations . One is that the situation in France is, without
a doubt, heading toward the crisis that he is describing ,
evidenced by growing unemployment and homelessness and
the increasing pattern of protests by workers-last year farm
ers and Air France employees , this year fishermen in several
regions of the country . The other, narrower motivation is
that Mitterrand , ever the wily political animal , knows that
his prime minister, Edouard Balladur, is beginning to experi
ence significant political difficulties for the first time since
he came to power in March 1 993 as the head of an opposition
RPRlGaullist-led government "cohabiting" with the Social
ist Mitterrand . The French President, who up to the present
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has stood fast to the post-election hpneymoon relationship
with the prime minister, would no\\j be eager to capitalize
on Balladur's difficulties , in view o( the fact that the latter
is likely to be a candidate for the F�nch presidency in the
1 995 national elections . There are ruqtors circulating in Paris
that Mitterrand himself, even thoug� he is nearing 80 and
sickly, could decide to run for Pres"ent for a third seven
year term.
i

' 1994 will be the year or aD d�gers'

These factors must be kept in mfnd in judging why the
words "social explosion" (or "social tevolt, " in . Mitterrand' s
variant) have suddenly become a central p art o f the French
political vocabulary . . Until Febru� , the all-powerful
"French public opinion" was favorab� toward Balladur, with
polls showing him having a 60% or bjigher popularity rating,
certainly the highest among western peads of government at
this moment. This has not meant tbat i h is policies were popu
lar, but rather, that the French eleclorate, in its collective
mood oflittleness , has seen in the por$pous B alladur a projec
tion of their own state of mind, or at l¢ast of the kind of leader
they prefer in power.
,
But now things are beginning t<i' come apart. Balladur
had been in Rennes, an historically important city in the
northern French region of Brittany, jOn Feb. 5-6. There, he
was treated to the spectacle of prote�ing fishermen erupting
in violent clashes, with riot police throwing tear-gas canisters
in the public square before him as , he was speaking . Ac
cording to the weekly L' Evenement � Jeudi, Balladur began
murmuring while in Rennes that " 1 �94 will be , for us, the
year of all dangers , and that is beginn�ng very fast. . . . There
will be a major risk of social explosi<i'n . "
O n Feb. 6 , another event undoubtedly panicked Balladur
even more than the riots in Rennes . I� two electoral districts,
one in Paris and the other in Blois , the opposition Socialists
won elections for seats in the Natiqnal Assembly that had
earlier been vacated, triumphing ov¢r B alladur-backed can
didates . The Paris seat was one usually held securely by the
French "right wing" in recent years . I
Balladur went on French televisipn on Feb . 14 to defend
his policy course ("We are on the right path"; "It is, for me,
International
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out of the question to express doubts about what is beginning
to have good results"; "We have emerged from the reces
sion ," and so on) , but the fact is that time is running out for
his tricks and games . It is bad enough that his Gaullists had
loudly insisted , during the election campaign in early 1 993 ,
that they would break decisively with the pro-Serbian poli
cies of the Socialists and end aggression in former Yugosla
via by military force , and that they have done exactly the
opposite since coming to power. That alone has created a
smell of hypocrisy , immorality , and cowardice around the
whole regime . Also bad enough, has been the increase of
homelessness and unemployment in Paris and other major
French cities over the past 1 0 months . But worst of all , has
been the destructive economic policy course of the Balladur
government, which has infected French society with a men
tality of greed , worship of money , and selfishness .
Balladur has accelerated the "privatization" of many of
the jewels of the French state sector, with the aim of reducing
the public sector component of the French economy to 1 2 % ,
from the level o f 24% some ten years ago . Enterprises either
sold or up for sale include Pechiney , Rhone-Poulenc , Total ,
Elf Aquitaine , and many more . This process has been man, aged by a select few investment houses , most of them of the
same "Anglo-Saxon" species that the French traditionally rail
against. These few houses-mainly Lazard, Paine Webber,
, Goldman Sachs , Merrill Lynch , Lehman Brothers , and Mor
gan Grenfell-have made a financial killing in commissions
gained by managing the sell-offs of tens of billions of French
francs' worth of state assets .
As in Britain, such privatization has inevitably led to
more unemployment, as workers are laid off because of
measures of "rationalization" and "efficiency . " To calm
down these angry unemployed workers , Balladur has repeat
edly used the funds coming from privatization to "compen
sate" the workers laid off by the same privatization ! This
ridiculous policy cannot go on forever, but is characteristic
of a regime that is obsessed with its own survival . This is
the same regime that has put out the line that a central
motivation in the current round of frantic French internation
al diplomacy around Bosnia, is to reverse the decline in
Balladur' s popUlarity ratings .
Mitterrand knows that the sell-off of assets and the buy
off of workers cannot go on much longer, and it is this
vulnerability that he is now exploiting . But also in Balladur's
own RPRIGaullist camp , Paris Mayor Jacques Chirac , a
rival candidate for the presidency, is profiling himself as an
opponent of such Balladur methods . According to L' Evene
ment du Jeudi, even the monetarist French Treasury and
Bank of France have begun indicating their displeasure ,
since Balladur's policies are steadily eating away at the state
coffers .
Le Monde Diplomatique has taken the lead in document
ing how insane and destructive the privatization policy is.
In its February 1 994 issue , this policy is denounced as the
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triumph of "rentier" capital�sm and as "a farce . " Author
Serge Hamili warns that "without being restrained by the
regulatory intervention of the state , the 'invisible hand' in
vented by Adam Smith would have succeeded everywhere
in demolishing society as o pe observes today in Russia. "
A society can only survive , 1 the monthly insists , b y state
supported investment in vitail infrastructure .

Fears of a 'collective ertuption'
The daily Le Monde has also heated up the public debate .
On Feb . 1 0 , its managing director Jacques Lesourne authored
a signed , front-page editorial, entitled "Between Resignation
and Explosion . " He asked b�untly: "Will France witness a
social explosion in the comiqg months?" Stating that he was
providing an analysis rather tIltan a refined forecast, Lesourne
pointed out that "in effect, the very mechanism of a collective
eruption makes it difficult td forecast . Doesn 't it involve a
series of events , beginning �ith setting off a detonator, the
transmission of the flame to II powder keg , the release , from
the latter, of a chain reaction ,! an eruption that changes , more
or less profoundly , the rules <l>f the game?"
Lesourne wrote that this I sequence is what happened in
the famous "May 1 968" uprisings in France , when a local
problem at the University of Nanterre extended to other uni
versities in the country . At that time , "the fire propagated
itself via the trade unions , to the totality of wage-earners . "
Today , he stressed , there could b e numerous "detonators,"
ranging from workers in public enterprises , with the railway
workers most likely to folloW the direction of revolt that the
Air France workers took in 1993; to certain farm groups; to
segments of the student organizations . U p to the present, the
Balladur government has been able to buy off this 0f that
group rising in protest. But c �n this continue indefinitely?
All that need happen for there to be a generalized rather
than a localized , isolated eru�tion , is for one group to "com
municate its fever" to larger !groups , Lesourne said . Maybe
the angry fishermen who rioted in Rennes are too isolated to
accomplish this. But the "powder" could be provided by
groups fearful of becoming unemployed , such as young mid
dle-class graduates who see that their studies will not secure
them a future , or by the little-skilled youth of the deprived
areas who already form a "counter-society . " Lesourne char
acterized the state of things lin France as: "Nervous, filled
with anguish , the entire society is on the way toward becomi
ing a conducting circuit. "
Can the powder be dampened , he wondered? Perhaps the
"resignation" of the unemployed , or the individualism of the
middle classes will prevent , these layers from acting. But
at any point, links could be : established . For the moment,
Balladur is still doing well in the polls . But , in 1 967 , Charles
de Gaulle also seemed impossible to uproot-until the events
of May 1 968 . "The year coultl be calm , " he concluded , "but
the alarm signals are already orange"-i . e . , just short of a
red alert.
EIR
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orthem Flank

by Lotta-Stina Thronell

Aslund's shock therapy under attack

world , most Swedes also had to face
the fact of what was going on in Mos
cow ; but this do�sn' t seem to have
"quack doctors" who could cause war .
helped Prime M tnister B ildt a bit,
judging from his I1>avos statements .
Kristian Ge�r, the other main
opponent of A sh�nd in the Swedish
hen Swedish Prime Minister tacked by two experts on eastern Eu debate , is an assoPiate professor spe
Carl Bildt stated at the World Eco ropean countries , Stefan Hedlund and cializing in the C�lture and Society of
nomic Forum in Davos, Switzerland Kristian Gerner. In 1 992, Hedlund, Eastern Europe , fprmedy at the Uni
in January that Russia had been given who is a professor in Research on versity of Lund, now also at the Uni
"too much therapy" and "too little Eastern European States at Uppsala versity of Uppsala. He has been warn
shock ," he was siding with the infa University , wrote many articles op ing that the West must hold back
mous shock therapist Anders Aslund. posing the shock therapy policies of Russian imperialism "while there still
Aslund for years worked as an eco the West, culminating in a remark at is time . " His most recent contribution
nomic adviser to the Russian govern the end of the year: "The curse of Rus was published in the daily Svenska
ment , helping to push through the sia is that Reagan' s advisers are using Dagbladet on Jaq . 7 , with the main
monetarist policies which have turned its people like guinea pigs for painful aim of attacking ; the proponents of
Russia into a powder-keg . A slund , the experiments . " After Bildt ' s pro "shock therapy" ps "quack doctors"
director of the Stockholm Institute of nouncements at Davos , Hedlund . who "lack the �ducation which is
East European Economics , recently didn't miss the chance to make the needed for an analysis and critical
resigned from his Russian post , leav point again. In an article in the daily evaluation of the results of the
ing some 30 proteges behind in Mos Dagens Nyheter on Feb . 6, Hedlund treatment. "
cow who now intend to build an "inde Eosed the question , "Can Anders
"The quack doctors , " he wrote ,
Aslund abdicate his responsibility for "believe in univerSal medicines which
pendent" think-tank.
Jeffrey Sachs , the Harvard flea the bloodbath in Russia?" Hedlund re will help the pa*nt no matter what
market economist with whom A slund ported how A slund had praised Boris his illness might b� . Sometimes quack
works , also resigned from his advi Yeltsin when he dissolved the Russian doctors are luc�y-and the quack
sory post. Sachs would not have had Parliament on Sept. 2 1 , 1 993 , un doctor draws the Fonclusion that this
much of a chance to recruit Russians derlining that this measure had long is thanks to him . If the patient dies, it
to his theories without A slund, who been demanded by Yeltsin ' s "ad is , according to the same logic , the
visers . "
speaks fluent Russian .
fault of the pati�nt, not because of
,
A slund claims that the reason for
Hedlund emphasized the cata wrong treatment. .
A
his resignation is that the two Russians strophic incompetence of slund, as
Gerner stated that the shock thera
who brought him into the game , Ye shown in the adviser's forecast on the pists are using the same dangerous
gor Gaidar and Boris Fyodorov , are eve of the Dec . 1 2 elections in Russia: logic and that tlie Swedish govern
no longer in the government, and that "The evening before the elections , the ment' s appeasenient of Moscow is
most important of these sources [on very dangerous . Not saying . much
he therefore has no further influence.
The present economic advisers to the what is really going on in the Krem about what · a bet�er economic policy
Russian government, he says-they lin] , Anders A slund, was shown on would be , Gemer concluded: "It
are mostly natives-have neither Swedish television, declaring that seems to be nece $ sary that the central
enough theoretical knowledge of eco there is no other possibility than that European and B �tic nations be inte
nomics nor enough knowledge about the Russian election result will be a grated into NATO . An active Europe
other countries to do their jobs right. big victory for the pro-reform an security policy may prevent the
What Russia needs , he keeps saying , parties . "
Baltic nations from having to share the
Hedlund knew that A slund' s fore fate of Bosnia. I f the Russian leaders
is more shock therapy . But neither his
policy, nor that of Bildt's govern cast was built on a Disneyland-type of came to the conclusion that the West
ment , is unopposed in the domestic projection and not on reality . As Third were ready to giv� up the B altic states
Rome ideologue Vladimir Zhirinov as easily as Bosni_, catastrophe would
Swedish debate .
For years , A slund has been at- sky ' s election victory shocked the be close at hand. 'f
Experts are blasting the Swedish cohorts of Jeffrey Sachs as
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NA TO air strike plan
is 'no policy shift'
NATO ' s strategy for air strikes in the Bal
kans is meant to consolidate the "unfair par
tition" of Bosnia, not to bring justice to the
Bosnians, wrote Martin Woollacott, senior
commentator for the London Guardian, on
Feb. II .
"We should be under no illusion," he
wrote , "that it represents a real shift in the
aims of western policy (as opposed to the
means) , or that it necessarily leads to a set
tlement and end to the war. The policy re
mains committed to the idea that the govern
ment of Bosnia must agree not only to
partition but to an unfair partition that leaves
on the Serbian side substantial areas that
were once preponderantly Muslim . Europe
ans and Americans differ only on the degree
of unfairness they think the Muslims should
accept . "
According t o Woollacott, "If aerial in
tervention eventually comes, because the
Serbs fail to live up to their promises they
made yesterday to the U . N . commander
Gen . Sir Michael Rose , it will be an inter
vention aimed not at undoing the partition
of Bosnia but at stabilizing it . It will not be
the intervention that some in the West hoped
for, at an earlier stage , that would have
knocked back the Serbs, sustained a multi
faith Bosnia, and precipitated political
change in Belgrade . The corollary of an ulti
matum to the Serbs is an ultimatum to the
Muslims not to try to take advantage of the
diminution of Serb strength in the siege lines
around Sarajevo . "

Vatican blasts European
Parliament 'gay' resolution
The Vatican on Feb . 9 denounced a Europe
an Parliament resolution that homosexual
couples should be allowed to marry and
adopt children, saying that "no man can take
the place of a natural mother. "
Homosexuality is an "aberrant devia
tion ," and children adopted by homosexuals
would bear the scars of suffering and frustra
tion , the Vatican newspaper L ' Osservatore
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Romano said in an editorial . "Encouraging
homosexual tendencies means overturning
natural order, set by God at the moment
of Creation . " The editorial said that society
could not merely "acknowledge an abnor
mal situation which , until today , the univer
sal conscience has rejected and judged as an
aberrant deviation . "
The editorial belittled the notion that
granting such rights to homosexuals is a sign
of civilization . "Those who assert that Italy ,
because it is a developed country , must fall
in line with the positions of the 'advanced'
countries of Europe, are lying ," it said . The
editorial was written by Father Gino Concet
ti , a moral theologian whose views are close
to those of Pope John Paul
II, according to
.
Reuters .
The resolution , passed Feb . 8 , is not
binding on the 12 European Union states .
It was drawn up by German Green deputy
Claudia Roth and was approved at the par
liament in Strasbourg by 159-96 .

"For q� ite some time ," RUhe said , "I've
endorsed the supply of the Bosnian Muslims
with arms" so that they can improve their
defense by their own means." RUhe categor
ically rulep out , however, that German sol
diers migtit take part in any NATO interven
tion again$t the Serbs in Bosnia.
Also �arl Lamers , the foreign policy
spokesma, of the Bonn parliamentary group
of chance lor Kohl ' s Christian Democratic
Union , sa d in a discussion with the daily
Fran/ifurtf Allgemeine Zeitung on Feb . 8
that "after lthe criminal assault on Sarajevo ,
Germany is faced with the choice of how
much lon� r it wants to maintain its ambiva
lent positip n, which is voicing feelings of
terror but (lot contributing anything to fight
the roots the evil . "

l
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Russi4n newspaper
prints libel on LaRouche
i

German official wants
NATO action in Bosnia
In a television interview on Feb . 8 , Bernd
Schmidbauer, cabinet minister of the Bonn
chancellery, broke the officially ordered ta
boo against calling for a western military
intervention in Bosnia. He said that his
statement represented "a personal view,"
but one shared by Chancellor Helmut Kohl .
"Whoever has witnessed the most recent
incidents ," he said, referring to the Serbian
artillery attack on the market in Sarajevo ,
"has to realize that one must also operate
with air strikes; to back that , there must be
a unified western position instead of verbal
acrobatics; it is clear that we now have to
increase the pressure upon all involved
partie s . "
I n a n interview with the daily Bildzei
tung on Feb . 8 , Defense Minister Volker
RUhe called for an end to western indecision
and declared: "It is really not sufficient to
protect the U . N . troops . It is much more
urgent to protect the population, and this
requires a strategy different from that which
has been pursued so far. "

Amid grOWing interest in Russia in Lyndon
LaRouche j s approach to solving the Rus
sian and "{ odd crises, the Moscow weekly
Inostranetf (Foreigner) on Feb . 9 published
an article consisting of libels recycled from
the Soviet ! press of the 1980s , mixed with
new lies about the reasons for LaRouche ' s
five-year ihcarceration and his release .
Appe anng over the signature of Ivan Lu
nev , the article is titled, "There Are Extrem
ist Politicians Abroad, Too . " Lunev calls
LaRouchej"an organizer and leader of ultra
rightist a d neo-Nazi organizations . " He
falsely as !jerts that LaRouche has been in
jail many tjimes, most recently for "tax eva
sion and eft during campaign fundraising
in the 198 -87 period . " The article reports
that LaRo che ran for office from jail and
has annoulnced he will campaign for the
1996 presitlential elections .
In con�lusion, Lunev wildly misrepre
sents LaR(luche as follows: "The criminal
cum activi�t calls for a radical cure for the
'gravely ill!' American society , with harsh
measures (these , incidentally , are not so dif
ferent fro'll the prescriptions of certain of
our politiclans-struggle against the IMF,
[lnternatioPal Monetary Fund] private
banks, 'moral decay , ' and crime) . But for
LaRouche , Russia remains enemy number
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one , against which he threatens , should he
come to power, nuclear war, if [Russia]
does not accept American terms . So we are
not the only ones who have 'extremist' poli
ticians . "

Opposition in Asia to
sanctions on North Korea
South Korea, Japan , and the People ' s Re
public of China all oppose the idea of United
Nations sanctions against North Korea,
fearing to drive the regime of Kim II-Sung
into a comer.
South Korean Foreign Minister Han
Sung-joo visited Washington in mid-Febru
ary to try to stop the sanctions steamroller.
He told journalists in the United States that
Japan and South Korea agreed that there
should not be immediate sanctions , even if
the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) refers the nuclear issue to the U . N .
Security Council . Japanese Prime Minister
Morihiro Hosokawa also spoke out against
rash action , and China , a traditional supplier
of North Korea' s oil , has been repeatedly on
record against the sanctions .

Paraguay fears uprising
on the Mexican model
The Argentine intelligence weekly El In
formador Publico reported on Feb . 1 1 that
the Paraguayan Armed Forces fear a "Zap
atista" -style uprising , like that which oc
curred in the Mexican state of Chiapas . This
could be provoked, among other causes, by
heightened involvement of the U. S . South
ern Command in Paraguay , according to the
report .
Military sources report that the U . S .
Southern Command will begin a program
in Paraguay' s San Pedro region next May
known as "Strong Roads 1 994 South ,"
which involves "foreign monitoring of the
region of San Pedro . " The fear of Brazilian
military analysts is that because the region in
question is quite unstable-very poor with a
large Indian population-this could be used
by "continental New Left groups which inEIR
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tend to unleash 'Zapatista' experiences in
the Southern Cone , taking advantage of eth
nic groups which are easy to manipulate . "
Paraguay ' s Guarani Indian tribes , which
are also found in parts of Brazil , Bolivia,
and northern Argentina, have been inten
sively profiled by anthropologists for much
of this century; thus the region, which has
always been of geopolitical interest to Great
Britain, is primed for ethnic conflict. Argen
tine psychoanalyst Enrique Pichon-Riviere ,
who studied at London ' s premier psycho
logical warfare outfit, the Tavistock Insti
tute , in the 1 940s , carried out some of his
first studies on the Guaranis in Argentina.

Iranian leader
predicts revolution
Iranian opposition leader Dariush Foruhar,
the head of the Iran Nation Party, said in an
interview published in the London Indepen
dent on Feb . 1 2 , that "a nationwide popular
movement is ready to go into action to wipe
out the present oppressive , dictatorial sys
tem and replace it with a real democratic one
capable of saving Iran from disaster. "
Although Foruhar has become outspo
ken against the Iranian regime , the govern
ment has taken no action against him and
has even allowed him to travel abroad . He
had been jailed under the Shah and had held
a ministerial post during the first post-Revo
lution regime .
In the interview, Foruhar called on the
leaders of the regime to "smoothly vacate
the place , allow a popular, democratic re
gime to take over and save the nation from
the abyss it had been plunged into since the
power-hungry mullahs grabbed power, iso
lated the country , and threw it into the dark
est of ages . " Foruhar pointed to the current
economic problems of the country: a mas
sive rate of unemployment, shortages of all
kinds, and poor education .
Foruhar' s statement follows the Feb . 1
assassination attempt on President Ali Ak
bar Hashemi Rafsanjani , and riots in a pro
vincial city . The Iranian regime has charged
that the man who tried to kill Rafsanjani was
a member of a clandestine terrorist group
with ties to foreign embassies.

• ARGENTINA'S President Car
los Menem met: on Feb . 9 with the
leaders of the Orand Lodge of Free
and Accepted Masons , and "agreed
to be connecte 4 to the lodge ," ac
cording to the daily Pdgina 12 . "I am
very happy , and I tell you now that I
will be turning them . I know they
have friends in Iiany countries," said
Menem . "That' s true . For example ,
Clinton is one of ours , " replied Edu
ardo Vaccaro , the lodge' s grand
I
master.

tP

• RIGOBERTA MENCHU has
called for the creation of a U . N . High
Commissioner (or Indigenous Peo
ples . She also dlled for an tJttraordihary conference), along the lines of
that on the environment in 1992 , to
be held this ye� and to launch "The
Decade of the I qrlian Peoples. "

'

I

• THE AFRICA HAND fot the

Ford Foundation, Gen . Olusegun
Obasanjo, was � the northern Nige
rian town of K�unaa the first week
of February , calling for Gen . Sani
Abacha's goverhment to step down
in favor of a di vilian government.
Obasanjo was : Nigerian President
from 1976 to 1979 and has been on
the Ford Foundafion' s board of direc
tors for over a d�cade .
,

• RUSSIAN I)eputy Foreign Min
ister Vitaly Chutkin said on Feb. 14
that any escalat.,n of the fighting in
Bosnia or a NAtO intervention there
"could affect ttie entire region , in
cluding Macedonia. In that case , the
war might spread outside the borders
of the former Y dgoslavia. "
I

• ISRAEL sh�uld agree to a Pales

tinian state and recognize Syrian sov
ereignty in the Golan Heights , in re
turn for peace , s � d Nissim Zvilli , the
secretary gene� of the Israeli Labor
Party , in a radip interview on Feb .
1 1 . "We don) 1ielieve it [a Palestin
ian state] is the bf! st solution now , but
I don' t believe we' ll be able to force
the Palestinians to accept another op
tion ," he said . i
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Washington shaken up
by briefing on Russia
by Rainer Apel

Leaders of the political opposition to International Monetary
Fund policies in Russia, Ukraine , Georgia, Armenia, and Lat
via, speaking at an afternoon seminar sponsored by EIR at the
Barcelo Hotel in Washington, D . C . on Feb . 1 6 , presented
a devastating picture of why IMF-sponsored shock therapy
economic policies against the former East bloc must be
dropped. Between 40 and 50 guests , including representatives
of embassies and congressional offices , journalists , and other
observers of the scene in the former East bloc , attended the
seminar.
The speakers , grouped into two panels , were among the
best qualified to give a realistic view of the eastern world "out
side of Yeltsin ," which most western experts and policymak
ers tend to ignore . They outlined the economic , political , and
moral collapse of their nations , which is creating the condi
tions for another world war. All had come to Washington at
the invitation of the Schiller Institute , a think-tank for nation
building policies founded by Helga Zepp-LaRouche , wife of
American statesman and physical economist Lyndon
LaRouche .

'Instead of the invisible hand,
we got the invisible foot'

Reviewing developments in Russia after the collapse of
the old Soviet regime , but especially the developments since
he delivered a speech in May 1 993 at the Navy Club in
Washington, Prof. Taras Muranivsky , rector of the Ukraini
an University of Moscow , made the sarcastic remark in his
presentation which opened the seminar that a growing num
ber of economists in Russia were becoming opposed to the
government' s "free market reforms" because instead of the
"invisible hand" of Adam Smith, Russians had been given
the "invisible foot" and had, in their overwhelming majority ,
54
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been kicked into poverty . Ni months ago , he said, hyperin
flation in Russia was at 2 , 000 % and industry had collapsed by
25 % . Now he said , the situati6 n is far worse , with production
down 30-40 % .
I
Muranivsky stressed that �he only way out of the crisis is
to emphasize the use of scieQce and technology . Infrastruc
ture development is key , he S aid , and there must be interna
tional links of cooperation b¢tween Russia and Central Eu
rope . He had proposed suc a perspective to the Clinton
administration , he said , and �ese were ideas developed by
Lyndon LaRouche .
i
The presentations that fol lowed the one by Muranivsky
documented that, under the "teforms" that have been carried
out upon the advice of the IM� , the World Bank, and western
"experts" such as Jeffrey Sac s of Harvard University in the
past four or five years , impo �erishment has also become the
fate of every other nation and republic of the former East bloc
in addition to Russia.
Konstantin Cheremnykh , i a journalist and democratic ac
!
tivist from St. Petersburg , fO xample, reported that a typical
scene in that Russian city ev ry morning at about 6 a.m. is
that of poorly clad people g hering at the fences of the big
meat-producing companies t� see whether they can buy a bone
or two that some of the comp�y ' s workers have been able to
salvage from the "production lN aste" that morning . People are
being morally degraded by t� eir poverty , Cherernnykh said.
The "free trade" imposed by �ussian President Boris Yeltsin
is leading to the elimination Of entire vulnerable sections of
the population , such as the e erlY, who , if they become ill ,
can't get treatment . This is t ason , Cheremnykh said .
Or, as Vladimir Kilasoni a, an official of the Ministry of
Economics of Georgia, repotted, the Georgian population,
which has witnessed the collapse of the entire agricultural sec-
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tor of the nation , is now faced with such absurd phenomena
as the country having to import eggs from Israel-at prices
that the vast majority of the citizens cannot afford .
Or, giving yet another example of the outrageous situation
that has developed in the East , Cheremnykh reported the case
of a resident of St. Petersburg who has figured out a "clever"
way of making a living when normal work is either not avai l
able or, if it is, cannot secure the average citizen ' s existence :
He steals from a hospital contaminated clothes that are desig
nated to be burnt for hygienic reasons , to sell them on the
black market for good rubles . That person would not even
pose the question how many more Russians might become
infected with serious diseases from wearing those clothes.

The 'Great Criminal Revolution'

Practices such as the above document the decline of moral
standards also among the population under the regime of
an economic "reform" policy that has created what Viktor
Kuzin, leader of the Moscow Bureau for Human Rights De
fense , described as the "Great Criminal Revolution . " The
West, Kuzin said , has to see that the reality behind the policy
of its much-beloved President Yeltsin is the rise of organized
crime , which goes along with the targeted removal of all state
institutions and independent political organizations that have
called for action against that process. The West has to take
notice of the fact that many political parties which for good
reasons-the increasing poverty among the population being
one of them-have voiced opposition to Yeltsin 's "reforms , "
were simply thrown off the ballot before the Dec . 1 2 , 1 993
elections and are , therefore , not seated in the new Russian
parliament .
The West , Kuzin said , has to know that the entire struc
ture of state investigators , police , and other security officials
who either have looked into the activities of organized crime
and its overlaps with the new elites of the Russian administra
tion , or potentially might do so , has to a large extent already
been abolished by Yeltsin-by the same Yeltsin that is hailed
as the "beacon of reforms" by western experts .
Those 60 ,000 "newly privatized enterprises" that Presi
dent Clinton spoke of during his recent visit to Moscow as an
"encouraging sign of the progress that reforms have made ,"
are but a small number of those who have aligned themselves
with the new Russian mafia and pay their dues so that they
appear in the official statistics, Dmitri Glinsky , chairman of
the Young Russia Union party , explained sarcastically at the
seminar. The others that have not aligned themselves are not
listed, and therefore not noticed by the West .

Interest in the proposals of LaRouche

The depth of the destruction that has been experienced
by the vast majority of Russians and by that part of the
elites who have managed not to be corrupted by the Yeltsin
reforms , has , as Prof. Wolter Manusadjan , president of the
International Ecological Academy (the "Academy of 1 00") ,
EIR
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said in his seminar presentation , led �any to study with great
interest and fascination the proposals imade by the American
economist Lyndon LaRouche . LaRo�che ' s unique expertise
in the principles of physical econom � has , therefore , gained
many supporters among Russian sciqntists . This is also the
main motive behind the recent deci�ion of the "Academy
of 1 00" to elect LaRouche to their! body of international
members , Manusadjan reported .
.
The expertise of LaRouche is alscl> contributing essential
aspects to the work of economic e�perts of the National
Democratic Party of Georgia, Vladim � r Kilasoniya, a leading
member of that party , reported . A pr�posal for the extension
of LaRouche ' s proposal for the crea�ion of a "Paris-Berlin
Vienna Productive Triangle" for indu �trial and infrastructur
al development in post- 1 989 Europe ijnto a project for devel
opment of the Caucasus , is now being �orked out by a special
commission of his party , Kilasoniya *aid .
The potential of the scientific and igh-technology sectors
of the former Soviet Union, even in th, small , newly indepen
dent republics such as Armenia, is i �ense , and can still be
mobil ized for great infrastructure proj � cts despite the fact that
work in those sectors has come to a s�andstill , largely under
the regime of the post- I 989 "reforms j" Haik Babookhanian,
a member of the Yerevan City Coun9 il and the presidium of
the Union of Constitutional Rights o� Armenia, stated in his
presentation . The fact that up until fi�e years ago, Armenia
still pursued such ambitious technol �gy projects as nuclear
power development and the construct ion of maglev railway
lines , is certainly almost unknown i� the West. Today , in a
situation of war (with Azerbaijan) aqd economic war (with
the IMF) , Armenia has been forced t� stop all those projects .
Armen Zatikyan , another Armeni pn speaker, voiced sur
prise about the fact, that under the st�ng influence of British
geopolitical interests, western diplom�cy in the Caucasus has
ostensibly been taken over by outri �ht double standards of
political judgment that have created the paradox where two
former generals of the Soviet KGB iare viewed as the two
foremost "democratic" leaders of n ;tions in the Caucasus
today : Eduard Shevardnadze of Geo�gia and Haidar Aliyev
of Azerbaijan . If these two politici!lns were portrayed as
"outstanding leaders" by Britain ' s d iplomats , they should
then run for political office in Londo � , but not in Georgia or
,
Azerbaijan , Zatikyan recommende4 · i .
The latest product of western fn*-market ideology that
is being marketed in the East is a ga,* called "win a citizen
ship in an important country . " Thi + is , as speakers from
several of the nations at the seminar t onfirmed , a lottery for
immigration and employment in the l1 nited States, in which
.
every Caucasian , Ukrainian , and Rus an citizen is permitted
to take part , on the condition that he ' vests betwec;n $ 1 5 (in
Armenia) and $ 1 00 (in U kraine). T e lottery board is run
by western banks and their eastern r presentatives , in close
cooperation with the respective easte governments and the
U . S . Immigration Board .
I
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Brits escalate media
war on Mr. Clinton
by Edward Spannaus
As the Anglo-American "special relationship" falls deeper
and deeper into disrepair, certain sections of the British estab
lishment have escalated their attacks on U. S . President Bill
Clinton , through their own news media outlets and their
assets inside the United States .
The incestuous relationship between the British and U . S .
sides of this operation is remarkable . In our last issue (Feb .
1 8 , p. 63) , we reported on a major attack on Clinton in the
Jan . 23 London Sunday Telegraph, which included a warning
that Clinton could be forced out of office "before the year is
out. " The Telegraph coverage was spearheaded by its Wash
ington correspondent Ambrose Evans-Pritchard; this story
was then dutifully picked up by the Washington Times and a
few other outlets in the United States .
Evans-Pritchard then got a symbiotic boost from R. Em
mett Tyrrell in the Feb . 1 1 Washington Times . Tyrrell is
the editor of the American Spectator, a little-known neo
conservative magazine which had boosted its 200 ,000 circu
lation by 50,000 more copies with its January issue featuring
the salacious "Troopergate" story about Clinton' s alleged
sexual adventures while he was governor of Arkansas . (That
story was written by an acknowledged homosexual , David
Brock-a source which ought to arouse the suspicions of
the conservative Americans who are supposed to become
morally indignant over these reports . )
In his Feb . 1 1 Washington Times piece , Tyrrell reported:
"Much more so than the American media, the British media
are alive with reports on the Clintons' scandals; and Mr.
Evans-Pritchard, who is equal parts scholar, journalist, and
adventurer, has been particularly tireless in examining those
scandals . " Regarding Evans-Pritchard' s latest investigative
safari to Little Rock, Arkansas and his findings, Tyrrell had
this to say: "Americans , if they live in the greater D . C . area,
perhaps read of this in the Washington Times . Otherwise , I
guess you had to be in London . "
Tyrrell went o n to report how Evans-Pritchard "fears
for" the life of David Hale , an Arkansas businessman who
allegedly authorized improper loans to associates of the Clin
tons . What Tyrrell fails to mention is that Hale is under
indictment for fraud-a strong motive to implicate others ,
the higher placed the better.
Then , on Feb . 1 3 , the Sunday Telegraph ran a prominent
feature boosting-what else?-Tyrrell' s American Specta
tor, replete with scathing attacks against the First Family ,
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referring to the President as "Slick Willy , " to his political
supporters as "pinhead rednecks ," and to Hillary Clinton as
"the Dragon Lady . "

'A strong British connection'
The Telegraph made no secret of the fact that London is
steering Tyrrell ' s efforts . "There has always been a strong
British connection" to the American Spectator, said the Tele
graph, noting that its Washington bureau chief, Tom Bethell,
is English , and that Sir Peregrine Worsthorne , the flagship
columnist for the Sunday Telegraph, is an active member of
the editorial board , along with British journalist Paul John
son . The Telegraph piece sa�s that Tyrrell ' s approach "has
aroused admiration on the left"-and gives as an example
Christopher Hitchens , whomlthe Telegraph describes as "the
erudite Washington-based British journalist" who "wel
comes Mr. Brock' s pursuit of the Clinton story . "
Sir Peregrine himself devoted much o f his Feb . 1 3 col
umn to praise of his friend "Bob" Tyrrell , who had just been
in London for a memorial service for a former editor of
the American Spectator. "This was particularly saintly of
Tyrrell ," gushed Peregrine , , "because he is masterminding
the campaign which is beginhing to look like it might do for
Clinton what the Washington Post did for Nixon . "
O n the same day , the le�d story o f the Sunday Times of
London was an account of how Hillary Clinton and her law
firm had benefitted from a "shady deal" involving the sale of
a nursing home in Iowa. The next day , Rupert Murdoch' s
New York Post ran coverag¢ o f the London Sunday Times
story . The next day after that� the Washington Times reprint
ed on its front page large portions of the Sunday Times attack
on Hillary Clinton and the Rose law firm.

Why the Brits?
Sources have reported that the Clinton administration is
the most anti-British administration that the United States
has seen for decades. Whethtlr or not that overstates the case,
it is undeniable that the British see it that way; they are
fuming over Clinton' s decision to give a visa to Sinn Fein
leader Gerry Adams , and have been scrapping with his ad
ministration over Balkan policy for a year. The worst thing
that his administration has done, in British eyes , was the
criticism which began with Vice President Al Gore ' s trip to
Moscow in January of the International Monetary Fund and
shock therapy . The British have grown used to compliant
administrations on the U . S . side of the "special relationship, "
and the mere idea o f a President who doesn' t place the highest
priority on that relationship drives them nuts .
The seamiest side of the �'special relationship" was typi
fied by the role of former Sect-etary of State Henry Kissinger;
it is therefore notable that th¢ London Telegraph, now play
ing such a prominent role i� Whitewater, is owned by the
Hollinger Corp . of Canada and Britain , a prime financial and
political sponsor of Kissinger for many years .
EIR
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Government lies paved
way for LaRouche frame
by Edward Spannaus

Department of Justice (DOJ) documents recently obtained by
EIR show that that U . S . government attorneys repeatedly lied
concerning their intention in initiating an involuntary bank
ruptcy action in 1 987 , an action which seized and shut down
three publishing and distributing companies operated by asso
ciates of Lyndon LaRouche . That bankruptcy shutdown was
a crucial step in preparing the prosecution and imprisonment
of LaRouche and a number of his associates in 1 988-89 .
Information contained in these documents , which were
disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act, directly
contradicts the government' s position , as repeatedly argued
by the DOJ in court proceedings , which maintained the lie
that the government intended to keep the three businesses
operating . By shutting down the companies , the government
prevented them from repaying loans which had been made to
the companies by political supporters . The DOJ then indicted
LaRouche and others for failing to repay those loans !
The new disclosures come on top of massive evidence
already on the public record, which proves that the U . S .
government knew at all relevant times , from 1 979 to the
present day , that Lyndon LaRouche and his co-defendants
were innocent of the charges for which they were convicted.
This evidence consists chiefly of the government' s own docu
ments , statements of government officials , and sworn testi
mony of government witnesses . These show that the prosecu
tion lied on all relevant issues during pre-trial and later
proceedings . This proof is documented in six volumes of
such evidence filed within the federal Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals .

'Shut down the businesses'
The documents include extensive handwritten notes
made by DOJ "senior legal adviser" Benjamin Flannagan ,
who was the number-two official in the General Litigation
and Legal Advice Section (GLLAS) of the Criminal Divi
sion . The notes are from a conference call on March 24 ,
1 987 , which DOJ bankruptcy specialist David Schiller con
ducted with Flannagan and other DOJ officials , concerning
whether to bring the involuntary bankruptcy action . flanna
gan was one of the DOl ' s top experts dealing with dissident
groups; he began his career in 1 955 in the DOJ Internal
Security Division , and he remained in that division and its
successor units , such as GLLAS , for 38 years .
On March 24 , 1 987 , Flannagan wrote in his notes: "BeneEIR
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fit is that a trustee is immediately appointed. They are ordered
to shut down the business immediately,"
A marginal note next to this reads: "Trustee ' s role is to
shut down the entities . "

'Wild accusation'
About four weeks after this conference call , Schiller and
other DOJ attorneys obtained a court order directing the ap
pointment of trustees to take over the companies; the order
was issued at a highly unusual ex parfte (secret) hearing, of
which no transcript was made . The next day , federal mar
shals seized and padlocked the three businesses. When the
companies sought to appeal the order, the government strenu
ously opposed the motion for an appejal , arguing in a brief
filed on May 1 8 , 1 987:
"The debtor Campaigner PublicatiQns , Inc . [CPI] asserts
that because the Bankruptcy Court has prohibited its publica
tion of its weekly newspaper, New Solidarity, the debtor
should be granted leave to appeal the Bankruptcy Court's
interlocutory order. . . .
"While the debtors assert that the government intended
to shut down CPI ' s newspaper, there is nothing cited in the
record to support such a wild accusation . Such empty rhetoric
is typical of the debtors and, being factually unsupported,
should be dismissed out of hand. "
O n July 27 , 1 987 , the government'ls position was upheld
by U . S . District Judge Albert V . Bryaq . This was one of two
rulings made by Bryan in the bankruptc� case , which allowed
the government to maintain control of the closed-down com
panies and to prevent them from rep.ying any loans . The
rulings later became a prominent issue in the 2255 motion
filed by attorneys for LaRouche seeking to vacate his convic
tion and sentence . LaRouche' s lawyers also sought motions
to disqualify Bryan from hearing the 2�5 5 , on grounds which
included his involvement in the bankrQptcy case .
In another brief filed in October 1 9 8 7 , while attempting
to rebut the argument raised by Campaigner and the Fusion
Energy Foundation that the bankrupt¢y proceeding consti
tuted a "prior restraint" on free speech prohibited by the First
Amendment, the government again argued that there was
nothing in the record to support the "wild accusation" that
the government "intended to shut down CPl ' s newspaper. "
The government argued that "there has been n o restraint at
all . . . . The Court's April 2 1 , 1 987 Order appointing the
Interim Trustee specifically provides that the business shall
continue to be operated . It is in fact that debtor' s refusal to
cooperate with the trustees and advise them of sources of
funds to be used to continue operation that causes any prob
lems they might suffer at the present time . "
A full reading o f Flannagan ' s notes now proves beyond
a doubt that the purpose of the bankruptcy was to shut down
the companies permanently , prevent .any debt repayment,
and to use the bankruptcy to interfere with the defense of the
criminal investigations and prosecutions .
National
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Amelia Boynton's play 'Through

the Years' performed in ChicMo

by Marianna Wertz

On Sunday , Feb . 1 3 , the Schiller Institute in Chicago staged
a history-making performance , as part of Black History
Month , of the 1 936 musical drama Through the Years at the
Du Sable Museum Theatre . The play was written by civil
rights veteran Amelia Boynton Robinson , who today is the
vice chairman of the Schiller Institute . Through the Years is
a dramatic rendition of the birth of the African-American
spiritual , told through the life of a slave , with more than a
dozen spirituals sung throughout the play .
Mrs . Robinson conceived the play as a means to uplift
the dignity and courage of those with whom she worked as a
Department of Agriculture extension agent in rural Alabama
in the 1 930s , and to raise money to support the building of a
community center for blacks in then racially segregated Sel
ma, Alabama. Through the Years tells the story of Joshua
Terrell , who , despite the harsh conditions of a slave' s life ,
fights with courage and determination t o win freedom and
gain leadership in the U . S . Congress .
The Chicago performance was the brainchild of Mrs .
Sheila Anne Jones, Schiller Institute board member and a
leading candidate for governor of Illinois in the March 1 5
Democratic primary . Mrs . Jones , a longtime associate of
Lyndon LaRouche , is the first African-American woman to
run for governor of Illinois. She is also a former public school
music teacher, and conceived the performance of the play as
a means to convey the importance of "saving the children of
America. " This play , she said , "is just the beginning . We
mean to complete the work Mr. LaRouche started before he
went to jail . All children must and will sing ! This is how to
stop domestic violence. "

Physical conditions no limit
The way in which the musical drama was cast, rehearsed ,
and staged is as important as the performance itself. The
initial concept was to use the play to begin building a Chica
go-wide community chorus. Coaching in bel canto (beautiful
singing) method and rehearsals of the script began about a
month before the performance on Chicago' s South Side , in
the poorest neighborhoods of Chicago' s black ghetto , under
Mrs . Jones ' s direction . As she described the process: "Parti
cipants are mothers from homeless shelters and their babies ,
as young as three years old; former or potential gang youth;
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single parents; and teenagers tom various community organizations. All who have beenl braving the Siberian weather
and icy streets to sojourn to t�ese rehearsals have expressed
their joy in many different ways at this project.
"Imagine a scene like the �ollowing ," she said. "A flat in
the poorest neighborhood of the city of Chicago , where the
pipes have burst. No heat . ViIjtually no infrastructure , virtu
ally no lights . Huddled under lblankets , with one little space
heater in the middle , are 1 0 lit.le children , from 5 years up to
1 8 years old reading Amelia' � play aloud , and shaping their
little mouths as they learn ho� to round their tones to sing
bel canto , with their attention l so concentrated, that the cold
and the broken-down physic l conditions are of no conse
quence . This was the site and j::ondition of one of the earliest
rehearsals for the play .
I
"The dream of this play st4rted with this small wonderful
group . These little pearls gave me hope , and this little army
became the initial recruiters from the neighborhoods of the
city . This work was then croSIS-fired to the church networks
and those who ought to be su nporting this effort. "

4

I

' Give hope and beauty to future generations'
The playwright, Amelia S oynton Robinson , who at 82

years old is today widely recogpized as one of America' s lead
ing civil rights figures, travele� to Chicago to witness the per
formance and encourage the participants . She commented on
the importance of the play for tbday ' s audiences: "Music can
not be separated from the stt1Jggle of the Americans in the
civil rights movement , becaus� it is a struggle for the inalien
able rights of all men . We re�ently saw this force of love in
November of 1 989 with the fal l of the Berlin Wall. Often it was
music which carried the day against munitions . In Leipzig , it
was the Leipzig Orchestra an� its conductor who helped to
stop the secret police from m�ssacring demonstrators . . . .
'This play was written tel give the necessary hope and
beauty to future generations . J believe that because Dr. King
was killed , many people cas i aside this powerful weapon.
Fear, rage , and hate took hold:of our children' s souls. There
fore ," she concluded , "my 4ream for the performance of
Through the Years in Chicagq during Black History Month ,
is to inspire a new movementl which empowers our children
with love and respect for the�selves and others . "
EIR
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In the last scene of

Through the Years four
generations of Joshua
Terrell' s family gather
around his deathbed
singing "Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot . "
,

'My Ma is dead'

gressman , was played by Anthony Harper, the LaRouche

People began arriving at the auditorium on Chicago ' s

5

Democrat who is running for the Democratic nomination for

o ' clock performance .

lieutenant governor in the M arch 1 5 primary . The scene in

The excitement was tangible , at the unique new opportunity

which he discovers that his mother has been murdered by the

the play provided for the participants .

cotton bosses was powerfully done , as he kneel s down over

South S ide a s early a s 4 p . m . for a

The evening opened with a written greeting from Schiller

his dying mother , crying out , "My rna i s dead , dead , dead ! "

Institute Chairman Helga Zepp-LaRouche , to her "adopted

H e l ifts her up , in total angui sh , a s the children close around

mother" Amelia Robinson . Sheila Jones presented the greet

him , singing , "Sometimes I feel like a motherless chile ! "

ing together, with a rendition of the African-American spiri 
tual "His Eye Is on the Sparrow . "
Following this came the recitation of a poem written by
James Weldon Johnson titled "Fifty Years , " recited by cast

Transforming, uplifting politics i n Chicago
1 3 per
the Years have had the effect of trans

The month-long activities leading up to the Feb .
formance of Through

member Beverly Eldridge . Then nationally known composer

formi ng politics in Chicago . By focusing their efforts on

and singer Charles Bevel performed one of his most powerful

uplifting the minds of Chicago ' s citizens above the pettiness

compositions , "What Really Bothers Me , Is Not Many Peo

of politics as usual , the Schiller Institute has succeeded in

ple Really Want To Be Free ! "

changing the nature of the debate . This became clear in a

The stage was then transformed , twig b y twig , into a

unique event on Feb . 1 2 , the day before the performanc e ,

cotton field , all handmade by the cast and Schiller Institute

when Amelia Robinson was royally honored before a n audi

volunteers . Then , as the l ights came up, onto the stage

ence of over 1 ,000 people at the Regal Theatre , on Chicago ' s

wandered 20 small black children , dressed in white muslin

S outh S ide , b y the London-based acting troupe presenting a

slave garb , girls with their heads wrapped , and boys with

performance of

pant legs rolled up , each with muslin-cloth sacks tied to

Robinson was inducted into the Hall of Fame in the ceremo

Black Heroes in the Hall of Fame . Mrs .

their waists . They began singing , "Cotton needs a picki n '

ny , while Mrs . Jones was honored as the first black woman

so bad , cotton needs a pickin ' so bad . . . . " This w a s the

to seek the position of governor of Illinoi s .

first of more than a dozen spirituals around which the play

The Schiller Institute now plans to repeat Through the
Years in other American cities , and to continue the process
of "saving the children" through the kind of cultural efforts

is constructed .
The lead character , Joshua , who begins the play as the
small child of the slave Mandy , and ends it as a U . S . Con-
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that were demonstrated so successfully in this performance .
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Congressional Closeup
Republicans on rampage

over illegal immigration

House Republicans introduced on
Feb . 10 a sweeping immigration bill
which would impose a $ 1 . 50 fee on
anyone entering the United States by
land , add 6,000 Border Patrol agents ,
and build fences and ditches to deter
illegal crossings . It would also phase
in over five years a "tamper-proof'
Social Security card that would be
used to verify employment eligibility ,
and would set up new screening pro
cedures whereby hearing officers at
airports would be allowed to tum
away asylum seekers whose claims
don't appear legitimate .
The legislation has raised an out
cry from Hispanic groups and reli
gious organizations . Raul Yzaguirre ,
president of the National Council of
La Raza, said that the Republican
measures were "giving us explosive
rhetoric and legislation which would
increase
discrimination
against
Americans and endanger the lives of
refugees . "

T erm limits suffers

major defeat in courts

The movement to impose term limits
on U. S . congressmen suffered a major
defeat on Feb . 10 when a federal dis
trict judge ruled that the State of
Washington' s new law limiting con
gressional terms was unconstitution
al . Proponents of term limits intend
to appeal the decision to the Supreme
Court.
The measure , entitled Initiative
573 , was approved as a ballot initia
tive by Washington voters in 1 992 . It
would have limited House members
to three two-year terms over 1 2 years
and members of the Senate to two six
year terms over 1 8 years . Similar mea
sures have been approved in 14 other
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by William Jones

states since 1 990 .
House Speaker Tom Foley (D
Wash . ) , who would have been affect
ed by the measure , was one of the peo
ple who challenged the measure in
court. The judge said the initiative
was unconstitutional because it
wrongly attempted to add qualifica
tions for congressional candidates be
yond those explicitly stipulated in the
Constitution .
"A state may not diminish its vot
ers' constitutional freedom of choice
by making would-be candidates for
Congress ineligible on the basis of in
cumbency or history of congressional
service ," Judge William L. Dwyer
stated in his decision . The initiative ,
he said , "is aimed not at achieving or
der and fairness in the process, but
at preventing a disfavored group of
candidates from being elected at all . "

V

ote on Strobe Talbott
nomination delayed

Senate leaders on Feb . 10 put off a
vote on the nomination of Strobe Tal
bott to become deputy secretary of
state until late February because of
Republican objections .
Talbott, a close friend of President
Clinton and a former writer for Time
magazine , is now the administration ' s
chief policymaker on the former
Soviet states . He came under fire from
supporters of the International Mone
tary Fund when , after returning from
a trip to Russia after the December
elections in which the forces of Third
Rome ideologue Vladimir Zhirinov
sky made major gains , he said that
there should be "less shock and more
therapy" in Russia, thereby criticizing
IMF "shock therapy" policies .
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee approved Talbott' s nomi
nation 1 7-2 on Feb . 9, with Jesse

i

Helm� (R-N . C . ) and Hank Brown (RColo . j voting against. Helms chal
lenge 4 Talbott at a hearing on Feb . 8
for w ing in Time in 1 98 1 that Israel
had
ome a liability to U . S . security
intere ,ts . Shortly after his nomina
tion , the Zionist Organization of
.
Ame a issued a report that called
Talbo "anti-Israeli . " Talbott said his
views had changed but that the essay
was c tical of Likud government poli
cies a that time , not Israel .
Se ate Majority Leader George
Mitch 11 (D-Me . ) asked for a Senate
vote b fore the start of a l O-day con
,
gressi�nal recess on Feb . 1 0 , but Mi
nority l Leader Bob Dole (Kan . ) said
there -tvere objections by some of his
colleagues . Under Senate rules , a sin
gle objection is enough to temporarily
block a vote . Dole said he would work
with Mitchell to try to arrange a vote
after the Senate returns on Feb . 22 .

g
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nd,pendent counsel
law gets boost in House
The Hpuse approved by voice vote on

Feb . to a bill to put the independent
couns4!l law back on the books . The
indep4ndent counsel was established
in the aftermath of Watergate to inves
tigate ; independently of the Depart
ment t>f Justice , alleged criminal ac
tivity in the Executive branch .
The legislation has been strongly
criticited by Republicans , especially
the investigation of Lawrence Walsh
into tqe involvement of Reagan-Bush
administration officials in the Iran
Contr. affair. Because of GOP resis
tance , ; the independent counsel law
was nOt renewed in 1 992 . Since then,
with tlhe Democratic Clinton adminis
tration coming into power, however,
Reputilicans have grown fond of the
legislation , wanting to expand the in
dependent counsel law to include in-
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vestigation of congressmen .
Under the legislation , the attorney
general would have the option of in
voking the statute in cases involving
members of Congress . The statute
would provide for prosecutors ap
pointed by a panel of federal judges in
cases involving high-ranking admin
istration officials.

S

erbian aggression must
be stopped, senators say

On Feb . 8 , several senators called for
action to stop Serbia's war of aggres
sion against Bosnia. Joseph Biden (D
Del . ) said that President Clinton and
NATO should act immediately
against the Serbs. "The West did noth
ing in the ',mistaken belief that silence
would bri p g peace ," Biden said . "It
has only b�ought more death and more
tragedy . The silence must end. "
Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) called
for air strikes against Serbian artillery
positions and for lifting the arms em
bargo against the Bosnian govern
ment. He ridiculed the purpose of the
U . N . "peace-keeping" forces in Bos
nia. "If that requires a withdrawal of
the troops of our allies , so be it,"
Hatch said . "If the risk to those troops
prevents us from lifting the embargo ,
it' s time for those troops to go home .
The President' s policy of endless con
sultations has failed . It' s time for the
United States to lead and to act , re
gardless of the positions taken by the
European powers . "
Sen . Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz . )
said that air strikes should be carried
out by the United States even if NATO
refused to participate. "The time for
equivocation is over," he said.
Charles Robb (D-Va. ) called for
the United States to use cruise missiles
to attack Bosnian Serb positions , and
said that the U . S . should lift the arms
embargo , unilaterally if necessary .
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arthquake relief
survives budget cutters

the end of February . By means of such
"camaraderie and benevolence ," and
"by throwing a l�ttle Miami Beach
sand in their faces," the Federal Re
serve Bank of Atlanta "will produce
many friends among experts in finan
cial derivatives , th� very area that the
Banking Commitl!ee is considering
legislation in , " ne said . By such
means , the Fed is ar:;ting like "any oth
er corporate titan , " although it "wants
us to think it is the: independent, non
political central bank. . . . The Fed
has its hands deep in the taxpayers'
pockets and should not be exempt
from careful overs�ght. "
Gonzalez announced that he was
beginning an inve�tigation into how
the Fed was conducting itself in re
spect to outside consultants and con
ferences . He said his proposed Feder
al Reserve System Accountability Act
of 1 993 was the best way of dealing
with "waste in govbrnment. "

Gonzalez launches new

udget Ame.dment
called 'serious mistake'

The Senate on Feb . 9 staved off by a
vote of 65-3 1 attempts by a coalition
of Republicans and austerity Demo
crats to "piggyback" $94 billion worth
of spending cuts over five yeas onto a
bill which would send emergency aid
to earthquake victims in California.
Attempts to add other budget-cutting
amendments were also defeated . The
earthquake relief bill was passed on
Feb . 1 1 by the Senate , and the House
then passed the legislation 245-65 .
The proposal , sponsored by Sen .
Hank Brown (R-Colo . ) and Sen . Rob
ert Kerrey (D-Neb . ) , called for 57 sep
arate spending cuts that would have
saved $7 billion this year, almost dou
ble the $3 .4 billion in cuts proposed
by the administration . The measure
was similar to legislation defeated ear
lier in the House sponsored by Tim
Penny (D-Minn . ) and John Kasich (R
Ohio) .

attack on Federal Reserve

House Banking Committee Chairman
Henry Gonzalez (D-Tex . ) attacked
the Federal Reserve in a speech on the
House floor on Feb . 1 0 , questioning
its need for employing numerous out
side financial consultants despite the
large number of analysts who are part
of the Fed, and criticizing its extrava
gance at its conferences , where atten
dees spend a good part of their time
playing golf. Gonzalez quoted Milton
Friedman , who said that the Fed "was
buying up most of its likely critics . "
Gonzalez mentioned how the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of Atlanta , "not
finding its facilities fancy enough ,"
had scheduled a three-day conference
on derivatives in Cocoanut Grove ,
Florida at an expensive lUXUry hotel at

B

Seventeen constitutional law experts
from around the country sent a letter
to Sen . Robert Byrd (D-W . V . ) , an op
ponent of a Balanced Budget Amend
ment , characterizing the amendment
as "a serious mistake . " The chief
sponsor of the : B alanced Budget
Amendment is Set! . Paul Simon (D
Ill . ) . The Clinton apministration is op
posed to the amendment, which will
be debated late in february .
The signers , who ranged from lib
erals such as Harvard law professor
Laurence Tribe to conservative Judge
Robert Bork, warned that such an
amendment "would deprive the Con
gress and the Pr!;!sident of needed
flexibility" and "wpuld involve the Ju
diciary in intracta�le questions of fis
cal and budgetary policy . "
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Schiller concert celebrates
African-American history
The Schiller Institute will sponsor a perfor
mance in Washington, D . C . of the Requiem
Mass of African-Brazilian composer Jose
Mauricio Nunes-Garcia, featuring members
of the Takoma Park Symphony Orchestra,
the Nevilla Ottley Singers , and the Schiller
Institute Choir, as part of area celebrations
of African-American History Month . Selec
tions from Handel ' s oratorio Messiah and
African-American spirituals will also be
presented . The concert takes place on Feb .
26 , one day before the birthday of the late
singer Marian Anderson, and includes se
lections from her repertoire .
The Requiem is dedicated to the memory
of the late chairman of the D . C . City Coun
cil , John Wilson , who died last year.
The Nunes-Garcia Requiem , composed
in 1 8 1 6 , when compared to Wolfgang Ama
deus Mozart's Requiem ( 1 79 1 ) , demon
strates the principle of "Classical composers
in dialogue ," which is seldom heard today.
All compositions will be performed at the
"Verdi" tuning of C-256, with the original
wind instruments , making the performance
a unique musical event in all respects .

Limbaugh rushes to
defense of the Fed
On his Feb . 9 radio broadcast , populist dar
ling Rush Limbaugh defended the Federal
Reserve System and its chairman Alan
Greenspan and attacked House Banking
Committee Chairman Henry Gonzalez (D
Tex . ) , who recently forced the Fed Open
Market Committee to open up 17 years '
worth of its secret minutes .
Limbaugh opened with a tirade against
President Clinton for "raising taxes," fol
lowing which he complained that Represen
tative Gonzalez' s recent efforts were aimed
at putting the Federal Reserve "under the
control of the White House . "
Acknowledging that many of his mostly
conservative listeners "don't like the Fed,"
Limbaugh defended the unconstitutional in-
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stitution as the only "independent," agency
in Washington. Limbaugh claimed that
Greenspan raised interest rates to "send a
message to Clinton that 'We don 't want any
of your liberal lollipops over here ! ' "

Opposition to ' OBE'
grows in S. Dakota
Opposition is growing in South Dakota to
state plans to implement "outcome-based
education" and what the state calls "modern
ization. " In early February , Chris Ander
son, the superintendent of schools in Lyman
County , just south of the state capital of
Pierre, was forced to resign over opposition
to his promotion of outcome-based educa
tion . Lyman County was one of 20 pilot
districts for the state modernization pro
gram, where "districts chose on their own"
to modernize and receive state funds . Oppo
nents formed a citizens' group which ran a
slate of candidates for school board last
June , winning heavily over incumbents who
supported Anderson, who became a light
ning rod for community opposition.
Three of the newly elected board mem
bers have been working to dismantle the
program and believe they have a mandate to
do it . The state legislature heard a debate
this month on HB 1 323 , a bill which prohib
its using the criteria of values, beliefs , atti
tudes, or emotions to determine grades or as
the basis for testing , as prescribed in the
state school modernization program.

Confederates again
hoist ' Stars and Bars '
"Protecting the Confederacy" was the title
of a special report in the Richmond Times
Dispatch on Feb . 1 4 . The state' s leading
daily is based in Richmond, Virginia, the
capital of the Civil War Confederacy. The
report, by staff writer Wes Allison , sports a
full-color replica of the "Stars and Bars"
flag .
Allison's feature begins: "Political cor
rectness is running amok and must be
checked before every vestige of the Confed-

erate South is censored and vilified . So say
members 9f the Heritage Preservation Asso
ciation, formed last fall to combat what they
see as increasing attacks by the politically
correct on the Confederacy ' s symbols, cul
ture and descendants . " Allison plays up the
HPA's plMs to put the Confederate flag
symbol M treason against the United
States-back into prominence in the South,
where it still flies over the state capitols of
South Carolina and Mississippi . HPA
founder and President R. Lee Collins is
quoted, "I don 't mean to minimize slavery ,
but let's put it into historical perspective .
Very few Southerners owned slaves . Slav
ery was not the main reason for war; consti
tutional principle was . " The Confederate
flag , he saiys , "remains a symbol of defiance
to the United States and integration . "
The article appeared one week after
Margaret Thatcher' s royal treatment in the
state , and lone week before the historic con
ference of Lyndon LaRouche' s philosophi
cal association in Washington , D . C . , which
exposed the pro-British traitors who created
the Confederacy .

AlPA

� taps OSI chief

Neal Sher as new head
The American Israel Public Affairs Com
mittee announced on Feb . 10 that it has
named Neal M. Sher, currently director of
the U . S . Justice Department ' s Office of
Special Investigations , as its new executive
director. AlPAC President Steve Grossman
described Sher as a "bold , innovative lead
er. " AIP�C was established to handle the
U. S. Congress for the Zionist lobby , but,
since the Israel-PLO accord, has aligned it
self more .closely to the Likud party' s Ariel
Sharon, who violently opposes the accord.
AIPAC executive director Tom Dine re
signed la$t June after a book quoted him
describint Orthodox Jews as "smelly . " A
few days later, AIPAC Vice President Har
vey Friedman quit after admitting that he
had calle4 Israeli Deputy Foreign Minister
y ossi Bei� in a "little slime ball . "
The OSI, set up under the aegis of the
Anti-Defamation League of B 'nai B ' rith in
the 1 970s; used its mandate to "hunt Nazis"
to inject forged KGB documents into the
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Brilffly
U. S . legal system. Sher has directed the OSI
over the past II years . He supervised such
legal atrocities as the deportation of John
Demjanjuk, and the barring of Austrian
President Kurt Waldheim from entering the
United States both on the basis of evidence
forged by communist authorities .

Aristide rebuffs
Clinton peace efforts
The Clinton administration is pressuring
ousted Haitian President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide to reach some sort of power-sharing
agreement with his military opponents . An
angry Aristide responded on Feb . 8 by at
tacking, for the first time , the U . S . policy
of interdicting Haitian refugees on the high
seas before they can reach U . S . shores and
claim political asylum, according to Reuters
on Feb. 1 1 .
Aristide called the interdiction policy "a
floating Berlin Wall" that violates interna
tional law . This is an about-face for Aris
tide., who supported the policy when it was
first undertaken by George Bush, and has
periodically broadcast appeals to Haitians to
stay home . A State Department official said
Aristide ' s remarks were "an invitation for
people to risk their lives on the high seas ,"
reported Reuters .

Virginia blacked out
by ice storms
Much of Virginia was declared in a state
of emergency on Feb . 1 1 , after ice storms
brought down power lines in many areas of
the state. Gov . George Allen declared the
emergency at 9 p.m. , when almost three
quarters of a million homes were without
power. Especially hard hit were the least
developed areas which had suffered from
the storm: the Northern Neck and south
western Virginia. In one southwest county ,
an estimated 90% of the households were
believed to be without power. Ten counties
and cities were declared local emergencies .
Large parts of Lynchburg and 25 ,000
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homes in Richmond also lost their electrici
ty . A reported 60,000 households in the
Roanoke area were without electricity ,
which would take at least four days to re
store, leaving them without water or heat in
many cases, and threatening further damage
from frozen and burst water pipes.
Nancy Spannaus , the LaRouche Demo
crat challenging Chuck Robb for the U . S .
Senate , said in a Feb . 1 4 statement: "If there
had been adequate electricity infrastructure,
the damage from the loss of electricity
would have been dramatically less. It' s not
the cold that's to blame-that' s un
avoidable .
"From my 1 990 Senate campaign on , I
have underscored the abominable state of
Virginia' s energy infrastructure-from cur
rent power shortages to the prospect of the
mainstays of our electric power supply , the
four Virginia Power nuclear plants , being
decommissioned. Given the disasters that
have befallen us this winter, Virginians
should be ready to listen . "

Washington beats drum
for North Korea sanctions
After President Clinton said on Feb . II that
economic sanctions are "one option" if
North Korea continues to balk at U . N . in
spections of its nuclear sites , other adminis
tration officials have increased the pressure .
"We're now conSUlting , all of us among one
another, to see what our options are . But
obviously , the sanctions option is one op
tion ," Clinton had told a news conference .
Japan, South Korea, and China are being
consulted, Clinton said .
CIA director James Woolsey com
plained on Feb . 14 that North Korea may
be about to recover more plutonium . "They
may decide to shut down their Yongbyon
reactor soon , enabling them to extract fuel ,
reprocess, recover the plutonium and use it
to produce weapons ," Woolsey said . Also
on Feb. 1 4 , Secretary of State Warren Chris
topher told the MacNeil-Lehrer news pro
gram that if South Korea were threatened
"either in a conventional way or in a nuclear
way , that will invoke a powerful military
response by the United States . "

• WILL THE IIRs privatize its col
lection apparatus ' in order to help cut
the budget deficit? Such is one pro�
posal , according �o the Feb . 9 Wash
ington Post, whiah quotes an admin
istration official 4hat "the concept is
to figure out how we can get private
companies to ass�st with some of our
collection-related activity . " It is ru
mored that the IRIS style manual will
begin replacing t�e term "mafia" with
"collection serviges consultant . "

,

• QUEEN EL ZABETH'S royal

yacht Britannia I quietly docked in
New York Harbot on Feb . 1 0 for "six
days of onboard fommercial confer
ences before ste ing south to pick
up Her Majesty' : in the Caribbean,
according to the New York Post. As
EIR exposed in i.s Feb . 1 2 , 1 993 is
sue , the queen h�sted a secret meet
ing of British �d Italian financial
magnates on heri yacht off Italy on
June 2, 1 992 , tha led to the destabili
zation of the Itali�n state .

�

t

• TOM HAydEN, the aging radi
cal and Californ* state senator, has
announced that h� will be a candidate
for governor of qalifornia. Why? "It
was really the psychic impact of the
earthquake that I\:tade me feel that I
ought to be fully Icarrying out what I
believe . There i� an urgency about
the times in whic\t we live . "
!

• MARSHA

F1REEMAN,

author
of How We Got �o the Moon, had a
three-day promotlional tour over Feb .
1 0- 1 3 of Huntsvi�le, Alabama, where
the Marshall Spa e Flight Center and
the Space and Rcpcket Center are lo
cated. Her tour i�cluded a 20-minute
interview with National Public Ra
dio' s program 'rrech Talk" and a
book-signing .

f

i

• THE U.S. �RMY announced

plans in early Fetiruary to develop Ft .
Belvoir, in suburban Virginia near
Washington. Thet development is ex
pected to create 3P ,000 jobs and con
nect to the Washi�gton Metro by light
rail. Spokesmen $ay that the econom
ic benefits will f$I- outstrip the "Dis
ney America" th�e park planned for
nearby Haymarkk

National
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Editorial
A small

question of demographics

The death rate in Russia last year increased by 20%
over that of 1 992. This translates into the deaths of
360 ,000 individuals who should have been alive today ,
by any acceptable standard . Life expectancy for the
average Russian male is now believed by some to be
below 59 years of age .
Of course, this sharp rise in deaths has been accom
panied by a similar fall in the birth rate , as well as a
rise in infant mortality . Such dismal conditions are far

below the average in the industrialized world , and the

lowest in Russia since before 1 960 . Infant mortality

of child-bearing age postpone having children , or de
cide not to give birth , "becatise of the poor situation in
the country . "
Another cause o f the increase i n the death rate
among adults is an increase in the amount of cardiovas
cular disease , which no doubt correlates to poor nutri
tion , and perhaps also increa$ing alcoholism.

�

About 1 0% of world gra n production takes place
in Russia, Ukraine , and Belarus , and this has fallen by
1 5 % since 1 989 . At the same time meat , milk , and egg

had risen from a high 1 7 . 4 per 1 ,000 births in 1 992, to

production have fallen by 20% ; milling of flour and

1 9 . 1 last year. Such a figure , of course , does not include

bread production by more than 1 0% . All of this can be

the staggering statistic that more than 50% of children
never see the light , because they are aborted .
This is the reality of the Jeffrey Sachs shock therapy

attributed to the interventiod of Jeffrey Sachs and the
coterie of international financiers , whom he represents
as the apostle of "free trade .

'i

remedy ; and not surprisingly , Russia' s National Secu

At the same time that this news became known , on

rity Council is looking at these figures with alarm.

Feb . 1 4 , the possibility of tra(jle war between the United

While babies and the elderly suffer most from the vi

States and Japan was being 'mooted , due to the U . S .

1ccept trade quotas . The
p. elude U . S . ideologues .

cious austerity which has turned bread into a luxury ,

demand that the Japanese

there is also a sharp rise in the rate of suicide among

irony of the situation seems t

adults , who despair of the future .

It is ludicrous for the UWted States government to

At a conference held at the Harriman Institute in

attack the Japanese for not opening themselves to the

New York, not an institution known to blanch at the

rapacity of the free-marketeers from the West , and then

horrors of malthusianism, a report on this dramatic

to tum around and demand the Japanese government

fall in the Russian population was given by Natalia

impose a quota system upon its own population in order

Rimashevskaya, head of the Institute for Socio-Eco

to force them to buy American . Not only is this a clear

nomic Studies of the Population . She stated that what

violation of the axiomatic premises of free trade , but it

she called an "unprecedented" rise in the death rate

also is tragic in face of the dramatic increase in produc

correlated with an increase in killings and suicides.

tive output that is really needed from both nations .

According to Rimashevskaya, the average age of death

Worse still , it is criminal that the United States and

for men and women is below 66 . This figure is five

Japan do not join hands to devote all of their efforts

years below the life expectancy of over 70 that had
recently been achieved in Russia .
Russia itself is now a dying nation if we look at the
demographic s .

toward transforming the situation in Russia and the rest
:

of the former Soviet bloc .
What

is

needed

is

the

implementation

of

LaRouche ' s Productive Triatlgle program . The cost of

I n 1 993 , some 1 . 4 million people were born and

the contrary policy-allowir-.g free rein to the bankers ,

2 . 2 million died . Some of this was masked by the fact

and failing to support a transformation of the Soviet

former Soviet Union migrated back to Russia, but the

can be counted in the numbers of the unborn and those

moral is obviou s . Even with this additional population ,

who need not have died last year.

that Russians who had been living elsewhere in the
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the net fall in population was 500 ,000 . Many women

National

i¥e productive economy

economic system into a via
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L A R O U C H E

S E E

A l l p rog ra ms a re
ALASKA

• D E N V E R-DCTV C h . 57

W e d n e sdays-9 p . m .

Wednesdays- 1 1 p . m .
Fridays-7 p . m .

ARKANSAS

• FAYETTEVILLE-Ch. 8

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Wedn esdays-9 p . m .
• L I TT L E ROCK-Sto rer C h . 1 8
Tues.-9 p . m . , Thu rs.-8 p . m .

• WAS H I N GTO N-DCTV• C h . 25

S u n days- 1 2 N o o n

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA

• PASCO COU NTY-C h . 3 1

• DOWN EY-Co nti. Ch. 5 1

-

The LaRouche Connection

COLORADO

• A N C H O RAG E-ACTV Ch. 40

Thu rsdays-9 : 3 0 p . m .
• E . L.A. to SANTA M O N I CA
Centu ry C a b l e C h . 3
M o n days-5 : 3 0 p . m .
• E . S A N F E R N A N D O VALLEY
U n ited Artists C h . 2 5
S u n d ays�3 : 3 0 p . m .
• H O LLYWOOD-Co nti. C h . 3 7
Fridays-8 p . m .
• LAN C .lPALM DALE-C h . 3
S u n d ays-8 : 30 a . m .
• MAR I N COU NTY-C h . 3 1
Tuesd ays-4 p . m .
• M O D ESTO-Access C h . 5
Th u rs., M a r . 1 0-6 : 3 0 p . m .
• • M T N . VI EW-MVCTV C h . 3 0
Tuesdays-1 1 p . m .
• O R A N G E COU NTY-C h . 3
Fridays- 1 0 p . m .
• SAC R A M E NTo-C h . 1 8
2 n d & 4 t h Weds.- 1 0 p . m .
• SAN D I E G OCox C a b l e C h . 24
Satu rdays- 1 2 Noon
S o u thwest C a b l e C h . 1 6
Saturd ays-9 p . m .
• SAN FRANCISCO-C h . 53
F r i d ays-6 : 3 0 p . m .
• SANTA ANA-C h . 53
S u n d ays-4 p . m .
• W . S A N F E R N A N DO VALLEY
CVI C h . 27
Tuesd ays-8 : 30 p . m .

O N

Tuesdays-8 : 30 p . m .

GEORGIA

• ATLANTA-C h . 1 2

Frldays- 1 : 30 p . m .

C A B L E

u n l ess ot h e rwise noted.

MINNESOTA

• S U FFOLK, LI .-C h . 25

Wed.-5 : 30 p m , S u n .-3 : 30 p m
• M I N N EAPOLIS-C h . 32
ElR World News
Saturdays-9 : 3 0 p . m .
• ST. LO U I S PAR K-Ch . 33
El World News
Friday t h r o u g h M o n day .
3 p.m., 11 p.m., 7 a.m.
• ST. PAU L-Ch . 33
ElR World News
Mondays-8 p . m .

• W ESTCH E STE R-Ch . 1 8

Tues., M a r . 1 -6 p . m .
Weds . , M a r ' 9-6 P . m .
Tues., M a r . 1 5 & 22-6 p . m .
Tues M a r . 29-6 p . m .

ILLIN OIS

• QUAD C ITIE S-C ox C h . 4

.
M o n d ays-9 . 3 0 p . m .

INDIANA

• SO UTH B E N D-Ch. 31

e

Tu s.-2 p. m . ;

NEW JERSEY

• B R O NX- B r o n x N et C h . 67
•

• BALT I M O R E-BCAC C h . 42

M o ndays-9 p . m .
• MONTGOME RY-MCTV C h . 49
Tue.-1 1 p . m . , Thu .-2 : 3 0 p . m .
• WESTM I N STE R-CCTV C h . 1 9
Tuesdays-3 p . m .

•
•
•
•

MASSACHUSETTS

• BOSTON-B N N C h . 3

Satu rdays- 1 2 Noon

MICHIGAN

• CENTE R L I N E-Ch . 34

Tuesdays-7 .. 30 p . m .

44

• TRENTON-TCI C h .

Wed nesdays-2 : 3 0 p . m .

•
•
•

Satu rdays-6 p m
BROOKHAVEN-TCI
( E . Suffo l k, L . I . )
1 F l a s h or C h . 9 9
Wednesdays-5 p . m .
B U FFALO-BCAM Ch. 1 8
M o n d ays-6 p . m .
H U DS O N VALLEY- C h . 6
2 n d S u n day m o nth ly-2 p . m .
MAN HATTAN-M N N C h . 6 9
Satu rdays- 1 2 N o o n
OSSI N I N G-Conti n e n t a l
Southern Westchester C h . 1 9
Rockland Cou nty C h . 26
1 st & 3rd S u n d ays-4 p . m .
Q U E E N S-QPTV C h . 56
Tuesdays-3 : 3 0 p . m .
R O C H E STER-GRC C h . 1 5
Fri.-1 0 : 30 p m , S u n .-7 pm
STATEN I S L .-CTV C h . 2 4
Wed.-1 1 p . m . , Sat.-8 a . m .

,

• PORTLAN D-Access C h . 27

Weds., M a r. 9-6 p . m .
Tuesd ays-6 p . m . ( C h . 27)
T h u rsdays-3 p . m . ( C h . 33)

PENNSYLVANIA

• PITTS B U R G H-PCTV Ch . 2 1

M o n d ays- 7 p . m .

TEXAS

• H O U STON-PAC

.
The LaRouche ConnectIOn
M o n . , Feb. 28-5 p . m .
M o n . , M a r. 7-4 p . m .
The American System, Pt.
Th u rs . , M a r . 3-9 p . m .
The American System, Pt.
Tues., M a r. 8-5 p . m .

(Check Loca l C h a n n e l )
M o ndays-2 a . m .

NEW YORK

4th M o n days- 1 0 p . m .

Fridays-6 p . m .

• STATEW I D E-CTN

Thu rsdays-1 0 p . m .

MARYLAND

22

W ed.-5 p . m .

&

OREGON

f!!

• ST LO U I S-Ch

• M O SCOW-C h . 37

2nd

• E D E N PRAI R I E-C h . 33

MISSOURI

IDAHO

T V

2
3

VIRGINIA

• A R L I N G TO N -ACT C h . 3 3

S u n -1 pm M o n ' -6 ' 30 p m
We nesday - 1 2 N o n

ci

�

a'

• C H E S TE R F I E LD-C h . 6

•

•
•

•

•

Schiller Institute Show
Tuesdays-9 a . m .
FAI R FAX-FCAC C h . 1 0
Tuesdays-1 2 N o o n
T h u rs.-7 p m , Sat.- 1 0 a m
L E E S B U RG-C h . 6
M o n d a ys-7 p . m .
MARTI N S V I L LE-Ca b l e C h . 6
S o m e Saturdays-8 p . m .
Some S u n days- 1 - 5 p . m .
R I C H.M O N D/ H E N R I COC o n � l n e n t a l � a b l e Ch. 38
Schiller Institute Show
Tuesd ays-6 : 30 p . m .
WA SHING TON
TRI-CITIES-TCI C h . 1 3
(Check C h . 7 Readerboard)

If you a re interested i n gett i n g these prog ra ms o n you r local c a b l e TV stat i o n , please c a l l C h a rles N ot l ey at (703) 777-945 1 .
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llze book that will unleash a musical revolution"This M anual is an indispensable contribution to

A Manual on the Rudiments of

Tuning and
Registration

the true history of music and a guide to the inter
pretation of music, particularly regarding the tone
production of singers and string players alike . . . .
I fully endorse this book and congratulate
Lyndon LaRouche on his initi ative . "

-Norbert Brainin, founder andfirst violinist,
Amadeus Quartet
" . . . without any doubt an excellent initiative. It is
particularly important to raise the question of
tuning in connection with bel canto technique,
since today's high tuning misplaces all register
shifts, and makes it very difficult for a singer to
have the sound float above the breath . . . . What is

BOOK I :

true for the voice, is also true for instruments . "

-Carlo Bergonzi

Introduction and
Human Singing Voice

�' l
fo ;

•

.

+i< � :.w"< ; ;.�; ;.:.l.' �
�, : 5.1. ,.' .
'

From Tiananmen Square to Berlin, Beethove n ' s
Ninth Symphony w a s chosen as t h e "theme song"
of the revol u tion fo r human dignity, becau se

..

Beethove n ' s work is the highest expression of
Classical beauty. Now, for the first ti me, a Sch iller
Institute team of musicians and scientists, headed
by statesman and philosopher Lyndon H .
LaRouche , J r. , presents a manual to teach the uni
versal principles which underlie the creation of
great works of Classical musical art.
B ook I focuses on the principles of natural beauty
which any work of art must satisfy in order to be
beautifu l . F i rst and foremost is the bel canto vocal
ization of polyphony, sung at the "natural" or
"scientific" tu ning which sets middle C at approxi
mately 256 cycles per second . ·Copious musical
examples are d rawn from the C lassical musical l i ter
atu re to spow how the natu ral registration of each
species of singing voice, along with natural tu ning,
is the composer' s indispensable "raw material" fo r
the rigorous creation of poetic i ronies without which
no work of art can rightly be called "Classical . "
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